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But who's counting?
The National Park Service says 300,000 trampled the grass on
the Mall, but others put the number at up to 1.7 million. Has the
federal government downplayed gay and lesbian numbers again?
Washington, DC—It was a day to remember, a
moment in history. By nearly any estimate, with the
notable exception of the "official" count from the
National Park Service, over one million gay men,
lesbians, bisexuals and supporters flooded the Mall in
front of the U.S. Capitol last Sunday for what District
of Columbia Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly called "the
largest civil rights demonstration in the history of our
country."
The 1993 March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay
and Bi Equal Rights and Liberation stepped off shortly
after noon on April 25 to the raucous cheers of tens of
thousands of spectators who lined the entire parade
route, often in lines five or six deep. By 3:30 pm, the
Mall between 3rd and 12th Streets was at capacity,
with little room for the rest of the march, still not half
way into the rally site in front of the Capitol.
Marchers filled the streets from the Washington
Monument, around the White House and down Pennsylvania Avenue to the Mall for over six hours, eclipsing the three hour and forty-seven minute length of
the 1987 March on Washington. The National Park
Service estimated 200,000 attended that demonstration, with all other estimates ranging between 500,000
and 750,000.
In 1987, the Washington Blade quoted '87 march
logistics coordinator Judy Greenspan calling the NPS
estimates "outrageous." Greenspan estimated 750,000
for that march, basing her count on a National Park
Service guide that said 600,000 people can fit between 3rd and 7th Streets.
The crowd in front of the rally stage booed loud
and long at 5 pm when march co-chair Billy Hileman
announced the NPS estimate of 300,000 marchers.
'This insult cannot be allowed to stand," Hileman
said from the stage. 'The message is that federal
manipulation has not ended."
The NPS estimate was corroborated by The Washington Post's hired estimator, Bob Klotz.
"People don't understand how many people a million really is," Klotz said.
'That's full of shit," said a cab driver, who has
lived and worked in DC for 15 years, after he excitedly told this reporter that a radio station, Washington's
99.5FM, had put the crowd at 1.7 million. "I have
never seen this many people in this city."
The District of Columbia government Office of
Emergency Prepareness estimated the crowd at between 500,000 and 1 million.
"300,000 is too low," Sam Jordan, head of the
Office, told the Washington Post.
One Park Police officer scoffed at the DC
government's numbers. 'They're more likely to go by
political persuasion than we are," he said.
But another officer, who watched the parade from
horseback in front of the White House, quietly indicated he thought the number was much higher.
"All I can say is," he said when the other officer

was out of earshot, "I saw a lot of people out there."
March participants were largely incredulous over
the NPS's estimation. One marcher wryly commented
that the traditional lesbian invisibility was the source
of the Park Service's low count.
"I really thought the mix between men and women
was more equal," she said, "but maybe there were
900,000 lesbians and they just didn't see us."
Regardless of the official wrangling over the
crowd size, no one on»the mall—or watching the
proceedings on television—would dispute that gays
and lesbians made a tremendous impression. Looking back over the crowd from the media scaffolds in
front of the stage, the participants stretched to the
Washington Monument several blocks away.
"Funny, you don't look like 300,000," said singer
Patti Austin from the stage. "You look like the whole
1%."
Austin was referring to the recently released study
that indicated only 1.1% of the population is gay,
meaning that 2 million Americans identify as such.
That study has been widely disputed.
Good and gay in Georgia
Georgians made a good showing for the march,
with over 5000 lined up under the state's banner.
Marching 46th out of 98 groups, the Georgia contingent did not step off until 4:45pm, but the late start
did not keep the group from being one of the more
entertaining groups along the march route.
Chanting "gay rights, y'all" and "hey hey ho ho
Sam Nunn's got to go," the Georgia group brought
cheers and waves from march spectators along the
way to the mall. The Georgians also initiated a "march
wave"—signalled by a shout of "Georgia get down!"
from the front, every couple of blocks the Georgians
dropped to the street. When the Iowa banner behind
the Georgia group was visible, a signal was given to
begin the wave, a straight line version of the crowdpleasing wave in evidence at any Braves game. Attempts to begin the 'Tomahawk chop" or the "war
chant" were not so successful.
"We were a big hit," said Southern Voice editor
Chris Cash, "clearly one of the most energetic groups
around."
Banners and signs from ALFA, GAP AC, Georgia Psychologists, the University of Georgia and Athens joined the ample numbers of Atlanta participants
on their way to the Mall.
Elsewhere in the march line up, every conceivable group was represented, many bringing loud
cheers of support from the onlookers. When the massive "Colorado Ground Zero" banner stretched across
17th Street nearly two hours into the march, the
resultant roar was heard around the comer in front of
the White House. The Coloradans, chanting "Undo
2," took nearly 45 minutes to pass a vantage point,
CONTINUES ON PAGE 14
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Gay Games V could be held in Atlanta
Atlanta Convention and Visitors Bureau will help prepare bidAtlanta—The '96 Olympic Games in
Atlanta may be just a warmup for the city's
lesbian and gay community. A new committee is organizing to present a bid for Gay
Games V to the Federation of Gay Games,
and if the bid is successful, Atlanta will host
over 8000 athletes and 100,000 spectators
in 1998.
"We're the perfect place to have them,"
said Dan Easton, who along with Richy
Howard and Paul Stone is spearheading the
bid. "Our deadline is July 1 [to submit the
bid]. It can be done and it will be done."
Easton said the idea was tossed around
about three years ago, but, like the ACOG's
Billy Payne, he and others interested in hosting GGV encountered "a lot of negativity."
But with the coming of the Olympics in '96,
it seemed the right time to try for the Gay
Games.
"[The Federation] wants to take it off
the continent," Easton said, noting that the
first two Games were held in California, the
next in Canada, and the '94 Games are slated
for New York. "We want to prove to them
that maybe they're not quite ready and to
give Atlanta a shot"

Schlafly would not want gay son in military

"We're the perfect place to
have them.. It can be done
and it will be done."
—Dan Easton
Easton believes that Atlanta's accessibility to Europe and other continents will
bring in more athletes from outside North
America. At the '90 Games in Vancouyer,
only about 700 of 7500 athletes hailed from
outside this continent.
In addition to the facilities that will be in
place following the Olympics, Easton said
that Atlantans have already organized the
Gay Softball World Series, major bowling
and soccer tournaments, and equestrian
events, and that will be a plus for the Atlanta bid.
To help with bid preparation, the committee has enlisted the aid of the Atlanta
Convention and Visitors Bureau. In a meeting with ACVB officials last week, Easton
said the group presented their early ideas.
"They're (ACVB) very excited and are

Macon rally for gays'
right to serve in
military draws 75
Macon, GA—To counter anti-gay sentiments stemming from media attention on
the issue of gays in the military, some 75
middle Georgians rallied on Coleman Hill
in Macon on April 17 for a candlelight vigil
supporting "Americans Right to Serve Their
Country."
"We did well," said organizer Joseph
Powell, former director of the Central City
AIDS Project. '75—that's not bad for a
Saturday night in Macon, Georgia. Getting
seventy-five people to come out for a progay vigil is pretty good."
Powell said that the vigil was organized
to counter a recent upswing in anti-gay sen-

going to do anything they can to help us
out," Easton said. "Basically all we have to
do is give them the information and they'll
put together the bid."
ACVB has also offered one of their professional speakers to present the bid at the
Federation of Gay Games meeting next November in Washington. But the group is still
under the July 1 deadline to submit the bid.
"We have to put together a board, a budget, collect petitions of support..." Easton
said.
To accomplish all that, the group needs
help. If you'd like to be a part of the committe
to bring the Gay Games to Atlanta, contact
Easton at 876-9490; Richy Howard at 8727494; or Paul Stone at 627-4384.
KC WILDM00N

timent in Macon, particularly from a group
(formerly) called "Back to the Closet."
"They put out a press release that said
they were not willing to have 'homosexual
fascists from hell sodomize the military,'"
Powell said.
"Back to the Closet" had announced a
City Hall rally on March 29 to support the
ban on gays in the military, but cancelled at
the last minute. Powell said the idea for the
candlelight vigil came from planned
counterprotests for that rally, and was a way
to show peaceful solidarity with the plan to
lift the ban.
"We wanted to have this vigil as our
way to say what we want, rather than a
counterprotest," he said. "It's a peaceful
counter to that [anti-gay] rally."
KC WILDM00N

Washington, DC—Even if her gay son the forefront of conservative issues. She
wanted desperately to join the military, publishes The Phyllis Schlafly Report, a
Phyllis Schlafly would not support lifting monthly, from Eagle Trust Fund's Alton,
the ban on gays in the armed forces so he IL, address.
could join.
She announced that over 22 college
That's what she confirmed when con- groups have opened to help boost the confronted by a reporter and American Univer- servative, anti-choice, anti-gay agenda and
sity students after an anti-feminist speech fight pressure on campus to be "politically
here April 1.
correct."
Son John was outed by the gay magaShe's affiliated with Concerned Women
zine QW. Schlafly said that she is against of America, which has a toll-free number
President Clinton's pledge to lift the ban— to call to express views on gays in the
even though he is the Chief Executive of military, which both she and CWA opthis country.
pose. Each call costs callers nothing, but
Clinton confirmed that he will live up to rings up a bill for homophobes.
his pledge to lift the ban on July 15th in an
A computer-based call-in staged by a
historic White House meeting with gay and Seattle, Washington gay activist in the midlesbian leaders April 16.
80s shut down the Rev. Jerry Falwell's
Meanwhile, gay, lesbian and bisexual Moral Majority hotline.
activists launched a phone campaign to
To "Help Keep America's Military
knock the homophobic, anti-gay effort. The Strong" by banning gays, or express your
toll-free number is 1-800-225-8683.
opinion, call Concerned Women, 800-225Schlafly is president of the Eagle Forum 8683.
and credited—or blamed—with being on
JOHN ZEH

Gay synagogue will
march in New York
Salute to Israel parade
New York City—Members of a predominantly gay and lesbian synagogue will be
allowed to march in next month's Salute to
Israel Parade under a compromise reached
April 20.
The agreement permits members of Congregation Beth Simchat Torah of Manhattan
to march under the banner of the Association
of Reform Zionists of America in the May 9
parade up Fifth Avenue.
"Hopefully, the issue is settled," said Sharon Kleinbaum, the synagogue's rabbi.
The compromise helps the parade's sponsors avoid the controversy that has surrounded
the St. Patrick's Day parade since a gay Irish
group was banned from the event.
"Some members of Orthodox yeshivas
and Orthodox communities weren't too happy
with a gay synagogue marching," said Richard Cohen, a spokesman for the Reform Zionists.
No group publicly objected to letting the
gay congregation march, but the parade's
sponsor, the American Zionist Youth Foundation, acknowledged that some Jewish
groups privately objected to the group's participation. A committee of about 12 people
organizes the parade. The committee, chaired
by Rabbi Joseph P. Stemstein, talked with

representatives of Congregation Beth Simchat
Torah before resolving the issue.
The agreement is similar to one reached
in 1991 in which the Irish Lesbian and Gay
Organization marched under the banner of
Division 7 of the New York County Ancient
Order of Hibernians. The gay group did not
march in the St. Patrick's Day parade in
1992 or 1993 after it said it would march
under its own banner or not at all. Two hundred twenty-eight of the group's members
and supporters were arrested in a protest before this year's official parade.
A spokesman for the Zionist youth foundation did not return a telephone message for
comment.
Cohen said the banner the two groups
will carry will read: "ARZA is proud to join
with Congregation Beth Simchat Torah in
Saluting Israel."
The 29th annual parade is the largest celebration of the state of Israel outside the
Jewish state. About 33,000 people typically
march in the four-hour parade up Fifth Avenue from 59th Street to 79th Street.
Rabbi Kleinbaum had said before the decision that the congregation would not pursue the matter in court if the application had
been rejected.
Congregation Beth Simchat Torah was
founded in 1973 and has over 1200 members. Membership includes Reconstructionist,
Reform, Conservative and Orthodox Jews.
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When time's running short
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Discover financial freedom with Funds for Life.
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For information call 1-800-456-8799.
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Lesbian couple sues FL state
agency to become foster parents
Tampa, FL—When Bonnie Matthews applied to be a foster parent last year, she never
told social workers of her live-in lesbian relationship because she didn't think it mattered.
"Our relationship was not pertinent to our
ability to parent a child," Matthews testified
April 15, "so we were not going to volunteer
the nature of the relationship."
Matthews and Elaine Kohler cared for a
6-year-old boy two months before he was
taken away when state case workers learned
the couple was gay and living together.
They sued the state Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services and spent a day
in court pressing their view that an "unwritten" policy banning gays from being foster
parents is unconstitutional.
But HRS attorneys defended the agency's
actions as having nothing to do with homosexuality—it was simply enforcing a longstanding policy banning unmarried couples
from being foster parents.
The couple's attorney argued both issues
were unconstitutional and had nothing to do
with giving a stable home life and care to a
foster child.
"There is absolutely no reason why either
a homosexual or an unmarried couple could
not provide those things," said the couple's
attorney, Lora Smeltzly.
Last September, a Broward County les-

Anti-gay graffiti defaces
wall at BMC State
Raleigh, NC—A pedestrian underpass on
the North Carolina State University was
painted with anti-gay graffiti during Gay
Awareness Week, according to The Front
Page, a North Carolina gay newspaper.
Members of the Lesbian and Gay Student
Union had called for a "Blue Jeans Day," a
specific day during which all lesbians and
gays are asked to wear blue jeans. Notices
about the day were put into the student paper,
and painted into the pedestrian underpass,
called the "Free Expression Tunnel" on campus.
"LGSU painted the message on Thursday
night," said Garry Lipscomb, a member of
LGSU. "Before Friday morning the walls
were defaced."
LGSU members and some design students repainted the tunnel, painting over all
graffiti except the original LGSU message
and one promoting acceptance from a Christian group.
"That stayed up for about two hours before it was defaced," Lipscomb told The Front
Page.
The graffiti contained slogans and crude
drawings, including one with stick figures
labeled "two dead faggots" and another figure holding a gun labeled "me." Another graffiti said "Why do you think GOD invented
AIDS? Think about it"
LGSU has asked NSCU Chancellor
Monteith to investigate the incident, but has
so far received no response from university
officials.

Aea^i cote <& oca/bttmaty' conceit
as simple as one phone call
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Former Auburn player
diagnosed with AIDS
Auburn, Ah—Chet Chessher, who played
football at Auburn from 1977-79, is suffering
from AIDS.

bian won the right to become a foster mother.
But policy changes within one district don't
affect policies in other districts.
Matthews and Kohler are challenging the
policies in HRS District 6, which includes
Hillsborough, Polk, Manatee, Hardee and
Highlands counties.
The two women, who have since separated, are both 31 and work as mental health
counselors with foster children. They say they
do not seek to take in a foster child together
again but want to see the policies changed.
HRS attorney Jack Farley argued the
policy against unmarried foster parents was
relevant "We are concerned about what the
impact is on the child."
He maintained Matthews was less than
truthful when she applied for a temporary
license to be a foster parent. She described
Kohler as only "her best friend and roommate" and stated they slept in separate bedrooms. Only after a return visit by a social
worker did they admit to being gay and living together, he said.
Matthews testified she was never asked
specifically whether she was gay.
HRS will get a chance to present its witnesses on the matter next week before Circuit Judge Gasper Ficarrotta issues a ruling.
JAMES MARTINEZ

"This is tougher than any linebacker that
I have ever run into," Chessher said in an
interview published April 16 by The Birmingham News.
Chessher, 34, played various positions at
Auburn, often in a backup role, before injuries forced him to bypass his senior season.
Since graduating in 1982 with a degree in
marketing and a minor in theatre, he has
worked as an actor, writer and producer. He
was diagnosed in December.
His coach at Auburn, Doug Barfield, said
Chessher was a player who "used his talent
well."
"It's always tough to hear about a former
player and I hope the best for him," said
Barfield, who coached at Auburn from 197680 and now coaches at Opelika High School.
Chessher, a native of north Florida, lives
in Los Angeles. (AP)

UNC gay student wins
journalism award
Chapel Hill, NC—The Front Page reported last week that Doug Ferguson, gay
columnist for the University of North Carolina campus newspaper, has won first place
in the William Randolph Hearst Foundation's
Journalism Awards Competition. The award
carries a $2,000 prize and a trip to San Francisco to participate in the grand prize competition.
Ferguson has been covering gay and lesbian issues in The Daily Tar Heel since last
year, and is a senior journalism major from
Charlotte. Ferguson is co-chair of UNC's
lesbian and gay student group, Bisexuals,
Gay men, Lesbians and Allies for Diversity,
and is involved with the local organizing
committee for the March on Washington.
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Clinton Appoints Openly Gay Man To White House Staff:
President Clinton has appointed R. Paul Richard as Deputy Staff Secretary to the President.
According to a press release issued by COALITION '93, Richard is the first openly gay
person to occupy an office in the West Wing of the White House. Other openly gay staffers
have their offices in the Old Executive Office Building next door. "Mr. Richard's appointment reaffirms President Clinton's pledge of diversity in appointments of the best qualified
people to serve our country," said.COALITION director Andrew E. Barrcr.
Bap in Oklahoma Posts "No Dykes" Sign: A Norman, OK, bar posted a "No Dykes"
sign and threw out several lesbian couples when bar owner Nicole Rankin became offended
by lesbians dancing together. Rankin, owner of the Lower Deck, told the Norman Transcript
that she was offended by the behavior of the women in the bar and was banning them on
grounds of misconduct, not sexual orientation. In early April, Rankin threw out 12 lesbians
after one couple did the two-step on the dance floor. Rankin then closed the bar and called
police, who told the women that Rankin was "within her rights" to ban them. Norman gay
rights group Simply Equal is pursuing a complaint with the Norman Human Rights Commission over the incident.
Judge Rejects Sperm Donor's Custody Claim: A man who donated his sperm so a
lesbian couple could have a child has no right to paternity or visitation rights, a New York
Family Court judge has ruled. The donor, Thomas Steel, had signed an agreement giving up
parental rights, and he never supported the girl, who is now 11. But in 1991 he sued to be
declared the father. The case involved Sandra Russo and Robin Young, who have been
together 14 years, and their daughter Ry. The couple has another daughter as well, 12-yearold Cade. In ruling against Steel, Judge Edward Kaufman noted that the man had said he did
not want to exercise parental rights. "Had it been otherwise," the judge said, "[Russo and
Young] would not have chosen him as a sperm donor." Steel's attorney has said he will
appeal.
Rochester To Appeal Gay Discrimination Ruling: The city of Rochester, NY will
appeal a state Supreme Court ruling that it discriminated against a gay group by denying
them tax exemption status, city officials said. State Supreme Court Justice Andrew Siracuse
last week ordered Rochester to give the Gay Alliance of the Genessee Valley property tax
exemption status. The city had contended that the group was ineligible for the status because
it is a political organization. The Gay Alliances' attorney, Ellen Yacknin, said the city was
just wasting taxpayer money with the appeal. "Judge Siracuse said in the strongest of words
that what the city is doing is wrong," she said. "The city should take his words to heart."

$1.25 Million Activist Bequest Endows Stonewall Awards: A pioneering
$1.25 million bequest has been announced
to endow The Anderson Prize Foundation,
which makes annual $25,000 "no strings"
awards to people who work for gay and
lesbian causes. A bequest from the estate of
Paul A. Anderson, a Chicago futures trader
and philanthropist who established the foun-:
dation, it is one of the largest individual
gifts ever made in the lesbian and gay community. Anderson died last November.
Nominees for the Stonewall Awards, which
started in 1991, are selected by an anonymous panel, and winners are selected by a
Foundation committee and previous
awardees.

Gay Man Complains City Councilman
Made Anti-Gay Remarks: A gay man

Paul Anderson of Chicago left $1.25 mil- filed a complaint with the San Diego Hulion to a scholarship fund for gays and man Relations Commission, accusing city
lesbians.
councilman George Stevens and one of his
aides of making anti-gay remarks. Peter Ray
said that last week Stevens "looked right at me and said, 'I'd like to see all gays and lesbians
put in a gas chamber.'" In addition, Ray said, Stevens' aide, Luis Natividad, told him "We
don't see faggots here." Stevens and Natividad deny the accusations, with Stevens claiming
he never spoke to Ray at all. "I never talked to this guy," he said. "The answer is no. And
he's a liar." The commission will investigate the matter. Stevens has been at odds with the
gay community since his 1991 campaign. He has made several remarks considered slurs by
gays and lesbians, and has taken position on issues contrary to those of many in the
community.

Col. State Senator Removes AIDS Literature From Health Exhibit: Colorado
Sen. Bob Schaffer raided a state Dept. of Health AIDS display at the state Capitol last week
and confiscated pamphlets containing "explicit sexual information," saying they could fall
into children's hands. Gov. Roy Romer defended the display, but ordered a health department employee assigned to the previously untended display. Schaffer claimed that his
actions were not censorship, because "censorship is when we decide that something that
someone has written or a particular message is not fit for public consumption." Unable to
discern a difference between what Schaffer did and his definition, Sen. Jana Mendez called
the confiscation a "Nazi tactic." Schaffer, who is of German-Jewish heritage, took offense at
Mendez's words, and Mendez was admonished by Senate president Tom Norton.

Man Accused Of Scamming Celebrity Collectibles Gave To AIDS Group: An
Indiana man accused of seeking celebrity mementoes from professional sports teams, and
selling the goods for a profit, has donated collectibles from stars to a group fighting AIDS.
Troy Bumpus, charged with felony counts of forgery and false representation last week,
gave a prince's keychain, a handbag from Elizabeth Taylor and other items to the AIDS
Resources Group in Evansville, Ind. Mary Lynn Isaacs, the AIDS group's president, said she
told police of the work Bumpus had done for the organization after his arrest. "He came to
our board last summer and we gave him letterhead stationery," Isaacs said. "He clearly
meant well." Police charge that Bumpus falsely represented himself to numerous professional organizations to obtain collectibles for boys whose fathers had died when a military
transport plane crashed into an Evansville hotel and restaurant last year.
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Dedicated to providing you with quality cars and service.
New & Used Cars • Full Service • Parts • Body Shop
1 1/2 MILES INSIDE I-285
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd
We appreciate
your business.
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My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was highly recommended to me by a
friend who also enjoyed her dealings with Ms. Ellis.
Julie Ellis was professional, courteous, and very respectful of the
presence of my female life partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis could
relate to me more comfortably than any other car salesperson ever
has. I appreciated her availability at Curry Honda.
During my two days of business at your dealership, I was aware of
two other same-sex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your dealership's stance to be gay/
lesbian sensitive and for providing quality gay personnel such as
Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Lalne Peek

Julie Ellis

451-2700

WE CAN HELP YOU
-Jiau£.L, One.

Full Service Travel Agency
Airline Reservations
American &European Rail
Vacation Packages
Cruises
RSVP-Olivia-Atlantis
Advanced Damron
314 Pharr Rd. NE 404/262-1011
Gay Owned and Operated
Since 1983
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San Francisco opens new AIDS
research facility
San Francisco—Scientists hoping to find
a cure for AIDS will work in a new $44
million facility that's second only to the National Institutes of Health in terms of funding.
The Gladstone Institute of Virology and
Immunology officially opened last week on
the sixth floor of San Francisco General Hospital. Some 45 Gladstone scientists will work
with the University of California at San
Francisco's existing AIDS program.
Five research teams will take on different
aspects of HIV, including how it enters human cells, what triggers reproduction and why
it produces such a devastating disease.
"HIV disease has been a big black box.
We know the input, and we know what comes
out, but we don't know what's going on—
biologically—in the middle," said David
Feinberg, 37, who runs a lab at Gladstone.
"We'll have to understand this disease to
eliminate it If HIV were like polio or smallpox, there would have been a vaccine years
ago. If it were like bacteria, there would be a
drug....It's different than anything else we've
ever had to deal with," Feinberg said.
Scientists have set out to understand the
sophisticated genetic blueprint of the virus,

which consists of a least nine genes. Other
members in the same viral family have only
three genes.
One complicating aspect of HIV research
is that the virus kills a cell critical to the
body's immune response, the CD4 lymphocyte. The virus then reproduces.
"HIV is very clever," said Warner Greene,
director of the Gladstone research center. "It
goes to the absolute nerve center of the immune system."
Researchers study blood samples from
"long-term survivors" of AIDS, hoping that
it will hold clues to prolonged survival.
"When is there going to be a cure for
AIDS?" Feinberg said. "I don't think anyone
can honestly answer that question.
"It's frustrating to not be able to do more,"
he said. "Every time you meet someone who's
HIV-infected, and he's healthy, you're hopeful. But it gets harder to be optimistic."
The institute is a joint effort between the
city of San Francisco, UCSF and the J. David
Gladstone Institutes, a charitable trust created under the will of J. David Gladstone, a
shopping center developer in Los Angeles.
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• We process your
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policy. • Your accelerated benefits counsellor will
give you prompt, personalized service. We
welcome the opportunity to work
with federal employees.
♦member NAPWA and NAVSO

Research bears out
importance of attitude
in HIV patients
Tampa, FL—Julie Barroso doesn't think
having AIDS is an automatic death sentence,
and her research indicates that belief is the
secret of living longer with the illness. For the
past two years, she has been talking with
long-term survivors of acquired immune deficiency syndrome: those who have lived three
or more years.
A nursing teacher at the University of
Tampa, Barroso interviewed 14 male and six
female AIDS patients as part of her doctoral
dissertation at the University of Texas at Austin. Barroso, who has worked with the Tampa
AIDS network since 1987, sought out people
who had experienced one or more of the opportunistic infections, such as pneumonia,
which prey on those with AIDS.
"I was hoping that there would be things
that would evolve to let other people who had
been diagnosed know what they could do,"
she said.
Barroso, who doesn't have AIDS, found
her subjects had thrived by:
-making their lives as normal as possible;
-keeping a positive attitude and planning
for the future;
-taking care of themselves physically and
mentally and taking charge of their health;
-developing positive relationships with
friends, family and the larger community and
eliminating stressful ones;
-believing that having AIDS is not a death
sentence but a catalyst.
Her subjects were between the ages of 24
and 50, Barroso said. Many had survived more
than four years. But at least seven of the 20
had died as of December 1992, she said.
Two long-term survivors, who participated
in the study and sat on a panel last Monday,
echoed Barroso's findings.
Chrissy, who didn't give her real name,
said she learned she had HIV while a 17year-old college freshman in 1984 and developed full-blown AIDS five years later.
"I never thought I'd make it to 26," she
said. Now, "I'm not worrying about dying.
That's too far off." Chrissy is engaged to be
married.
Family, especially her son, helps Jeanine,
another survivor who didn't use her real name.
"That's been my focus: to survive for him,"

she said. "I think everybody should find some
focus."
Barroso said she doesn't want to tell
people how to live with AIDS. But she does
want people with AIDS to understand that
they don't have to define themselves in terms
of their diagnosis.
"It's important to get the message out,"
she said. "These are some of the strategies."
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If you or someone close to you is seriously ill,
call Carol Cunard at 1-800-227-8447 for more information.

Combination estrogen
pills protect heart
Boston—Women who take both estrogen
and progestin to get through menopause gain
an added benefit: the hormone combination
cuts their risk of heart disease dramatically,
doctors reported last week.
Doctors have long known that estrogen
alone cuts the risk of heart attack about in
half. But the hormone supplements—which
are given to relieve hot flashes and other
symptoms of menopause—can raise the risk
of uterine cancer.
To eliminate that cancer hazard, doctors
often combine estrogen with progestin. Many
worried, however, that adding progestin would
wipe out estrogen's heart benefits.
A study in last week's New England Journal of Medicine concludes that estrogen plus
progestin is just as good for the heart as estrogen alone.
"These data are reassuring," said Dr.
Aaron R. Folsom, a co-author of the study at
the University of Minnesota.
In fact, his work raises the possibility
that the combination might be even be better,
because it could further reduce the chance of
dangerous blood clots. However, a generally
supportive editorial in the journal said this
idea is speculative.
"It would be premature to conclude that
women taking combined estrogen and progestin have an even lower risk of coronary
disease than those taking estrogen alone,"
wrote Drs. Kathryn A. Martin and Mason W.
Freeman of Massachusetts General Hospital.
In addition to relieving hot flashes, estrogen also prevents a thinning of the bones that
can cause fractures among the elderly.
The study involved women ages 45 to 64
who lived in Forsyth County, N.C.; Jackson,
Miss.; the Minneapolis suburbs; and Washington County, Md. It was conducted from
1986 to 1989.
DANIEL Q. HANEY
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Prompt, accurate, caring,
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Suite 200
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90-year-old AIDS activist is honored
HNS Position Statement
Support of President Clinton in "Lifting the ban on Gays in the Military"
POSITION
Home Nutritional Services, Inc. (HNS) supports President Clinton and joins other
professional and healthcare organizations in advocating and supporting human rights
for all people in the United States. HNS believes that this support is consistent in and
with the organization's goal of promoting quality care to all individuals.
Specific Comments:
A. HNS believes that discrimination has no place in the United States.
B. HNS contends that education through the work force enhances tolerance and
understanding to all and advocates for the concept of strength through diversity.
Knowledge and the exchange of ideas gready effect change and influence the
quality of all individuals regardless of race, nationality, religion, or sexual
orientation.
C. HNS recognizes that all Americans need to take personal responsibility for their
behavior toward others.
D. HNS upholds and believes in being an example for others in providing a firm
stance and maintaining a solid commitment to the efforts of President Clinton to
lift the ban on restricting homosexuals from military service. Fear should never
be a basis for corporate or governmental policy.

Portland, ME—The Maine Gay Men's
Chorus entertained several hundred friends
who turned out last Sunday for the 90th birthday of Frances Peabody, an unrelenting advocate for people with AIDS.
A co-founder of The AIDS Project in Portland, the great-grandmother has gained national recognition for her work counseling
and comforting AIDS patients and their families.
Peabody, who became active in AIDS education after her grandson died of the disease
in 1984, gives lectures, helps with fund-raising and holds a weekly counseling session for
mothers of AIDS victims.
She told friends Sunday that she isn't the
only one working to help people with AIDS.
"Each of us is a building stone and the
strength of each stone is dependent on the
others," she said.
She says she has been able to keep her
hectic pace because, at her age, she has learned
what is important.
"I don't think I've done more than a lot of
people," she said last week. "We see tremen-

dous courage. If these people can do it, we
can keep doing it, too."
Peabody's experiences include work with
the S weetser Children's Services, Greater Portland Landmarks, Maine Historical Society and
the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities.
The Smith College alumnus came to
Maine when her husband moved E.E. Taylor
Shoe Company from Massachusetts. After her
husband died, she renovated a Victorian home
and settled down in Portland.
Advocates for people with AIDS say the
great-grandmother fills a void in the community.
"People sometimes find it easier to talk to
me because of my age," Peabody said. "They
find that nothing shocks me."
Among those paying tribute to Peabody
were her friend Shirley Boulanger of Gray,
whose son died from AIDS last January, and
her daughter, Barbara Peabody of San Diego,
whose book "The Screaming Room"
chronicles the death of her son. (AP)
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OUR GIFT
TO YOU
Call our office before May
30,1993 and our gift to you
will be a complete consultation, exam and bitewing xrays (ifneeded).
Dr. Robert V. Schmidt welcomes you to join his practice of complete family dentistry. Our staff will be
complimented to have you
choose our officefor allyour
dental needs.

John M. Johnston, 40, died April 15 of
AIDS at his home. John was a member of All
Saints Episcopal Church in Atlanta and had
worked for the Bell South Company for 15
years.
John will be missed by many friends and
family members and especially by Rita Mae.
A wake will be held in John's memory on
Sunday, May 9th at 7 pm at the Atomic Cafe.
Donations may be made to any AIDS organization in John's memory.
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—Patrick Taggart, Austin-American Statesman
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Paying the bills is the
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BRUCE MIRKEN
D4T SAFETY RESULTS: BristolMyers Squibb has sent physicians participating in the expanded access program for
the new antiretroviral D4T (also known as
stavudine) its quarterly safety report listing "serious adverse events"—i.e., significant side effects—reported through January 14. The report, which includes side
effects reported in all past as well as ongoing trials of the drug, looks like generally
good news.
Less than one fifth of all patients on
the drug have shown serious side effects,
and rates of many adverse reactions have
dropped in the current Phase UI and expanded access studies due to use of a lower
dosage than in the earlier trials. One fairly
rare (12 cases out of over 3400 patients
who have received D4T) but serious complication is pancreatitis, from which two
patients on the drug have died. Although
the role of the drug in these cases is not yet
certain, Bristol-Myers Squibb is urging
doctors to closely monitor anyone who
might be at high risk, including those with
a prior history of pancreatitis or who have
taken any other medication, such as
pentamidine, known to be associated with
the condition. The company is recommending that doctors avoid simultaneous use of
such drugs whenever possible.
Overall, the consensus among observers seems to be that D4T is chugging
steadily along towards approval.

President Clinton's AIDS policies were
pointedly criticized recently by Martin
Delaney of San Francisco's Project Inform.
NOT EVERYONE PLEASED
WITH CLINTON: Martin Delaney,
founding director of the San Francisco
treatment information/advocacy group;
Project Inform, made some rather pointed
comments
about
the
Clinton
administration's AIDS policies during a
recent speech in Los Angeles. Some excerpts:
"The proposed budget for 1994 recommends an increase for AIDS research
for 1994 of 0.2% over 1993, which leaves
it several times behind the inflation rate.
In other words, it was reversal; it was a
significant cut. In the past, when Bush did
something like this, we could go to the
Democratic Congress and demand an increase. This time the Congress is telling
us, 'Hey, this is our president. We're going to do what he tells us.' So I think that
in the first two and a half months of this

administration we have lost more ground
than we lost in the last four years.
"Moreover, has anybody seen the
AIDS czar yet? Has anybody seen the
Manhattan Project yet? We have to remind these people that just because we're
their friends in general, that we are not
going to be complacent as a community
and take for granted that they're taking
care of this. We have to do just as much
acting up, maybe even a little bit louder,
with this administration than we did in the
past."
The phone number for the White House
is (202)456-1111.
ANOTHER SCAM? Sadly, profiteers
and scam artists peddling bogus AIDS
treatments continue to crawl out of the
woodwork. An advertisement now running in some gay and lesbian publications
raises a number of red flags that should
encourage caution.
The ad, from an outfit called Olympus
Research in Pacific Beach, California, touts
something called "OKG" which has supposedly produced "extraordinary" results
in "burn victims who suffered from lean
body-mass wasting." It goes on to say that
"AIDS patients and HTV+ individuals are
prime candidates for its use."
Well, maybe. But two things about the
ad set off alarm bells. First, although it
claims the substance has been studied in
France, there are no specifics: no names
of researchers or institutions, no names of
journals in which articles have been published, nothing. Second, these guys want
you to send them $19.95 (plus $2.00 postage and handling) simply to receive information about the stuff. That's right—a 22
buck investment doesn't get you a drop of
OKG, just a swell report that tells you all
about it
It all looks extremely suspicious. Still,
just to be sure, this reporter has written to
Olympus Research asking for information
about their product and requesting an interview for a possible article, and any response that is forthcoming will appear in
this space. Don't hold your breath.
In any case, a good source of information about treatments of all sorts is Project
Inform's hotline, at 1-800-822-7422. If
there's reason to think something is legit,
it's likely they'll have heard of it.
IMMUNE SYSTEM BOOSTER:
Even if 100% effective drugs are found to
stop HTV, that will still leave the problem
of restoring an immune system the virus
has damaged. A number of different angles
are being looked at in this regard.
One of the most interesting possible
immune-boosting treatments is a substance
called interleukin-2 (IL-2), which has
shown some ability to restore depleted
CD4 cells. But IL-2 has an extremely short
half-life in the bloodstream, making a continuous rv* drip necessary for effective
treatment. Now a chemically modified version, known as PEG IL-2, which stays in
the blood longer (making it possible to
treat someone with periodic infusions of
much shorter duration), has shown promising early results in tests by scientists at
Stanford and Johns Hopkins. 19 subjects
showed significant rises in CD4 counts
with relatively mild side effects.
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Always be sure to get it in writing
Q: I entered into a joint venture with my lover for the
purpose of refurbishing our hillside residence. We held
title as tenants in common, and spent several years working on the property, living there, and finally putting it up
for sale. It was agreed that profits upon the sale were to be
equally divided, and if one of us died, he would leave his
half of the property to the other in his Will. Before we
could sell the property my lover died, but he failed to
honor our agreement and, instead, bequeathed his half of
the property to his parents. I have tried to find out my legal
rights, but got conflicting opinions from attorneys, and no
one seems able to represent me. What are my options?
A: It appears that you and your lover had an oral
contract to make reciprocal Wills in the event one of you
were to pass away. A contract of this sort is rare, and must
ordinarily be in writing, but it is legally enforceable if the
elements of a contract can be proven in court.
Enforcement of any verbal agreement is difficult, but
particularly so if one party has died and the agreement

pertains to a major item of property such as realty. Your
attorney would have to file a petition in probate asking for
a reconstruction of the decedent's Will, based on your
agreement, which was between partners in a joint venture
who occupied a fiduciary relationship with one another.
The court would need to be persuaded that it would be
inequitable to allow his parents to inherit half of the property because the two of you pooled your money, resources
and labor, and spent considerable time in furtherance of

the joint venture. You would also have to show that you
yourself made out a Will that fulfilled your part of the
bargain.
Unless you have written evidence of the contract, you
are not likely to have an easy time proving your case. Any
time you enter into an oral agreement with a friend or
someone with whom you share economic interests, you do
so at your legal peril. While the joint venture is becoming
a popular method for capitalizing on new business opportunities, these common arrangements must still be in writing. Moreover, any agreement to make out a Will in a
particular manner is extremely difficult to enforce unless it
is backed by a carefully drafted contract in writing, since
courts tend to view these type of agreements with suspicion, and they are very rare to see.
JOHN ALAN COHAN, ATTORNEY AT LAW
John Alan Cohan is an attorney specializing in wills,
trusts and probate. He welcomes your calls at: (800) 2551529.
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EDITORIAL

We need your voice to cease state-sanctioned prejudice
What happened?
Full coverage of the
events and happenings
of the 1993 March On
Washington.
Southern Voice's team
of reporters, photographers and observers
bring you the news on
the whole glorious
weekend.
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An open appeal to mobilize support for ending the ban on gays in the military
BY MIRIAM BEN-SHALOM
Each year, an average of 2,000 patriotic
service men and women are denied the right
to fulfill their military careers because of
prejudice focused on the private matter of
sexual orientation. The cost to the taxpayer
for these dismissals is at least $100 million a
year, but the cost to the concept of American
freedom cannot be measured in dollars and
cents.
"I am reminded of a quote by Sophocles:
'What you cannot enforce, do not command,'" said Jeffery A. Meiring, USAFR.
"This is so true today. Our military leaders'
efforts to keep gays and lesbians out of the
armed forces are in vain. There have always
been homosexuals defending our nation and
there always will be."
This egregious practice of inequality also
applies to the ROTC and service academies
where young men and women have been
denied the right to serve their country for
reasons wholly irrelevant to their intelligence
and sense of responsibility.
"Nothing could be more clear than the
hypocrisy of this policy," said Joseph Steffan,
the former United States Naval Academy cadet who was expelled from the Annapolis
school prior to his graduation because of his
sexual orientation. "Despite the military's insistence on truth and honor, they discharge
those gay and lesbian service members who
refuse to lie about their sexual orientation."
"One route for access to higher education is by going through the ROTC program,"
said Thorn Turner, co-chair of the National
Lesbian and Bisexual Student Caucus, affiliate of the United States Students Association. "Openly gay and lesbian students are
not allowed to participate, so part of the population is blocked from this route to higher
education. Education should be a right for
everyone."
Most tragically, service men and women
who choose to openly identify their sexual
orientation have often been subjected to harassment and violence. And this brutality has
spilled beyond the military bases into the
civilian sector, with recent news of servicemen following the military policy of prejudices to unjustified extremes.
Good order and discipline is a phrase we
have heard a lot of lately," said Senator John
Glenn (D-Ohio) following a violent attack
against a homosexual civilian by three marines in North Carolina last January. "I be-'
lieve that good order and discipline also
means zero tolerance for acts of hatred and
prejudice. Regardless of the Service Chiefs'
position on lifting the ban, it is incumbent
upon them to send a signal that no acts of
violence or hate against homosexuals will be
tolerated."
There is a very real hope for a longoverdue change. President Clinton has reversed years of dreadful executive branch
approval for this state-sanctioned prejudice
by openly calling for an end to the ban on
homosexuals in the military.
However, a brilliantly orchestrated campaign by right wing political factions and
old-guard military elite caused a backlash
which forced the President to postpone an
offical decision on lifting the ban until summer. The pro-ban forces have their guns in
place; those who oppose the ban need to
respond in kind.
"The focus now is for all parties to reconcile the issue through a process based on
'factual data,' free from hysteria and religious opinions," said Capt. Meiring. "I am
confident that a consensus will be achieved
and all Americans who serve in the armed
forces will be judged on their conduct, not
their sexual orientation."

To help ensure this vision of fairness and
justice, one patriotic individual is mobilizing
a national grassroots campaign to let Washington know that the continuation of the ban
is morally wrong. Ed Bailey, marketing director of a Washington, DC nightclub called
TRACKS has organized a toll-free Hotline
which allows like-minded people to voice
their disapproval of this unfair military policy.
By phoning 1-800-258-2222, and asking
for Hotline Operator #9355, callers can send
high-impact messages to their two senators
and representatives urging Congressional support for lifting the military's ban on gays.
The cost of this call is only $8.75, which can
be billed to either the caller's credit card or
telephone bill.
There is no place in America for hatred
and prejudice. By calling this special hotline
and voicing your opposition to the continuation of the military's discriminatory ban, you
will be doing a patriotic duty which future
generations will recall with pride—much like
today's generation recall the efforts of Susan
B. Anthony, Martin Luther King Jr. and those
who risked all to guarantee freedom for everyone.
"The real problem with the military is
not gay and lesbian soldiers," said Joseph
Steffan. "It is the unchallenged prejudices
they face every day. Now, more than ever,
our elected representatives need to know that
their constituents do not support the bigotry
and hatred embodied in the military's exclusionary policy."
Douglas Johnson, the founding member
of the Philadelphia Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America who was himself discharged from military service due to
his sexual orientation, said "We aren't the
problem here. It's those people who just aren't
secure enough, grown-up enough. No one
calls these people on their bias and bigotry;
no one in command takes these people spreading hatred to task! The commands, in fact,
are helping spread hatred against gays, lesbians, and bisexuals. People have simply got to
make the Congressmen and women and Senators understand that maintaining this ban and
allowing government sponsored homophobia

STOfi/£MU z/ors

is unacceptable. We are constituents; it's our
job to make officials listen to us."
Miriam Ben-Shalom is a former U.S.
Army Staff Sergeant and founder of Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America

LETTER
A plea from Reps.
Studds and Frank
To the Editor
After years of fighting against the ban
on gay men and lesbians in the military, we
were very pleased with President Clinton's
strong, principled commitment to this effort.
One factor that will determine the outcome of this fight against discrimination is
the extent to which our congressional colleagues hear from their constituents on this
issue. The single most important thing anyone can do to fight this discriminatory policy
is to write to the three people who represent
him or her in the United States House and
the United States Senate. Members of the
House and Senate are influenced far more
by expressions of opinion from the people
in their own constituencies than they are
from other sources.
We would add one additional letter that
is important to send—to President Clinton
to thank him for standing up for the principle that Americans should not be discriminated against on the basis of their sexual
orientation, despite strong political opposition.
There will be organized efforts on the
part of those opposed to fair treatment of
gay men and lesbians to flood Members of
Congress with constituent communications
against the President's position, and it is
essential that those who believe in fairness
do what they can to offset this. And if you
can persuade friends, coworkers, relatives,
etc., to do the same that will also be very
helpful.
Rep. Gerry Studds
Rep. Barney Frank

BY ANDREA NATALIE
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ANNIVERSARIES:
Happy 5th Anniversary to Dr. Jack Brink
and his business of straightening (sorry
about that) all of us out. Dr. Jack's Ansley
Health Center celebrated 5 years of service in Atlanta on April 16. My spine
thanks you, Jack. Happy Anniversary!
Happy 14th (wow!) Anniversary to Wally
Adams and Kevin Cleveland on April
30. Wally and Kevin live in Savannah,
Georgia, with their dogs Boris and
Natasha. Okay... Here's to many, many
more anniversaries. Keep up the good
work!

BIRTHDAYS:
Happy 24th Birthday to Melissa "Mo"
Smith on May 1st
Then, on May 3rd, Happy 30th Birthday
to Sherri "Mo's Other Half' Dowall.
A party is planned at Burkhart's on May
2 from 5 til'9 PM for the two aforementioned ladies. And I suppose all are invited since they told me. Happy Birthday
Ladies!!!

BLOOMm^COOKIES
502 AMSTERDAM AVE.

FLOWERS ft BASKETS
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Happy Birthday to one of my newest
buddies Arthur "Skip" McBride on May
4. Skip will most likely be celebrating at
The Eagle, so it will be a safe bet to look
for him there on that night. Happy Birthday, Skip!
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Mona Love would like to wish a Happy
Belated Birthday to Tonia Poteat. Tonia is
co-founder of the AIDS Hotline for
Women and a volunteer for Project Open
Hand. She celebrated on April 25.
Mona would also like to wish an HBB to
Clifford Hooks-Culbreth of Mohawk
Leather. Clifford's birthday was April 25
as well. And I'm sure he celebrated in
grand style at the March On Washington.
I would like to wish a special Happy Birthday to my grandmother Mary Ruth
McCord on May 5.1 looked this up to be
sure, and she is turning 96 this year. And,
yes* she still rules her family of 14 children, 62 grandchildren, and a host of other
people too numerous to mention.
Sorry, no photo this week. Sure would like
to see what Boris and Natasha look like.
Maybe once they read this a photo could
be on its way?!

MARK du PONT
Please remember, there's more than one
way to turn in your Occasion. You may
call the Occasions Voice Mailbox at (404)
325-7600. Or you may write down your
Occasion and mail (or hand deliver) it directly to the Southern Voice office. We
need sufficient notice (about 2 weeks) in
order to publish your announcement on
time. Thanks for all the great responses!

DISCREET & UNCENSORED

JOHN

C. GUSTIN, M.D.
General Psychiatry
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Cleaning Out
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My Closet
by SHELLY ROBERTS

It's a constant
struggle
Grace is President. I'm Vice. And
there's a squabble going on. Although not
between us. It's an embryonic faction fight
between the old board members and the
newly recruited.
Our group is probably a lot like yours.
Mainstream lesbian groups have been
spawning all over the country. The first
time I walked in the doors of this one, I
knew I'd died and gone to lesbian heaven.
It's not that I don't usually feel at home
in organized groups, it's just that I had
given them up, other than to attend film
festivals, or bingo nights. I learned painfully, long ago, to stay out of their innards
without a net, to stay off their boards unless armed with a copy of Roberts' Rules
Of Order, knowing full well I was rarely
the Roberts they meant. (Wanna see my
scars?)
But this group was way different. First
of all, it spawned nearly two hundred
women with earrings every month. Women
who looked like me. Now, I had read the
literature. I knew what lesbians looked like.
They didn't look like me. Or my dozen or
so friends. We all knew what lesbians
looked like. We were exceptions. We stayed
amongst ourselves. When we found another who didn't match the blueprint for
standard issue lesbians, we invited her in.
And we didn't join groups.
We didn't want to found another nation. We weren't all that concerned with
adding new vowels to our gender identity.
We weren't mad at anybody much anymore. At least not in the abstract. We just
wanted to be amongst the people like us, to
feel good and do good, to create family and
take care of our own. The surprise was that
when the doors opened, a thousand of us
exceptions showed up.
Well, it turns out we exceptions don't
just live here in South Florida. We also live
in Southern California. In Minnesota. In
Atlanta. We hear swell speakers. We triple
our attendance when the topic has "Sex" in
the title. Every month, a couple of hundred
doctors, lawyers, and merchant chiefs, government workers, elected officials, therapists, business owners, students, writers,
microbiologists, artists, cops, secretaries,
paralegals, the newly immigrated, the newly
affiliated and the recently liberated arrive.
Regardless of the topic o' the month. Sound
familiar? I hope so. I hope you have an
empowering group just like it in your neighborhood.
We do it without in-fighting or internal
politics. Or at least, we did. Only now, as it
grows, there's a power struggle going oa
Topping a thousand requires growth and
organization. So phone lines bum up over
what the logo looks like. Or who's going to
attend (read stack) which committee meeting. Who decides whether the sodas are
diet or caffeine free? Who said the letter.* •. k- -- i £. .w i^tAA* *«A 1 .1.* J44 • t*«.i

head was going to cost how much? Etc.,
etc., ad infurriatum. What a hassle! What a
shame! Why bother?
Then Grace and Linda had to take their
baby to the hospital. 106 temp.
Linda, up all night, had gone home to
sleep. I joined the moral support squad.
Grace and I held the baby. Rubbed his
back. Untangled his IV. Comforted him
under the oxygen tent
She Shall Be Nameless opened the door
and approached Grace like she knew her.
Grace didn't. SSBN was a staff social
worker. She'd heard there might be a "lesbian couple with their baby" in 122C.
She knew Grace from our meetings.
And me because I'd been on TV.
She was at that terrifying pivotal moment. The end of her first lesbian relationship. You know, the one that wasn't your
fault. (I'm not a lesbian. I just/e// in love
with this woman!) And just before the next
one which you do have to choose on purpose.
"Do I know you?" Grace asked, after
making sure that SSBN knew that I wasn't
the other mommy.
"Well, I know you" she said, after seeing that Grace knew where parents could
get coffee and pampers and enfamil, and
how the pullout couch worked. "From the
meetings."
"You all save my life every month.
I've only been to a few meetings. I can't
get there right now, because I have classes.
My therapist sent me. It was so important
to see other women like me. To know that
there's a place to go, you know, to meet
people. Like me. Not be alone. Not be the
only one in the entire world. When I walk
the halls here,.. .nobody knows about me, I
see all of this world I don't belong in, and I
know that this other reality exists. That I'm
not alone. Even if I can't go, well, you
know, it just keeps me sane. Keeps me
going. Keeps me alive."
And she left the room, promising to
see Linda in the morning, she mouthed the
words "Thank you." Quietly. So other staff
wouldn't overhear.
And the real reason that the six of us
on the old board, and the numerous new
ones trying to integrate, spend our time
doing what we do came flooding back. Not
for the dances, or the bingo night. In that
instant, the thankless tasks of printing flyers, and finding speakers and remembering
to pick up labels at Office Depot took on
old meaning.
Grace and I had, in that one crystalline
incident, been paid in full for every
powerplay we'd have to endure, every extra box of stuff stashed in her garage or
carted in my car trunk.
By the time I left the hospital, the baby's
temperature was down. Thanks for asking.
And what color that damn bumper
sticker will be next year didn't seem important enough to be fighting over any
more.

Trying to bypass
the bias
To the Editor:
Because of some changes in my life I
began reading Southern Voice about 6
months ago. Most publications geared toward a particular group are, by necessity, at
least slightly biased toward the group they
intend to serve. In my reading I have found
that this weekly isn't immune to this slant.
The preceding shouldn't be inferred as a
negative statement. I've found most of the
information printed in Southern Voice is ignored by the majority of the media. Articles
on issues concerning the gay, lesbian, and
bisexual lifestyle are being found more and
more in publications like The Atlanta Constitution. However, even a politically liberal
daily limits the content and quantity of news
reported on sensitive topics such as alternative lifestyles. Southern Voice fills a niche
in our community and should make efforts
to branch out and enlighten those with an
open mind who happen to live "O.T.P." [Outside The Perimeter].
Having said all this, I have an observation and a suggestion. In the issue dated 15
April, Shelly Roberts has a piece entitled
"Cleaning Out My Closet." I enjoy Ms. Roberts' writing. However, this time she struck a
nerve. She generalizes about persons who
belong to a certain national organization
(which will remain unnamed) as being, well,
STUPID. As I'm sure most, if not all, persons who are homosexual will agree, generalities by definition are dangerously inaccurate and usually offensive. This case was no
different.
I didn't take the time to write this letter
to bitch because Southern Voice printed an
article that hurt my feelings. I'm a big boy.
Whether you're black, white, man, woman
(or womyn), gay, lesbian, straight, or somewhere inbetween, it's a given that every day
something in the media is written or said that
offends you. Freedom of speech does excise
a price.
A shameful fact of life today is that persons who are different are usually discriminated against. Our society is rife with intolerance of difference. I assume that persons
who live what the mainstream would call an
alternative lifestyle wish only to live their
lives in peace, without the fear of being
beaten, verbally abused, spit on, denied a
bank loan or otherwise treated unfairly because of who they love or with whom they
are intimate.

I would hope the goal of this publication
is not only to report the "unreported," but
also strive to educate its readers. Fostering
understanding, enlightenment and tolerance
should also be fundamental.
I'm quite sure the piece was intended by
Ms. Roberts to be taken tongue-in-cheek.
Perhaps I'm overreacting and shouldn't even
be writing. I guess I was compelled because
of my conviction that prejudice and intolerance have no place in our society. I would
suggest that we can all learn from each other
if we take the time and have the inclination
to listen.
Thanks, and keep up the good work.
Sincerely,
Mark C. Cole

Apathy or attitude
To the Editor:
As a member of various organizations in
Atlanta's gay community, I'm often surprised
by what I see going on sometimes. Things
like "Ego/Get to the top" type competition,
an over-desire to emphasize solicitation of
the group itself and an under-desire to
achieve what is possible in gay rights and
other crucial concerns of the community.
But the one that gets me the most is
apathy. One organization I recently resigned
from needs to erase the word "political" from
its statement of purpose. It wants to wear the
concept of being "political" like a badge, or
better yet.. .a red ribbon. But it doesn't want
to get down in the mud and do what is
necessary to fulfill its own statement of purpose, which means picking up a gun and
fighting, not standing at the side waving me
on with a bit of lace, or a hankie.
Well...I'm nobody's political "BOY."
Anyone can distribute congressional addresses or calendars. It is bone core education and "nobody wants to do it" type ground
work that is sorely needed in an organization that prides itself on its "carrot munching and wine sipping" mentality.
In these crucial times for gays/lesbians,
my energies and talents are better used elsewhere. There is no time to quibble with a
few regressionists in power!
I must say I was perfectly willing, no, I
was "ecstatic," to do the grunt work. I have
my doubts as to whether there is enough
desire in the organization to attempt to do
what it takes. Such a loss. Oh well.. .the dip
was fabulous.
Doug Stickels
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"We have come to speak the truth"

The March
Continued from page 1
prompting one observer to wonder if any lesbians and gays were left in the Hate State,
where the battle over homophobic Amendment 2 is still underway.
Contingents from Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays brought tears to the eyes of
spectators, as hundreds of parents from across
the country marched by, many with their gay
children. "I love my straight mom," read one
sign, carried by a lesbian with her arm around
her mothers shoulder.
In the midst of the people of color contingent—along with Asian-Americans, Native
Americans, Latina/os, and others,—Atlanta's
African American Lesbian and Gay Alliance
danced down the street with a rhythm that
spread to the crowd in front of the Old Executive Office Building.
But perhaps most touching of all was Dorothy Hadjys, mother of murdered sailor Allen
Schindler, who led the lesbian and gay veterans contingent carrying a photograph of her
son. Schindler was murdered last fall by fellow shipmates in what is believed to be an
anti-gay attack. Later at the Mall, Hadjys told
the crowd that she could not stand by silently
in the face of injustice.
"You don't mess with my kids," she said
in an emotional speech. "I don't want any
more Allen Schindlers. I don't want any other
mothers to go through what I'm going through.
I'm only asking for a simple matter of justice."
Gay activists have accused the Navy of
attempting to cover up the anti-gay nature of
the attack on Schindler, going even so far as to
try to paint the attack as a "lover's quarrel."
The sailor who said accused murderer Terry
Helvey is gay has since recanted his story and
failed a polygraph, and Helvey's trial is set to
begin on June 1.
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On the stages before and after the march,
celebrities, activists, and entertainers kept the
crowd in marching order. On the pre-rally stage,
talk show host Phil Donahue urged Congress
and other who failed to support the drive for
gay rights to "Get over it," and Rainbow Coalition founder Rev. Jesse Jackson took President Clinton and other elected officials who
were not in DC on the day of the march to task.
"The people you voted for have fled the
city," Jackson said. "Ordinarily, you ask them
to represent you. Today, you must represent
yourselves. You ask them for help, and they
fled the city. Polarized by fear."
Last week, Clinton had been expected to
address the march by telephone or satellite
hook up, but at the last minute elected to send
a letter, read on the afternoon stage by U.S.
Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), reaffirming his
commitment to the fight for gay rights.
"I stand with you in the struggle for equality for all Americans, including gay men and
lesbians," Clinton said in his letter. "I still
believe every American who works hard and
plays by the rules ought to be a part of the
national community. Let us work together to
make this vision real."
Clinton letter was greeted by a mixed reaction from the marchers. Many activists took
Clinton's refusal to attend the rally as a slight
on the community, and are fearful that he has
appeared to waver in his commitment to lifting the ban on lesbians and gays in the military.
Other celebrities appearing at the rally included Cybill Shepherd and Lorna Luft. But it
was "our own" who brought out the loudest
and longest cheers during the long afternoon
on the mall. Openly gay actor Sir Ian McKellan,
who delivered a fiery speech, as only a
Shakepearan actor could, aimed at extremist
right demagogues such a Pat Buchanan and
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Sen. Jesse Helms. And tennis great Martina
Navratilova told the crowd that it was time for
lesbians and gays to be treated as every other
citizen.
"I did not work my ass off for 30 years to
be the best tennis player I can be just to be
known as Martina, the lesbian," she said, decrying the anti-gay forces attempts to label
gays and lesbians into obscurity.
"Listen carefully to our marching feet,"
said David Mixner, a Clinton friend and advisor who helped coordinate gay support during
last fall's election campaign, "because in that
sound is the sound of freedom. And we won't
negotiate that freedom away in order for those
who have freedom to be comfortable."
"We have come to speak the truth of our
lives and silence the liars," said former National Gay and Lesbian Task Force director
Urvashi Vaid. "We have come in peace and
with courage to say America, this day marks
the end of the exile of lesbian and gay people."
Vaid noted a distinct difference in the viewpoints of gays and lesbians and those who
oppose the struggle for gay rights.
"When we look out on this mall, we see
beauty and power," she said. "When they look,
they see the millenium."
Vaid allowed that there could be something to that view: "We call this day for the
end of the world as we know it. We call for an
end to racism as we know it. We call for an
end to homophobia as we know it. We call for
an end to sexism as we know it. We stand for
freedom as we have yet to know it and we will
not be denied."

"Heterosexuals have more rights than
sodomites"
With tens of thousands of gays, lesbians
and supporters along the march route, there
was little opportunity for any successful
counterprotest. But two small groups did try,

with Topeka's Rev. Fred Phelps leading the
first group of about 15 across from the U.S.
Treasury building on Pennsylvania Avenue.
The protesters held signs proclaiming Biblical
quotations and slogans such as "Fags ruin the
nation," and chanted "heterosexuals have more
rights than sodomites" through a bull horn, but
marchers shouting "shame, shame" all but completely drowned out the anti-gay protest. A
two-deep line of DC police kept the protesters
away from the marchers, but someone did managed to douse Phelps with liquor, forcing him
to retreat to first aid for treatment. A second,
smaller group held court just down the street.
No major incidents were reported during
the march, but Washington Blade editor Lisa
Keen reported that someone hurled feces on
the marchers from the sidewalk as the front of
the march turned from Pennsylvania onto 15th
Street just past the Phelps group. Keen said
that the perpetrator was not apprehended.
"It was incredible," said Marty Knaff, from
Cincinnatti, as he waited for a flight back home
at Washington National Airport Sunday night.
"I was a part of history."
That was the sentiment of most, if not all,
of the one million-plus on hand Sunday in
Washington. Gay and lesbian America was
out in force that day. What it means for the
fight for civil rights remains to be seen, but
Urvashi Vaid, in one sentence, outlined the
next step.
"We've got to march from Washington,"
she said, "into action at home."
At press time, over a million lesbians and
gays are on their way home to do just that.
KC W1LDM00N
Next week: extensive coverage of the weekend in Washington.
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The 1993 March on Washington

Openly gay city councilman Keith St. John
from Albany, New York

Gay veterans chanted "We're here, we're
queer, we serve our country."
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300,000 or over 1 million? You be the judge.

Georgian Pat Hussain (right), a member of the March steering
committee, addresses the crowd with her lover Cherry Hussain.

Anti-gay protests were small but visible.

W

Activists protesting Clinton took to the front of the march shortly before step-off. They
were quickly escorted to the sidewalk.

The people of color contingents included Latina/o groups, AsianAmericans, African-Americans, and others.

Tthe Colorado contingent was the first state to step off.

Martina Navratilova gets a shot of the
crowd from the stage.

Proud parents made a strong showing.
ALL PHOTOS: KC WILDMOON
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In South Carolina, not only has the
legislature joined the call to keep the ban on
gays in the military, but now the South Carolina Medical Association is talcing up the issue. At this week's annual meeting of the
Association, a resolution will be introduced
that suggests the number of HIV cases in the
military would increase "by quantum leaps" if
the ban were lifted.
It also says person-to-person blood transfusion must sometimes be performed on the
battlefield with no time for HIV screening.
The fear of the spread of the disease would be
demoralizing for the military it says.
The resoludpn, submitted by the SumterClarendon-Lee Medical Society, must be reviewed by a committee of the association's
governing body, then approved by that body
to be formally adopted by the association.
"The military is designed to kill peopleand break up their things," said Dr. Linwood
Bradford, president of the Sumter group.
"That's the duty of the military, not be to an
agent of social change."
The South Carolina group's consideration
of such a resolution flies in the face of a memo
written by the Pentagon's top health official,
Dr. Edward Martin. According to Martin, homosexuality is not a; medical issue that should
be considered in the debate over gays in the
military^
"We are not aware of any scientific evidence that individual sexual preferences, in
and by themselves, be they homosexual, heterosexual orbisexual, affect productivity, scholastic aptitude, disease incidence, medicaicosts
or crime rate in the population at large," said
the memo as printed in The Washington Times.
"...since homosexuality, per se, cannot
scientifically be characterized as a medical
issue, DoD policies related to homosexual behavior should be based upon military personnel, unit and mission concerns and considerations," according to the memo.
Meanwhile, north of the Peach State, the
Tennessee House of Representatives approved and sent to the Senate a resolution
asking President Clinton to keep the ban against
gays in the military,
"We feel like it's our responsibility to
express the views of our constituents," said
Rep. Phillip Pinion.
But Vice President Al Gore, a former
Tennessee Senator, said the Clinton administration is still committed to lifting the ban.
"I think it's an issue of discrimination,
and I think the [armed forces'] standard ought
to be behavior, not [sexual orientation], and I
feel very strongly about that," he said on
NBC's 'Today" show last week.
The military itself is continuing its thinly
veiled efforts to force the President to change

Where else would management
surprise you with breakfast to go?

Lawrence Saltzman of Pink Panthers /
D.C. recently met with Bob Hattoy to urge
the appointment of a special prosecutor
to investigate the murder of Seaman
Allen Schindler.
his mind on lifting the band. Now, Maj. Melissa Wells-Petry is touring the country with
her new book, "Exclusion: Homosexuals and
the Right to Serve," a literary argument for the
ban;
As reported in last week's issue, Pink Panthers/D.C. organizer Lawrence Saltzman and
Michael Petrelis of Queer Nation/D.C. met
ealier with openly gay Clinton staffer Bob
Hattoy to urge his assistance in having a special prosecutor appointed to investigate the
murder of Seaman Allen Schindler on Oct. 27
A June 1 date has been set for the trial of
Airman Terry Helvev, accused of beating shipmate Schindler to death in a public restroom
near theU.S. Naval base in Sasebo, Japan. But
Saltzman and Petrelis, and many other gays
and lesbians, have raised questions about the
Navy's investigation of the brutal: murder,
charging: that the military has attempted to
cover up the anti-gay nature of the attack.
"The chain of command is responsible for
this death," said Saltzman. "They knew of the
harassment, but only after there's a death do
they do something."
Saltzman added that a very great fear was
that "we're going to have exactly the same
thing as the U.S.S. Iowa," where a gay soldier
was blamed for a fatal explosion. That theory
was later disproved, but only after the Navy
had destroyed Seaman Clayton Hartwig's reputation posthumously. And now, said Saltzman,
the same Navy officer who headed the Iowa
investigation is in charge of the Schindler investigation.
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Gay activists challenge sex survey
that says 1% of U.S. men are gay
Washington, DC—Gay activists are questioning a new survey released last week that
indicates only 1.1% of American males are gay.
The survey, released by the Battelle Human
Affaiis Research Centers in Seattle, reported
that less than 3% of men age 20 to 39 reported
any homosexual activity at all in the last decade
contradicting the well known Kinsey Report of
1948. The Kinsey study estimated that up to
10% could be gay, a figure used to point up the
numbers of gays and lesbians in the general
population.
Overlooked Opinions, a Chicago-based lesbian/gay market research firm, immediately disputed the Battelle study, claiming that both the
size of the study and its methodology call into
question its accuracy.
"The historic Kinsey study remains unique
both in terms of sample size and technique,"
said a statement released by Overlooked Opinions. "Kinsey interviewed 12,000 individuals
.. .four times as large as the most recent [Battelle]
study. Further, while Kinsey developed an elaborate matrix of questions designed to discover
information about respondents that they did not
want to disclose, the more recent studies rely
heavily on the promise of anonymity."
The Battelle study, which was funded by a
federal health agency in hopes of finding ways
to encourage condom use to stop the spread of
sexually transmitted diseases, questioned 3321
men in face to face interviews. The participants
were chosen at random and were given a gym
bag for their participation.
Anti-gay activists have long disputed the
Kinsey numbers, claiming that the researcher
falsified the numbers to help gays force a "homosexual agenda" on a Christian America. The
anti-gay forces also disclaim Kinsey's reports
because he insisted on protecting the privacy of
his study subjects. They point to other studies
that produced similar results—and were conducted in similar manners—to the Batelle study
as the truth about the numbers of gays and lesbians in America.
Robert Knight, director of cultural studies
for the conservative Family Research Council,
said that 10% figure "has been used with great
effect by the gay rights lobby to press for political power and extra civil rights protections."
"It's been used to tell businessmen that 10%
of their work force is gay and that they should
accommodate them like they do African Americans," Knight said. "And it's been known for
years that the figure's been off, even by gay
activists who use it"
In truth, the Kinsey studies found that 8% of
men were "exclusively homosexual" for at least
three years between the ages of 16 and 55, and
that 4% of males were "exclusively homosexual
throughout their lives after the onset of adolescence."
Overlooked Opinions takes issue with the
anti-gay movement's attempts to use the lower
numbers to argue against gay rights.
"The actual percentage of the American
population that is gay or lesbian has no relationship to whether or not there should be civil
rights protection for lesbians, gays, and bisexuals," said the 00 statement "If there is only one
gay person who loses their job or is thrown out
of their home, that is too many. Discrimination
is wrong and civil rights legislation is necessary
to protect all Americans."
Conflicting studies
While several studies have indicated the
number of gays and lesbians rests between 1 and
2% (one 1991 study showed there were no gay
men in the entire state of Arizona), other studies,
most notably the recently released Janus Report
on Sexual Behavior, have put the number higher,
although still below the 10% figure. That report,
published by husband and wife research team
Drs. Samuel and Cynthia Janus, found that 22%
of men and 17% of women have had at least one

gay experience in their lives, and that 9% of men
and 5% of women identified themselves as homosexual or bisexual.
"Our opponents would like to say there are
39 of us and we all live in the Castro in San
Francisco or Greenwich Village in New York,"
said National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
spokesperson Robert Bray. "We know there are
millions and millions of gay people, and people
whose lives are touched by gays."
Another researcher, Charles Turner of the
Research Triangle Institute in Washington, found
a minimum of 5% to 7% of men reported samegender sexual conduct during adulthood. Turner,
who examined five sample surveys between 1970
and 1990, conducted his analysis for the National Academy of Sciences, and argued that all
surveys of human sexual behavior are flawed.
"All of those numbers need to be surrounded
with a thicket of caveats, the most important of
which is that I've consciously used the word
'report'—what people will tell you," said Turner.
He added that most people who do sex research agree that these numbers are on the low
side, "which arises from the fairly obvious observation that more people will conceal experiences that they've had than will fabricate ones
they've never had when you're talking about
same-gender contact"
Gay activists couldn't agree more. Using
the Battelle figures, Overlooked Opinions points
out gays and lesbians number about 2 million
American citizens, meaning that the expected 1
million at the April 25 March on Washington
constitutes half of all gays and lesbians in the
country.
"One percent is a ludicrous figure," said
Carl Lange, director of GLAAD/Atlanta. "Look
to Washington this weekend for proof. There
will be over 1 million gay, lesbian, and bi people
at the March on Washington...one percent is
riduculous."
Lost in the fray over the 1 % results were the
results the poll was designed to determine. The
survey found that 27 percent of the sexually
active men had used a condom in the previous
four weeks. But attitudes about condoms were
mixed: 75 percent said condoms reduced pleasurable sensations during sex, but the same number agreed that using a condom showed they
were "a concerned and caring person."
The latter "gives a lot of encouragement to
people trying to develop programs to encourage
condom use," said Christine Bachrach, chief of
the demographic and behavioral sciences branch
at the government's National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, which funded
the study.
But Bachrach said it was troublesome that
almost one in five of the men felt wearing a
condom implied that either he or the woman had
AIDS.
Catania said, "A lot of men have never used
condoms, but they have an attitude about them."
Among other findings:
-Twenty percent of men have had anal sex,
usually with a woman.
-Ninety-five percent of men in their 20s and
30s are sexually experienced. The average age
of first sexual contact was 17 among white men
and 15 among black men.
-White men were less likely to use condoms
(25 percent) than black men (38 percent) or
Hispanic men (39 percent).
-Twenty-seven percent of men are embarrassed to buy condoms.
-Ninety-six percent of the men knew that
AIDS destroys the immune system and has no
cure.
-Forty-one percent have had blood tests that
tell if they are infected with HIV.
-One-fourth of men worry frequently about
AIDS, but 60 percent think there is no chance
they are positive for the HIV virus.
KC WILDMOON
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"It's important forme to feel good.
To feel good about a decision. To feel
good about a purchase. And to feel
good about me. I went in to buy a
Mercedes Benz, and thanks to the
courteous and helpful people at Atlanta Classic Cars, I've come out with
friends. I'll always deal with Atlanta
Classic Cars...and Ifeel good about that!"
Max Maxey
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APARTMENT
HUNTING?
STOP HERE.
ITS FREE.
hooking for the perfect apartment to call home
is tough work and a big hassle.
This year over 15,000 people will call us to make finding
a home easy. Listen to what the experts said about us in recent
articles.. .AtlantaJournal Constitution—"one stop apartment
shopping"... Creative Loafing—"makes finding the right
apartment hassle free."
Imagine calling one source with all the inside scoop.
We make it easy. Just tell us exactly what you want
and our computer will match you up with every
apartment and townhouse that fits your criteria.
Then we will provide you with a glossy color
photograph, over 100 items of standardized
information, floorplans and custom maps on each
property. Make your search easy... stop once, see it all.

ALL AT NO CHARGE TO YOU.
24 Hours a day, every day.

404.842.0042

800.950.MOVE

ROMOVE

E APARTMENT SOURCE

Call the team of young professionals who are
revolutionizing the way people find rental housing.

U.S. Senator Dirk Kempthorne of Idaho
has amplified his opposition to the Idaho
Citizens Alliance's anti-gay initiative, saying he will ask voters not to sign the petition.
"If asked, I would tell others that I would
not advise them to sign it," the first year
Republican said last week. "It can create a
great deal of acrimony in this state and be
divisive."
ICA chair Kelly Walton said he was
disappointed.
"Dirk just won't be able to take credit
for it when it wins," Walton bragged. "Dirk
is a little naive if he doesn't think there's a
problem that needs to be addressed here."
Gov. Cecil Andrus, Attorney General
Larry EchoHawk, and U.S. Reps. Larry
LaRocco and Michael Crapo all oppose the
initiative. Sen. Larry Craig has not taken a
position.
Good news and bad news from Washington state: openly gay state Rep. Cal
Anderson quietly conceded defeat of the
gay civil rights bill last week, telling the
House that he hopes someday gays and lesbians in the state will have equal protections
under the law.
"I am saddened that, once again, this
does not seem to be the season for this legislation," he said.
The bill had passed the House, but stalled
in the Senate Ways and Means Committee,
one vote short of being passed to the Senate
floor. The committee never debated or voted
publicly on the bill.
Anderson pledged to begin again to pass
the bill next year.
The good news is that the Senate has
passed a House-originated bill that brings
gays and lesbians under the protections of
the state's malicious harassment law. The
bill, which also adds gender to the law, makes
it a felony to harass or intimidate someone
because of their race, religion, ancestry, national origin or mental or physical handicap.
An expected vote on gay rights this week
in Anchorage, Alaska won't take place.
The state Supreme Court has postponed a
referendum on that city's gay rights ordinance because the petition used to get the
measure oh the ballot was probably biased
in its wording.
The Supreme Court said it was troubled
by the referendum's title, "Referendum Petition to Repeal A 'Special Homosexual Ordinance.'"
The ruling was on an appeal of a lower
court ruling that found no bias. The higher
court has ordered the lower court to reconsider its ruling.

IF SOMEONE YOU KNOW HAS AIDS...
AMERICAN LIFE RESOURCES CAN HELP!
Providing CASH for their life insurance policy
NOW, when they need it the most.
AmPTIf PIT)
Call STEVE SIMON, president of
AMERICAN LIFE RESOURCES at:

A|fe Resources
1-800-633-0407 Lorporatioif
i®

We are committed to paying the highest prices with
NO HASSLES...NO EXCUSES...EVER!
"-!¥^^^^W

In Rhode Island, Gov. Bruce Sundlun
said he is committed to gay rights and supports a bill in the General Assembly granting civil rights to lesbians and gay men.
Sundlun spoke to about 200 people who
converged on the Statehouse steps to rally in
support of the March on Washington.
Colorado voters will not get a chaticc
to reconsider Amendment 2 after a Senate
panel killed a resolution permitting the new
vote.
Gays and lesbians testified before the
Senate State Affairs Committee that Amendment 2 has created an atmosphere of hate
and violence against the state's gays and
lesbians, but their words fell on too many
deaf ears as the measure failed by a 4-3 vote.
"We are the targets of discrimination in
this state," Linda Fowler told the committee.
"Amendment 2 sends a message to these
people that this is the type of behavior that is
going to be tolerated in this state."
Colorado for Family Values founder Will
Perkins, the driving force behind the hateful
amendment, naturally testified against the
measure.
"It's very clear the voters have spoken
on this," Perkins said.
Another CFV founder, Kevin Tebedo,
told the committee that he launched the petition drive "out of a desire to be fair."
Playing on the sympathy of the senators,
he said when gays attempted to claim the
same protections granted to the disabled, "it
rubbed me the wrong way."
Tebedo also claimed that "hate crimes
in the Tebedo family have gone up 100 percent" since passage of the amendment, claiming he has been harassed by telephone callers and received death threats.
The vote to kill the resolution split along
party lines.
One of the country's largest and richest
Presbyterian churches is withholding
contributions to a regional synod over its
support for a group that advocates lesbians
and gay ministers. Newport Beach, Calif.'s
St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, with more
than 4,000 members, has blocked funding of
up to $300,000 a year for the synod of Southem California and Hawaii until it drops support for the Lazarus Project. The West Hollywood-based ministry organizes workshops
and forums on gay issues.
"Until we get word from the synod that
they will sever all relationships with the
Lazarus Project, We will withhold until then,"
said Rev. John A. Huffman, St. Andrew's
pastor.
St. Andrew's contributions to the synod
comprise up to a third of its budget.
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David Koresh's gay brother speaks out
An interview with Thomas Howell
by JIM HARRISON
Editor's note: If anyone needed any proof of
the old gay saying "We are everywhere," this
is it. It seems David Koresh, the self-proclaimed Jesus Christ, has a gay brother—Thomas Howell. There isn't an angle of this story
that hasn't been overwritten about—until now.
Southern Voice is happy to bring you a fresh
story about this tale. This interview seems all
the more poignant since it was conducted before the burning of the Waco compound.
JH: Mr. Howell, tell us what your relationship is to David Koresh.
TH: He's my half-brother. We had the
same dad, different moms. He's older—33,
and I'm 24.
JH: Where did he get the name David
Koresh? What's his real name? Did he adopt
that name after becoming a cult leader?
TH: Vernon Howell is his real name. Actually, the name Koresh has a significance to Thomas Howell is the younger, and gay,
it. It actually came from the Bible, believe it or brother of David Koresh
not. It's kind of wierd. David was the king of
Israel. Koresh was the person who was going
to conquer Babylon. That's where the name The Bible, in his opinion, says that homosexucomes from. That's why he has taken the name ality is wrong. So, I think he would condemn
"David Koresh," because he feels he's the my lifestyle or condemn what I do.
person to "conquer Babylon."
JH: So, he would condemn a gay person
JH: Do you feel he actually thinks he is in more than he would condemn his own behavcommunication with God?
ior with underage children.
TH: From what I can tell, yes. I think that
JH: Yes, I think he would. It's not a mathe actually believes that. That is his sense of ter of what's right and what's wrong. It's what
security. I think that's where he gets his self- he does is acceptable and what you do is unacesteem. He feels that God is actually talking to ceptable. That's the way he interprets it.
him, that it gives him the power to do what he
JH: Has your borther ever engaged in hois doing, and that's why these people are fol- mosexual behavior?
lowing him.
TH: Not that I know of.
JH: Can you tell me what you might have
seen in David's behavior as far as the direc"Whenever you feel like...
tion he was going in over the years?
JH: I guess there is one thing I remember
you're in close contact with
that might have really influenced him to do
God, and no matter what you do what he has been doing now. My dad is a very
is accepted by God, it gives you strict person, and he treated all of us kids not
as nicely as he should have. There were lots of
a free rein.
times that all of us kids—especially my
Unfortunately, a lot of people brother—were disciplined for minor things.
Little things like getting into the cabinets or
professing to be Christian feel
spilling something. My dad would get real
that way."
harsh with him. Sometimes it would lead to
—Thomas Howell, beatings.
JH: Did your dad physically abuse you as
brother of David Koresh
children?
TH: Yes, I would say so.
JH: Do you think that the things that hapJH: Do you believe the allegation that he
pened during his—and your—childhood are
has had sex with 12-year-old girls?
TH: I could believe it! Whenever you feel what made him go into such an extreme belike you're in control, and you're in close havior?
TH: Yes. I do remember that he was alcontact with God, and no matter what you do
is accepted by God, it kind of gives you a free ways an "attention-getter." He would do anyrein. Unfortunately, a lot of people professing thing he could to get people to pay attention to
to be Christian leaders feel that way. They feel him. I think that when he got involved in the
that way. They feel that they're above the law, church and saw that people were paying attenabove the Commandments, and he's one of tion to him—because he was very good at
them. It seems to me that, yes, he would do interpreting the Bible—that it may have
that.
sparked something inside of him to go further.
JH: Does [your brother] know that you're I think he's more interested in being in congay?
trol. He likes everybody bowing down to him,
TH: I don't think so. I actually came out like he's in total control. He has always been
to my family about seven months ago. Every- that way.
JH: Do you think that if you called him
body on my side of the family knows. I don't
that he would talk to you now?
think he really asked or cared.
TH: No, he wouldn't talk to anybody at
JH: He should hardly be the one to disapthis point, not even my dad. It's hard to say.
prove of you.
TH: Actually, he would be the one! He'd He's really in his own world.
wholeheartedly object to it. He interprets the
JH: Are you ashamed of your brother?
TH: Yes, I am. When I was told about it, I
Bible the way he wants to—strictly. When he
feels that he understands the Bible better than was pretty ashamed. I don't want people to
anyone else, then, yeah, he'd interpret it and know that he's my brother. It's very
condemn anybody who is gay by what it says. embarrasing that he's my brother.
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his daughter's murder by a man who slipped through the
criminal justice system.
The Post won two other awards: the national reporting
prize for David Maraniss' articles on the life and political
record of candidate Bill Clinton, and the criticism prize for
Michael Dirda's book reviews.
Paul Ingrassia and Joseph B. White of The Wall Street
Journal won the Pulitzer for beat reporting for their coverage of management turmoil at General Motors.
Jeff Brazil and Steve Berry of The Orlando Sentinel
won the investigative reporting prize for exposing the unjust
seizure of millions of dollars from motorists by a sheriffs
drug squad.
The prize for explanatory journalism went to Mike Toner
of The Atlanta Journal-Constitution for "When Bugs Fight
Back," a series on the diminishing effectiveness of antibiotics and pesticides.
The editorial cartooning prize went to Stephen R. Benson
of The Arizona Republic.
No prize was given this year for editorial writing. It was
the seventh time that no prize was awarded in that category.
The winners were announced by Columbia University,
which administers the Pulitzer competition. Each award
carries a cash prize of $3,000 except the public service
award, which comes with a gold medal.
MICHAEL KUCHWARA and KILE Y ARMSTRONG

PULITZER PRIZE WINNERS

It's been

an exhilarating, exhausting year for playwright Tony
Kushner—and his work "Millennium Approaches," the first
half of his seven-hour "Angels in America" hasn't even
opened yet on Broadway.
Kushner was rehearsing his play about AIDS, greed,
love and hypocrisy in the Reagan era when he learned it had
won the 1993 Pulitzer Prize for drama. While his dramatic
theme mixed the deadly serious with the wildly comedic, he
succumbed to sublime giddiness when he heard the news.
"FAAAAAAAAAABULOUS!" he said in a prepared
statement. He also apologized for issuing a statement rather
than speaking in person, saying he needed "to concentrate
my energies" in the rehearsal.
"I'm overjoyed at the news about the Pulitzer," the
statement said. "I write that, and it feels unreal to me—like a
line a character might speak but not something I'd have the
opportunity to say."
On a more somber note, Kushner added that he shared
his award with "my gay sisters and brothers and with everyone fighting the war against AIDS, bigotry and injustice."
Kushner's play officially opens at the Walter Kerr Theater on April 29, but talk about it began last June at the Tony
Awards when openly gay actor Sir Ian McKellen lauded the
London production and predicted the play would sweep this
year's Tonys. The 36-year-old playwright, who was born in
New York City and grew up in Lake Charles, La., dismissed
such optimism.
"I thought, 'Well, it's very sweet of him, but he doesn't
understand the American theater. He doesn't know that you
have to be on Broadwav to be nominated for a Tony Award,
and this play will never, ever be on Broadway,'" Kushner
recalled in a recent interview with the AP.
He wondered aloud about the sanity of opening an epic
work on Broadway and ticked off reasons why HE should
not.
"It's about things that Broadway plays are not usually
about," Kushner said. "It's very political. It's about gay
people. It's about AIDS. It's about Ronald Reagan, or the
Reagan era, at any rate. And it's long—two evenings long
and that presents a whole host of problems."
Those problems have not stopped a small army of producers from raising $2.2 million to bring both parts of
"Angels in America" to Broadway.
The work's full title is "Angels in America: A Gay
Fantasia on National Themes." It consists of two full-length
plays meant to stand on their own: "Millennium Approaches"
and "Perestroika."
Producers fell over each other to bring the work to New
York once the reviews were in from London, where "Millennium Approaches" was staged last year at the Royal
National Theatre, and from Los Angeles, where the Mark
Taper Forum did both plays.
"Angels in America" follows two relationships—one
gay; the other between a wife and her secretly gay husband.
It also tracks the career of lawyer and power broker Roy
Cohn—played by Ron Leibman—who died of AIDS in
1986.
"Millennium Approaches" opens first on Broadway;
"Perestroika" follows in October.
"Hopefully, the next thing that I write will be a much
more manageable affair," Kushner said. "I don't think there
ever will be anything in my career like this again. I hope I'll
have successes, but I don't want to have another 'Angels in
America.' One is quite enough."
His previous works have been performed in regional
theaters. They include "A Bright Room Called Day" and
"The Illusion," an adaptation of the play by Pierre Comeille.
Other winners included David McCullough for his biography of President Harry Truman.
"I had my fingers crossed and everybody kept telling me
this book should win the Pulitzer Prize," McCullough, the
author of "Truman," said from his home in Martha's Vineyard, Mass. "I didn't want them to be saying that, because
I'm superstitious."
The fiction prize went to "A Good Scent from a Strange
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GAY FUNDRAISERS
Ellen McLaughlin in "Perestroika," Part Two of Tony
Kushner' two-part Pulitzer Prize winning play, "Angels
in America," which opens on Broadway on April 29.
Mountain," by Robert Olen Butler, a creative writing teacher
at McNeese State University in Lake Charles, La.
In journalism, the Washington Post won three Pulitzers,
including one for coverage of candidate Bill Clinton. The
Miami Herald won two, including the public service gold
medal for reporting on Hurricane Andrew's devastation.
Garry Wills, a widely published columnist and commentator on American culture, received the Pulitzer for general
non-fiction for "Lincoln at Gettysburg: The Words That
Remade America." In February, he won the 1992 National
Book Critics Circle award for criticism for the same book.
The award for poetry went to Louise Gluck for "The
Wild Iris," her fifth collection of poetry.
"The Radicalism of the American Revolution" by Gordon S. Wood won the Pulitzer for history. Wood is a professor of history at Brown University.
The music award went to 'Trombone Concerto" by
Christopher Rouse, a Baltimore composer who doubles as a
rock music historian.
Tales of human suffering inspired several of this year's
journalism awards: bloodshed in the former Yugoslavia, the
devastating Hurricane Andrew in Miami, the Los Angeles
riots.
The 1993 Pulitzer for spot news reporting was awarded
to the Los Angeles Times for "balanced, comprehensive,
penetrating coverage" under deadline pressure of the second
and most destructive day of last year's riots.
Also winning for international reporting was John F.
Burns of The New York Times for his coverage of the
destruction of Sarajevo and war atrocities in BosniaHerzegovina.
The staff of The Associated Press won the photography
feature prize for images of the 1992 presidential campaign.
It was the third year in a row the AP has won a Pulitzer in
photography.
In the public service category, The Miami Herald was
cited "for coverage that not only helped readers cope with
Hurricane Andrew's devastation but also showed how lax
zoning, inspection and building codes had contributed to the
destruction."
The Miami Herald also won the commentary prize: Liz
Balmaseda was cited for reports on turmoil in Haiti and
Cuban-Americans in Miami.
A personal tragedy led to a feature writing prize for
George Lardner Jr. of The Washington Post. He examined

ATLANTA HRCF DINNER

For

the second consecutive year, Atlanta producer Robert Ray
will create an original production for the annual Atlanta
HRCF Dinner, scheduled for Saturday, May 22nd at the
Georgia World Congress Center.
Ray, producer of Heartstrings I, II and III, is working
with Christopher Cannon
and
Robert
Strickland to build a poignant show around the
theme "Promise of a
New Day." The lyrics
and
choreography,
which is under the direction
of Jenny
Kordeck, will dramatically portray the struggle
for human rights in the
gay and lesbian community.
The cast of 60 up and
coming
local singers and
Robert Ray
dancers will open the
show with an original
overture, "Freedom Right" by Christopher Cannon. They
will utilize the music of Paula Abdul, Jennifer Holiday,
Peabo Bryson and Garth Brooks, whose "We Shall Be
Free" will be an evening highlight.
In commenting on the show, entertainment committee
co-chair Dixon Taylor said, "In response to community
input, we have planned a free-flowing evening, minimizing
speeches and offering a hard-hitting 40 minute show." She
went on to say, 'To provide every dinner attendee with a
front row view, we're using a round stage in the center of
the room with video magnification on three screens."
The evening includes a cocktail hour, silent auction,
dinner, show and inspiring talk by Joseph Steffan, whose
Naval Academy dismissal for being gay led to his writing a
best seller and becoming a national spokesperson for gay
and lesbian civil rights.
HRCF is the nation's largest gay and lesbian political
action group. Its budget is supported in large part by such
dinners across the country. 1,500 are expected for the Atlanta dinner.
Tickets for the black tie event are $150 by calling 6624280. The dinner is expected to sell out, so early reservations are essential.
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THURSDAY

THE BRIDGE TO
WHOLENESS. Chads
Books and More is
pleased to present Dr.
Joan Raffa, public
speaker and author of
"The Bridge To Wholeness: A Feminine
Alternative To The Hero
Myth." 7:30 p.m. at .
Chads Books and More,
419 Moreland Ave. in
L5P. 524-0304.
STUFFED PUPPET
THEATRE. Holland's
celebrated adult puppet
theatre presents "Manipulator" and "Underdog,"
two short plays in which
power is used and abused
with hilarious and
shocking consequences,
at 7 Stages in L5P. 5237647.
SURFACE DESIGN IN
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Exhibit features work of
Mark Ross and Teresa
Valenti. Ross's work
focuses on landscape
around Atlanta while
Valenti's work is an
heirloom series of
photographic images
transferred onto cloth.
Spruill Center for the
Arts-Hallway Gallery.
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394-3447. Thru June 12.
DON HENRY. The
singer/songwriter
perfoms at Eddie's Attic
tonight. Funny and
thought-provoking. 515
McDonough St, Decatur.
377-4976.
ATLANTA ENTREPRENEURS. The club
meets every Thurs. at
7:00 p.m. 457-6347.

3D

FRIDAY

ARTSFEST 93. Thru
May 2. In a benefit for
Project Open Hand,
Burkhart's Pub presents a
weekend of art, entertainment and food. Works
from several of the major
galleries in the Atlanta
area will be featured in
auctions throughout the
weekend. 872-4403
UNCORK A CURE. A
wine tasting to help raise
support for AIDS
Research Consortium of
Atlanta. Come taste
Italian wines and cuisine.
Guest passes»available by
calling 876-4103. Tax
deductible donation of
$35 per person is
requested. 6:30 to 8:30

I

DEATH OF A SALESMAN. Through May 1.
Theatre in the Square
presents Arthur Miller's
classic tale of the
American dream gone
awry. Tues-Sat at 8:00
p.m. and Sun at 3:00 and
7:00 p.m. 4244603.
BESSIE'S BLUES.
Through May 2. Jomand
presents Bernardine
Mitchell and Atlanta's
hottest musical talents in
this affirmation of life as
a celebration. Hear the
blues at 14th St. Playhouse. Wed-Sat at 8:00
p.m. and Sun at 3:00 p.m

N
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873-1099.
SECOND SAMUEL.
Through May 22. The
whole town of Second
Samuel, GA is talking
about what happened
when sweet old Miss
Gertrude got her final
wash and set before bein^
laid to rest in this play
presented by Southern
Fried Productions. Fri
and Sat at 8:00 p.m., Sur
at 2:00 p.m. Mercer Fine
Arts Auditorium. 3788646.
JULIUS CEASAR.
Through May 15. The

p.m., GLG Tower in
Midtown, 28th floor.
A CHORUS LINE.
Broadway conies to
Atlanta as Theater of the
Stars presents this
musical at the Fox
Theatre through May 2.
Tues-Sat at 8:00 and SatSun at 2:00. 817-8700.
SEEKING THE SELF.
The Dorothy McRac
Gallery presents
figurative sculpLure by
Arlene Becker, Mimi
Holmes and Thomas
Scoon through May 28.
3193 Roswcll Road. 2662363.
ROSWELL ARTISTS'
TOUR. See a variety of
guest artists juried in a
show celebrating the
Roswell Artists' Tour's
fifth season through May
2.10AM til 6PM.
Refreshments will be
served and the general
public is invited. 9777998.
HIGH MUSEUM
TEACHER TRAINING
will offer "Art at the
Edge JH: Alison Saar"
from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Workshop will include
discussion of her work
and artistic vision, video
of Ms. Saar's work, and
studio activity focusing

D

UPC

Atlanta Shakespeare
Tavem presents this
tragedy of honor, politic;
and murder Wed-Sat at
7:30.499 Peachtree St.
874-5299.
BETRAYAL. Through
May 16. The Alliance
Theatre presents Harold
Pinter's romantic drama
directed by Michael
Olich. The show can be
seen Tues-Sun. 8981127.
DIRTY HARRIETMAGNUM FORCE.
Through July 21. This
parody of the classic 70s

on genealogy. 892-3600
TWILIGHT DANCE
modern dance concert
at Orme Park today and
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m..
Brookridge Drive,
Atlanta. Choreography by
Heitzso and Company,
music by Robb Chapman.
Free, but donations will
be appreciated. 892-5853.

1

SATURDAY

LESBIAN COUPLE
ENRICHMENT
WORKSHOP for
lesbian couples committed to nurturing and
replenishing their
relationships. $100 per
couple includes lunch.
Call Susan or Ruth (404)
294-6601 to register or
for more information.
WHAT'S A PWARTY?
A social gathering for
"HIV-friendly" people.
8PM til ??? at Atlanta
NAPWA, 44 12th Street.
874-7926.
DANCE, DANCE,
DANCE to benefit
Atlanta Feminist
Women's Chorus 8 to
11:30 PM at First
Existentialist Congregation, 470 Candler Park
Drive. $5 advance from
chorus members or
Charis Books & More; $7
at the door. DJ Lenny
Lasater. Refreshments
available. Handicap
accessible. 378-5570.
CHAPPSTICK AND
THE CARS will host its
second annual
fundraising at Intown
YWCA on N. Highland
Ave. 7PM. Come see Jim
and Cherie rehearse new
works-in-progress.
Reception following
rehearsal for $10
donation. 874-8710.
HIV UPDATE. The
syndicated cable TV
show airs every Sat at
6:00 p.m. on Channel 12.
This month's program
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SUNDAY

GEORGIA RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL. A
cast of thousands
entertains visitors and
hundreds of craft shops
present their wares for
demonstration and sale in
this recreation of an
English country fair. The
30-acre 16th century
village is located 10 miles
past Hartsfield on 1-85 at
Exit 12. Sat & Sun
through June 13.9648575
SONGS & MIRAGES,
presented by Atlanta
Chamber Players
featuring Southeastern
premiere of Mirage by
Pulitzer Prize-winning
composer Shulamit Ran.
Georgia State University
Recital Hall (comer
Gilmer and Peachtree
Center Avenue). 6511228.
HISTORIC OAKLAND. Take a guided
walking tour through
Atlanta's oldest cemetery

G

tough-guy detective
story follows inspector
Harriet as she tracks
down a homicidal
maniac. Agatha's,
Atlanta's Mystery
Dinner Theatre. Tue-Sat
at 7:30. 875-1610.
6TH ANNUAL HRCF
DINNER. May 22. A
black-tie evening of
political inspiration,
entertainment, silent
auction, cocktails and
dinner with 1,500
members of the gay and
lesbian community.
Tickets are on sale now.
$150. 6624280.

A

D
focuses on how the
medical community deals
with death and suicide by
people with HIV/AIDS/
HERBAL EDUCATION. Presented by the
Chattahoochcc Unit of
the Herb Society of
America from 9AM to
3PM in Day Hall, Atlanta
Botanical Garden.
LA DOLCE VITA, the
last in a series of Italian
films featuring premier
actor Marcello
Mastroianni. Restored
35mm print. 8PM, High
Museum's Rich Auditorium. Italian with English
subtitles. 892-HIGH.
INSANE JANE in
concert to promote new
album at Variety
Playhouse, 1099 Euclid
Avenue in L5P. 9PM, $6
at box office (hours MonFri, Noon to 6PM), or
TicketMaster outlets.
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each Sat at 11:00 a.m.
and Sun at 2:00 p.m. The
third largest greenspace
in Atlanta is home to a
treasure of Victorian
monuments. 688-2107 for
more info.

the most romantic
evenings in Atlanta from
7:30-9:30. 876-5859.

3

POSITIVE LIVING.
This locally produced
show about people living
with AIDS can be seen
on People TV Ch. 12 at
2:30 p.m. and again on
Sat at 10:00 p.m. It also
airs on City Ch. 6 at 5:00
p.m. on Thurs.

MONDAY

OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's local lesbian
and gay cable program
can be seen tonight at
10:30 and again Wed. at
5:30 p.m. on Cable Ch.
12.
GAY USA. A gay and
lesbian news show
produced in New York
includes national and
international coverage.
Cable Ch. 12, People TV.
11 p.m.

4
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SPRING MOON
STROLL. The Atlanta
Botanical Garden will be
lit by hundreds of
luminaries. Enjoy one of

5

WEDNESDAY

Pictured:
ABOVE: "Fear of Being

Slonc Blind and Rock Bound':
by Mimi Holmes, pan of the
Dorolhy McRac Gallery's
Seeking ihc Self exhibit
April 30-May 29.
BELOW: Marcello
Mastroianni stars in Fcllini's
"La Dolce Vita," Saturday,
May 1 at the High Museum's
Rich Auditorium.
LEFT: It's the last weekend
to sec "A Chorus Line,"
presented by Theatre of the
Stars through May 2 at the
Fox Theatre.
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Insane Jane is no mellow yellow band
Her onstage singing style has been described as serene and luxurious one minute,
raw and powerful the next Her offstage personality seems much the same.
Her name is Yellow. She's the lead singer
for Insane Jane, a punk band in the midst of its
transformation to a rock group.
Asked if she loves being a musician, Yellow says, "Music is my business. My fiance is
my love. My music is the toilet of the rest of my
life. Everything comes out in it."
On the other hand, during performances
Yellow likes to "make as many spiritual and
political statements as I can get away with. I
think people need to be fed as much positive
information as possible. The things I say—
they're about acceptance, loving, caring..."
In between songs, when she's not talking,
Yellow's likely to french kiss members of the
audience—male or female. If that doesn't keep
her fans revved up, she and drummer Tim Campion might fake having sex with each other.
Yellow has been described as one of the
boys. She doesn't like the word feminism, because "it's old school. Women have made a
point. Everyone knows women and men are
equal. The word feminist separates me from
men."
She adds, "I like to think of myself as a
humanist."
While she decries the feminist label, reviewers have described Yellow as empowering
women. Asked about this, she seems surprised,
but lead guitarist Tom Branch says it's probably because Yellow's an aggressor. She jumps
her drummer's bones onstage, Branch says.
Yellow thinks about what Branch says and
then adds, "Maybe it's because of things like

Yellow and the rest of the guys of Insane Jane
the song "Daisy." It's about a stripper who
masturbates on stage. She's laughing at them,
because they can't have it."
"Daisy" is one of the songs on the group's
latest release. Set for play on the air waves in
the end of April, "Each Finger" is a compilation of rock and ballads. It differs from Insane
Jane's first CD, "A Green Little Pill," released
in 1991. With this recording, the band sheds its
punk style, Branch says.
The song "Each Finger" was selected for
the current title track because of the artwork on
the CD cover, Yellow and Branch say. A close
look reveals a woman's breasts covered by fingers.
"The woman's not credited, just her photographer," says Yellow. "I wish her name was

on there. She does have beautiful breasts."
Lest anyone get the wrong impression, Yellow is straight. But the band is pleased to have
lesbians and gays in their audience, and on "I
Won't Stand," Yellow criticizes the "hypocritical God followers" who say, "Love your brother,
but don't love a black man or a gay."
While Branch says he and the rest of the
band are less outrageous than Yellow and "don't
make as big of an impact" onstage, Yellow
remembers when the drummer caught her by
surprise.
"He came in drag. I didn't recognize him at
first," Yellow recalls. "He was so beautiful.
The most beautiful drag queen I'd ever seen.
He had on this real soft pink lipstick..."
On May 1, the local band returns to the

Variety Playhouse to celebrate their release of
"Each Finger." Talking about the process thai
went into the CD, Branch and Yellow say it got
complicated.
The creation of the tunes went smoothly.
As with the group's first CD, Branch wrote the
music and the band recorded it.
"Then we give it to Yellow. She goes off
on her own and listens to it. If she likes it, if it
moves her, she writes lyrics to it," says Branch.
Talking about how she develops the concept for a song, Yellow explains, "I begin to
hum the melody and then I sec what pops up."
As she continues, free association develops into
a story, she says.
The band never disagrees with Yellow's
lyrics, she notes. "It's just me being picky. I'm
inflexible, but fortunately they're flexible, so it
works out."
After the band created the music for "Each
Finger," the hard part began, with producers
and band members all trying to reach agreement on things like the artwork.
Branch and Yellow look forward to once
again performing in Atlanta and the Southeast.
They haven't played much outside the region,
but hope "Each Finger" will change that. They'd
also like to get picked up by a larger record
label. "Each Finger," produced by Georgia's
Sky Records, is only out on CD and cassette
tape. Yellow and Branch would love to see it
made into an album. Says Yellow, "I love vinyl. I love the sound of the needle on vinyl.
That scratching when the record's old..."
Catch the mellowing, but not yet mellow
Insane Jane at the Variety Playhouse in Little 5
Points on May 1.
C. MITCHELL
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One terrific movie. This will
get to your heart, mind and
soul!"
-George Pcnnacchlo, KFMB-TV, San Diego

TATTOO
A refreshing, heart-felt
and funny romantic movie."

We invite you to see the latest in
[Oil

-Colin Brown, Screen lnt'1 Magazine

"A refreshing, good-humored,
gender-bending comedy
..truly a romance for the '90s."

PIERCING
Lip $25'Eyebrow $25 Nipple $25
Two of the above for $40

-Roger Moore, Wlnston-Salemjoumai

"Brave, crafty
and consistently surprising!"

Below the belt priced on request
Welcoming Dana to our Piercing Staff

PROFESSIONAL TATTOOING
From traditional and fine line, to
bold graphic designs.
•4 Artists
• Custom Designs
• Cosmetic Enhancements
• All Work Guaranteed
• Free Consultations

Mon-Thur 12 noon-10 pm
Fri
Sunday 2z pm-b
pm-6 pm
r-ri & Sat
oai 12
\d noon-12
noon-iz am, bunaay

i^ three
of hearts
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Walk-ins Welcome • 1952 Howell Mill Rd. Suite 4 uOO"4JUO
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STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 30th!
CHECK DIRECTORY LISTINGS OR CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIMES

GENERALCINEMA

AKERS MILL SQUARE
Hwy41N Southofl-285
955-1795

LITCHFIELO'S

UNITEDARTISTS

AMCTHEATRES

AUSTELLRD. CINEMA

CINEMAS 8 SHANNON

C0BBPLACE8

DELK10

AusttlllM.O Floyd i Hurt
662-6224

4538JonesbotoRd.

I-75S Barrett Pkwy.
423-4837

2854 De Ik Road
850-6910

964-3691

STOREYS

UNITEDARTISTS

GENERAL CINEMA

GREEN'S CORNER

HAIRSTON VILLAGE 8

MALL CORNERS 6

J. Carter 1 mi. SE 011-85
925-1376

Memorial Dr. 8N. Hairston

MIDT0WN8

Across from Gwinnett Plate

879-6224

986-5050

931 Monroe Drive
872-6100

CINEPLEX0DE0N

HOYT'S CINEMAS

AMCTHEATRES

REGALCINEMAS

NORTHLAKE FESTIVAL 8

PEACHTREE CORNERS 10|

4043 LaVrsta fid.
934-7153

PERIMETER MALL

6135PeachtreePlwy.
416-6911

PHIPPS PLAZA 12

Ashford D'woody N of I-285
394-4120

Peactitree Road S Lenox Road
231-4202

GENERAL CINEMA

AMCTHEATRES

LITCHr-IELD'S

HOYT'S CINEMAS

RIVER DALE CINEMAS

CINEPLEXODEON

CINEPLEXODEON

ROSWELLMALL10

13! S Taylor M

SOUTHLAKE FESTIVAL

ST. MOUNTAIN FEST.

608 Holcomb Bridge Rd
998-1700

1564 Slake PVwy
986-5050

1825RockoridoeRd.
986-5050

662-8580

We create gift baskets for any occasion.
Fresh European breads and pastries daily.
Imported cheeses, coffee, olive oils, and pastas.
Only the finest pates & smoked meats.

Voted 1992 "Best Pat6 Selection" by Atlanta Magazine.
985 MONROE DRIVE

•

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30308

•

404-872-1760
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Atlanta is alive with the color of spring. Many-hued
azaleas, pink and white dogwoods, and tulips in masses
of red and yellow line the streets of Atlanta. Midtown
is especially attractive at this time of year.. .from the
flower-filled courtyard of the NationsBank Tower to the tree
lined residential streets such as Myrtle and Penn, the color is
astounding. But on the final weekend of April, I abandoned
my home neighborhood for another—Inman Park. (No, I
could not get to the March on Washington and I don't want
to talk about it).
The last weekend of the month (April 24 and 25) is
reserved for the Inman Park Festival, where the oldest
neighborhood in Atlanta puts its best face forward for thousands of visitors to see. And what a face it is...winding
streets overshadowed by ancient trees and lined with a
succesion of beautifully restored homes from the Victorican
period. These homes surround the main avenue of the festival (Euclid), which is closed to traffic and taken over by an
open air market offering something for everyone, including
arts and crafts, antiques, jewelry, ceramics, colorful imported hammocks, and even massage.
The portion of the street above the valley of Springdale
Park was covered by a huge tent where tables and chairs
offered festival goers a place to sit and enjoy food from a
variety of vendors while being entertained by a number of
bands. There was also a parade down Edgewood Avenue
which can only be described as eclectic, with contingents as
diverse as the Marching Abominables Band to the Hare
Krishnas.
The highlight of the weekend for me though was the
Inman Park Tour of Homes, which allowed ticketholders to
inspect the interiors of some of the beautiful homes in the
neighborhood. From the grandest mansions to the slimmest
shotgun house—the work and money put into restoring
these homes is incredible.
Here's a great thing to do the weekend you lucky folks
get back from the March. Burkhart's (voted Most Community Minded Bar by SoVo readers last weekend) presents
Art Fest '93 on Friday, April 30. All proceeds benefit
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Alison Saar's "Bain Froid" is on view at the High Museum beginning May 1 as part of her exhibition exploring the relationship of African-Americans to the Southern landscape.
Project Open Hand (voted Most Effective AIDS Organization by SoVo readers). Last year the event raised $8,000,
and Burkhart's is hoping for $10,000 this year. Major art

29/1993

galleries throughout the city are donating pieces to be auctioned, and booths will also be set up by local artists and
galleries displaying additional items. A percentage of the
proceeds from those sales also go to POH. So make plans to
be there. Call 872-4403 for more info.
The wonderfully warm weather we have been having of
late makes last month's blizzard seem like a half remembered dream. Here is news of yet another casualty of that
storm. Originally planned for March 13, the women of the
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus had to do their dancing
at home but you can help support them on the new date.
Come on out and Dance, Dance, Dance! to Lenny
Lasater's beat at the First Existentialist Church on Candler
Park Drive on Saturday, May 1 at 8:00pm. Pick up a $5.00
ticket at Charis Books in Little Five Points or pay $7.00 at
the door. '
The High Museum of Art continues its exhibition series
Art on the Edge beginning on May 1 with Allison Saar's
"Fertile Ground." Saar's sculptures are akin to totems, constructed from wood, found objects and scavenged materials
including ceiling tin, broken glass and linoleum. The subjects of the works are drawn from African-American history, folklore and popular culture and reflect her interest in
folk art. The "Art on the Edge" series is designed to focus
attention on living artists, especially women and artists of.
color. The Saar exhibit runs through June 27.
It has been over 10 years since I saw a production of the
play Bent in the early 80s. The play concerns the inhuman
way the Nazis treated gay men during WWII. OutProud
Theatre is presenting "Bent" beginning on May 6 and running through May 30. The Nazis were as fanatically
-homophobic as they were racist, crushing the once flourishing gay culture that was pre-war Berlin and sending thousands of suspected homosexuals to their deaths in concentration camps. To distinguish them from Jews, who wore
yellow Stars of David, gays had to wear pink triangles to
make their "crime" apparent to all. "Bent" is about the
struggle of young gay men in this turbulent era. Call 6099590 for ticket info.
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Windstorm Productions Presents Mothers Dny with

Experience the
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Ladies Night Out at the

PRINCESS
PAMELA'S
1141 EUCLID AVE • 222-9514

_

FLIRTATIONS

Mon-Sat 11-7, Sun 12-6

HERETIC >

L5F'S Most DIVERSE Shop
Triangle & rainbow flags
tobacco accessories,
postcards, art prints,
posters, T-shirts, beads,

Thurs-No cover-9:00pm JQ
>
tt 2069 Cheshire Bridge • 325-3061 T
Q
j-dvaci ±jvaa j-dvaa

hats, stickers, masks, lava
lamps, black lites & more!

A NEW RELEASE FROM PLEIADES RECORDS

MARGIE ADAM
SONGS — IN CLOSE — FROM THE SPIRIT OF ONE WOMAN ON THE MOVE

ANOTHER PLACE
Quantity

$ Total

CTtie Flirtations could single-handedly make acappellaA
hip and hot again,"—The Washington Post
J

Sundpy, Mny 9, 8:30pm
Vfiriety PlRyhouse
1099 Euclid Ave. in Little 5 Points

CD @ $15
Cassette @ $10
Total merchandise

Tichets: $12 (general Admission)

CA residents add 8.25% sales tax
Postage and handling
Total enclosed

Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Phone

Enclose your check payable to: PLEIADES RECORDS, P0 Box 7217. Berkeley, CA 94707

2.00

Available at the Variety Playhouse and all Ticketmaster outlets hcuding
Turtle's, Coconuts, Sound Warehouse, Tower Records and Oxford Books; to
charge call 249-6400. Tickets nt Ticketmaster subject to convenience charge

Special VP Tickets: $50 (benefits Project Open Hand)includes preferred seating and a post-concert reception
with the group (Flirting with the Flirts)

For More Information Please Cflll 524-7354.
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Restaurant Listings
American Roadhouse From breakfast to blue
plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it all!
'90s food at '50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12 Fri
&Sat, 11-4 Brunch Sat & Sun.
842 N. Highland Ave ■ 872-2822
Babette's Country European informal fine
dining. Cassouletto Coqauvin. Entrees $8-16.
Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave - 523-9121
Bacchanalia country European cuisine served
in the casually elegant atmosphere of an old
house. Extensive wine list and select beers
available. Menu changes weekly. 27.50 prix fixe.
Tue-Sat 6 until, AE, VISA, MC accepted. No
dress restrictions. Reservations accepted. Free
pkng, wheelchair access.
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410
The Bistro Elegant French cuisine in a casual
setting. Don't miss the creme brulee! Reservations accepted.
56 E. Andrews Dr. (Andrews Square)
• 231-5733
Cafe Montserrat Southern European & Cuban
Cuisine. Specialties include fresh fish &
seafood, Paella, Pasta, Tapas & Osso Bucco.
Room available for private parties. Dinner MonSat; Lunch Mon-Fri. Reservations accepted. On
the Square in Decatur across from the new
courthouse.
515 N. McDonough St, Decatur • 373-2922
Cafe Mythology An international coffee house
serving desserts, special coffees and your
favorite cocktail from our fully stocked bar. The
perfect after dinner, after theatre, after symphony or after ballet stop, or just the right ending
for that special evening on the town. Hours:
5pm-2am seven days.
1140 Crescent Ave ■ 873-0794
Candler Cafe Breakfast, lunch, dinner. Dugan's
wings, burgers, sandwiches & sides. Take out
too.
183 Edgewood Ave • 223-5566
Casal's Virginia-Highland's newest restaurant.
Informal fine dining. Seafood, steaks, veal &
chicken. Vegetarian available. House specialities: cioppino, chicken petee. Homemade
desserts. Dinner Sun-Thur 5:30-10 pm; Fri/Sat
5:30-11 pm; Closed Mon. Full bar. Reservations
accepted. VISA, MC, Diners, Carte Blanche.
1021 Virginia Ave ■ 873-9844
The Chile Tree Atlanta's first and only restaurant featuring the classic cuisine of the Mayans
and the Aztecs. Vegetarian specials available.
Now serving lunch Tues-Fri 11:30-2. Dinner
Sun-Thur 6-10 pm; Fri & Sat 6-10:30 PM. AMX,
MC/VISA, Discover. Completely non-smoking.
Reservations not accepted.
469 N. Highland • 688-0836
Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean
food in Atlanta for the past 4 years, in a great
tropical atmosphere. Visit our newest location
downtown next to Peachtree center.
303 Peachtree Ctr. Ave. Peachtree Center
• 653-0070
2525 Piedmont Rd Buckhead Crossing

■ 364-0212

6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Springs Plaza
• 255-5434

PIZZA 8c SUBS
736 Ponce De Leon Ave
Atlanta, GA 30306

Italian Cafe

COMPLETE MENU • SALADS • SUBS • DINNERS • DRINKS • DESSERTS

The Best In
Casual Dining

GOOD LUCK IN D.C.
HE

AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

■■■

AIDS INFO PACKET WITH FREE CONDOM
COUPON-PICK UP ONLY

COUPON-FREE DELIVERY

COUPON-FREE DELIVERY

Cheese Pizza Family Combo Cheese Pizza
+ 3 Toppings
Special
+ 2 Toppings

Pizza Combo

2 Urge
2 Medium
2 Small

COUPON-FREE DELIVERY

1 Large Pizza with 1 Topping
1 Family Size of Spaghetti or
Lasagna or Ravioli, 2 Garlic Bread

$11.75
$ 9.75
$ 7.50

$21.35 value

2 Large
2 Medium
2 Small

1 Large Pizza with 1
Topping, Buffalo Wings
or Chicken Fingers

$12.95
$10.95
$ 8.50

Expires 9/3093 • No Substitutions
Please mention coupon when ordering
Pin

I
|

Expires 9/30/93 ■ No Substitutions
Please mention coupon when ordering

Valid for lunch & dinner. V.xp. 5/30/93

2140N. DecaturRd.
Intersection of N. Decatur Rd.
and Clairmont Rd.
728-0041

$12.65 value

$15.75 w/coupon
|

$7.00 OFF
2nd ENTREE

$10.95 w/coupon
Expires 9/30/93 • No Substitutions
Please mention coupon when ordering

I

Expires 9/30/93 • No Substitutions
Please menlirx coupon when ordenng

I

Crab House Full fresh seafood menu featuring
world famous garlic & steamed crabs & our
fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad bar.
Entrees $9.95-17.95
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes contain
no meat or dairy products. Soups, appetizers,
sandwiches, entrees, daily specials, desserts &
more. Open for Lunch & Dinner. Tu-Th 11:3010pm; Fri, Sat 11:30-11 pm; Sun 1:30-10pm.
1129 Euclid Ave • 524-2132
Dusty's Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92.
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7 days.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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VAL'UE (val'u)

A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAX

Fast and cheap. Could a hungry homo
ask for more? Well if you're eating at
Inman's Deli/Cafe (484 Moreland Avc.
880-9190), you might want to ask them to
put a little more garlic in the pasta. But
otherwise this is good food, fast, and at a
price that should keep even lean purses
happy.
I have to admit a bias about the space
occupied by Inman's. Long ago and far
away (in a previous life even) I owned a
restaurant there. The experience was one
of the most exciting and horrifying of my
adult life, including combat in Viet Nam.
Full blown manic depression looks like
smooth sailing in comparison.
Thus when I eat at Inman's, I keep
wanting to jump up, serve the customers,
fiddle with the recipes, and generally mess
with things. Fact of the matter is, this place
is far too laid back for that kind of frenzy.
Service at lunch is from the counter, at
night there are waitrons, but don't expect
to be treated like you are at Pano's and
Paul's. Sandwiches come in paper carryout trays, though soups, pastas and salads
come on good, heavy china. The idea here
is quick, easy, and reasonable.
The menu is simple: soup, two dozen
or so deli sandwiches, a few salads and a
half-dozen or so pastas.
The $1.60 soup du jour is invariably
well-spiced, hearty and pleasing to both
tongue and tummy. I'm especially enamored of a curried veggie combo that, along
with a grilled cheese sandwich, makes a
very soothing lunch. Friends tell me that
the vegetarian chili (gone for the summer).
is also major comfort food.
My standard warm-weather lunch here
is either a tofu Reuben or an almost gargantuan Greek salad. The former lets me
rationalize low-fat, because it's meatless,
but it is also layered with melted Swiss and
slathered with creamy Russian dressing.
Forget the fat and congratulate yourself for
the more PC reasons not to eat meat.
The big Greek salad isn't exactly low
fat either, but the tart feta, odiferous black
olives, and scattered artichoke hearts make
it yummy for the tummy and only S3.65 to
boot.
For those more serious about fat and
fiber there are a number of composed salads—fruit, pasta, chick pea, slaw and carrot—likely to make you happy.
If you're hungry, pasta is the way to
go. Almost anything with red sauce—sausage, peppers, meatballs—is likely to be
well constructed and well spiced. Sop up
the goo with a slab of buttery, grilled garlic
bread and grin from ear to ear.
Oil based sauces are less consistent.
Plain old garlic and olive oil is heavier on
the oil than on the garlic, not much fun.
Better, but still wanting some kick, is a
collection of veggies (including peppers,
black olives and artichoke hearts) sauteed
with olive oil.
More successful is a pile of noodles
mixed with steamed veggies and sauced
with a sesame-soy combo. Mild and substantial, but not at all heavy.
But the best of the pasta dishes is what
Inman's calls linguini with pesto, but which
is actually Alfredo with a mite of parsley
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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n. 1. a fair equivalent in money, etc. for
something sold or exchanged. 2. the worth of a
thing in money or goods at a certain time.
3. that quality of a thing according to which it
is thought of as being more or less desirable.
4. a buzz word for the '90s. 5. a seafood
restaurant on Cheshire Bridge Rd.

6. MARRA'S SEAFOOD GRILL.
• ALL ENTREES UNDER $14.95
• ALL WINES UNDER $20
• NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

MARRA'S
seafood grill

'—

OPEN 7 DAYS 1782 Cheshire Bridge Road

The
Art of

^gr^pg.

MEXICAN
COOKING
Inspired by DIanna Kennedy
Perfected at

The Chile Tree
469 It Highland
Open for Lunch & Dinner

688-0836

874-7347

MPfl^WW*

Mexican Cafe A
Come enjoy the best Mexican food and
the most wonderful Margueritas in
Buckhead with a relaxed atmosphere
and affordable prices.

[~

.DP

«# ^e

Stop by before or after the Otherside!
2520 Piedmont Rd. NE
(404) 237-0500 Open 7 Days 11-11

This ad tastes like
baked brie. *
A7\ North Highland
523-9121
T-Th 6-10, F-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9
Free parking

Bring in this ad and
we'll trade it for a
FREE appetizer with
any entree order.

UFTDWnKiKHeN^
Uptown but not uptight.

870 North Highland Avenue, Virginia Highlands. 875-7775
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Does your
relationship
need a
little spice?

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26

Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving the
community since 1974. 2 floors, casual & fine
dining. Daily specials, Full service menu and bar.
Dinner 7 days a week 6pm-12am, Sunday
Brunch 12-4pm. Reservations accepted. Visa,
MC.Amex $7.95-12.95
49 Sixth Street ■ 892-8983
Joni's Italian Cafe Authentic Italian Cuisine in a
casual atmosphere. Seafood, chicken, veal & a
large selection of vegetarian entrees. Fresh
sauces and pasta dishes. Hours: Lunch Mon-Fri
11:30-2:30, Dinner Mon-Th 5010, Fri & Sat 510:30, Sun 5-9. VISA/MC, AMEX. Entrees start
at $7.95.
2140 N. Decatur Rd • 728-0041
Marra's Seafood Grill Serving Atlanta's finest
seafood for 11 years. This "Best of Atlantarestaurant offers only the freshest fish and
shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared with
eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F11:30-2:00, Dinner
7 dys a wk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $8-14
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd - 874-7363

Nuevo Laredo Colorful authentic borderland
Mexican cafe. New dishes to Atlanta includes
chicken mole. Return to the restaurant scene of
Chance Evans, original bar owner of U.S. Bar &
Grill. Worth the trip! MC, AMEX, Visa. $3.957.95. Open lunch & dinner 7 days.
1495 Chattahoochee Ave • 352-9009
Peasant Restaurant & Bar Casually elegant
dining in the heart of Buckhead, The Peasant
Restaurant & Bar is the perfect place for a
relaxed Sunday Brunch. And now with beautiful
weather upon us, lunch or dinner outside on the
patio is yet another great reason to visit The
Peasant Restaurant & Bar for any occasion.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE - 231-8740
Petitie Auberge Featuring 18 years of family
directed qualified service in an elegant atmosphere. Continental French restaurant with a
wide range of Food Festivals. German specials
on Fri &Sat. Lunch, Mon-Fri 11:30-2:15. Dinner.
Mon-Sat6-10.
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. - 634-6268

Share a complimentary appetizer
of Hot & Spicy Scallops
with the purchase of miiu
two dinner entrees. 1 lUj

RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Enjoy
Chef Scott's creative menu while dining on the
patio or in the cozy dining room. Largest
selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta. Great
vegetarian selection. Friendly service, reasonable prices. Dinner 7 nights. Brunch Sunday.
870 N. Highland Ave ■ 875-7775

PEASANT

3402 Piedmont Road, NE, Adanta restaurant *^B^bar

S^SSsl^Fll

tRee

house

RestaciRcrnt & pcib

$1.00 OFF

any of our
delicious sandwiches
with this coupon

Remarkably Fresh
Salad Bar
FULL SERVICE DELI

FEATURING
CHEF LOUIS' DAILY
SPECIALTIES &
TEMPTING DESSERTS

Open Daily 10-9
SUNDAYS 10-6

JOIN US ON
THE PATIO FOR

LUNCH
11:30-2:30
.872-8991

Call Ahead for Faster Service •

.»**••« ;-ti

St. Charles Deli Breakfast, lunch and dinner in a
casual atmosphere. Don't forget our spacious
patio this spring. Join us for our weekend
brunch. Hours: Sun-Thur 11-11, Fri-Sat11-12.
Additional Hours after April 7.
752 North Highland Ave. - 867-DEU
Stone Soup Full service deli and General store.
Healthy, remarkably fresh salad bar, homemade
soups and fresh, hot, authentic breads. Catering
available. Open daily 10-9, Sun 10-6.
1248 Virginia Ave. NE- 872-8991
Treehouse Restaurant & Pub A cozy fire sets
the tone of this neighborhood pub. Menu
changes every week—always pasta, meat, fish,
chicken. Now serving lunch 11:30-2:30, dinner 610:30.
7 Kings Cir, Ftree Hills • 266-2732
Veggie Delight 100% Vegetarian. Full menu
including appetizers, salads, sandwiches, stirfrys & pasta. Specialties include a variety of
veggie burgers. Prices start at $3.00. Open MonSat 11 am-9pm
Next to Plaza Theater on Ponce • 872-4539

(Take-out Only)
1248 Virginia Ave. N.E.
OffBriarclifiRd.

A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAX

Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 & up.
1815 Briarcliff Rd ■ 320-6264

Mick's Mick's restaurants have been serving our
community for 20 years. Check the hours and
menu of the Mick's nearest you. Lunch & Dinner,
and don't forget those decadent desserts.

Please present this ad to your
server when ordering.
Offer valid through May 1, 1993-

29/1993

DINNER 6P.M.-10:30P.M. DESSERT 6-UNTIL
7 KINGS CIR., PEACHTREE HILLS • 266-2732

. *-^Jta ■'**••* Mhw-t. »%«
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and basil added. It's creamy, rich, well
balanced—as good as many similar versions around town offered at twice the S4.95
price.
Several kinds of cakes (and cheesecakes)
made by a reliable local bakery arc offered
for dessert. Like the rest of the food they
arc generally tasty.
Inman's is no gourmet extravaganza,
but it's well worth the price and your patronage.

Bad Memories
I wish I could muster some kind of
enthusiasm for the latest addition to the
L5P food scene, but Good ol' Days (401
Moreland Ave. 688-1006) is no fun at all
Well, that's not totally true. We were relatively well attended to by a precious and
adorable waitron, but all the charm in the
world can't make tip for sloppy management and dismal food.
The biggest problem with the grub here
is that it's the same stuff that G. O. Days
got famous serving in Buckhead back before Jimmy Carter was President. Save for
a $5 salad of decent but unassuming veggies,
there is little on the menu that is not fried
or covered in cheese—wall to wall with
saturated fat and not very tasty at that.
Sandwiches still come on "famous flowerpot bread" a slightly sweet, essentially
tasteless mess baked in small, clay pots.
Fillings are equally retro—chicken, cream
cheese, olives and sherry or a sloppy joelike mess that tastes as if it came straight
from a two decade old can.
Potatoes, mashed, and then fed from a
pastry tube into a deep fryer arc called
"wonderful" on the menu, but "boxed" and
"boring" would be more like it. Baked beans
are even less exciting, but what would you
expect from a restaurant that offers a Snickers
Bar as a side dish?
Good oP Days may be a blast from the
past for some, but for not for me.

Nasty Habits
A Louis Harris poll released a couple
of weeks ago suggests why places like Good
ol' Days may be doing so well. The healthier
eating habits that we were headed towards
during the 80s (you'd forgotten that there
was anything decent about that decade hadn't
you?) seem to be headed down the lubes.
In 1983 more than 55 percent of the
folks surveyed said they avoided fat in their
diets; nine years later that had dropped to
51 percent. No surprise then that the number of folks who said they were overweight
went from 58 to 66 percent.
All this is confusing when viewed in
the context of other measures of how well
we seem to be taking care of ourselves as a
nation: seat belt usage is up dramatically;
alcohol consumption is down; the folks
who drink and drive has declined by 15
points.
Part of the problem here is economic;
fats and sugar are the easiest and cheapest
ways to make food taste good. But part of
the problem is the unwillingness of established businesses like Good ol' Days or
Burger King or Pizza Hut to muster much
energy around anything but their bottom
lines.
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Nice Ice: Dish is not exactly enamored of rap and hip
hop (though we gotta admit it sure does make us want to
move our body in new and exciting ways). Rapper Ice-T
(who got in more than a little warm water with his "Cop
Killer'^ seems to have worked through his homophobia pretty
well, thank you. Check this from an interview in People: "As
far as gay people go, where I stand now, I'm not getting
anything out of disrespecting them That's their way of life. I
really got no problem with it.. .1 don't even like using the word
straight now because that insinuates that they are crooked, you
know?" Ice goes on to explain that getting out of the ghetto
and into the world is what has allowed him to get over his fear
of homos.

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN

Long Island Lesbo?: Not likely to win any Peabody awards
is the recent story (aired on "A Current Affair") that a 26-yearold former inmate at the Nassau County Conecuonal Center
says that she had a romance with Amy Fisher, but they never
"went all the way." Yvette Cole (who says she is a lesbian)
gave TV producers what she claims are letters from the Long
Island Lolita containing all kinds of sweet nothings. Our fave?
"For the first time in my life, I fell in love and there was no sex
involved. It was beautiful." Welcome to lesbian love, Amy!

Pearls From Pearl: A little closer to home, local playwright, poet, and one tough woman Pearl Cleage recently
penned a guest editorial in the Atlanta Constitution decrying
the recent homophobia on the Morehouse campus. Check these
words to black gay and lesbian students: "You are doing necessary and revolutionary work by struggling to ensure your
rightful place on these campuses. Agreeing to be invisible is
the first step towards madness and self-hate. Talk as loud as
you want and don't be intimidated. You're beautiful when
you're angry in defense of your right to be yourselves."
Atlanta's black queers have waited far too long for this kind of
public support from well-known members of their community.
Let's hope that Ms. Cleage's words won't be the last of their
kind.
Is This Legal...or Moral?: Several weeks ago we reported
that Sen. Sam Nunn has a home in Colony Square and questioned where he got the bucks to pay for three houses. Well, a
caller informs us that Mr. Nunn's house in Midtown is paid for
by a "friendly constituent." Dish thinks that Sen. Sam is far
too smart to have such an arrangement that does not comply
with the letter of the law. But we sure do wonder what sort of
favors he must perform for this benefactor in order to make the
payments on such a home seem like a good investment Last

April 29-May 5, 1993
It's May! The lusty, wonderful, vibrant, sensual month of May is
here with the Full Moon arriving on the 5th. .If you haven't
gotten yourself outside, this is the time to do it. Soak up all the
healing, nurturing Mother Earth energy you can and enjoy every
minute of Spring!
ARIES, now that Mercury and Venus are moving forward in your
1st house of personality and physical energy, you should feel
more like your own self and ready to take on the world. Take it
easy with folks higher on the totem pole. Happy Birthday, TAURUS! As Mercury moves into your 1st house of personal concents and identity, you may find it easier to express some of your
intimate feelings. Don't mind if someone doesn't seem to understand, speak up. GEMINI, with Venus and Jupiter going back and
forth in your 11th house of community activity and your 5th
house of creativity and fun, you may have difficulty deciding
between a social cause or a weekend affair. One at a time will do.
CANCER, you may feel a bit more centered now that assertive and
physically energizing Mars has moved out of your 1st house. If
you actually did start exercising regularly, keep it up, you'll be

Oops: Several weeks ago we mentioned that the Roslyn and
Cicely episode of "Northern Exposure" had won a Peabody
award. We neglected to mention that another (though less
attractively) gay-themed show (HBO's "Citizen Conn") also,
copped a Peabody. We really are everywhere.

Dish wonders why the folks at Banana Republic placed
this queer-pleasing "My Chosen Family" spread in Vanity Fair, and a high-hetero-content ad in queer mag Out.

time we checked, just the monthly condo fees at Colony Square
were in excess of $500. Sure reminds us of Herman Talmadge
and his infamous overcoat stuffed with dollars.
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glad you did. LEO, with Mars in your 1st house it is very important for you to exercise regularly and not just during weekend
social activities. Any kind of sport is a good outlet for assertive
and physically active Mars energy. VIRGO, how are things going
at work? Is someone on your case recently, even though you are
doing your best? Are you carrying more than your share, again?
If so, back off a little and do some reorganizing.
LIBRA, this is an excellent time to take an interior inventory and
make adjustments to your prioriues which may have shifted
around over the past year or so. SCORPIO, if you are feeling
romantically inclined and are interested in someone special, take
things as easy and gendy as you possibly can. If the relationship
gets too serious too fast, it can spoil all the fun. SAGITTARIUS,

Outta' Sight: Dish continues to be pleased, confounded,
confused and pissed off by Out magazine. We guess that
means that the publishers are doing their job pretty well. The
cover of the May '93 issue gives us hives because it looks like
it was art directed by someone with a long history of doing
tobacco ads. Not one of the subjects is a model, yet they all
look like the just escaped from the Ford Agency. On the
positive side, there's a really good piece on "What do Gay
Men & Lesbians Want?" (just about everything you could
imagine from more money to hotter sex to equality under the
law.) A fascinating article about Hollywood's "Lavender Mafia." Several photo spreads that make Dish wet with anticipation and a piece about relationship contracts that dishes some
real dirt on Robert Rauschenberg and his (ex) lover Terry Van
Brunt.
Homo Fair: One of the things that confuses us about the
latest issue of Out is that Banana Republic's double page ad is
about as generic and hetero as we've ever seen. Meanwhile,
over in Vanity Fair B.R. is running a six page spread titled
"My Chosen Family" that's chock full o' homoeroctic imagery. Dish is confused, albeit pleased.

with all the changes still going on in your 2nd house of financial
and material resources, you need to stay grounded in your decisions and daily use of money. You can make it grow or watch it
go, so pay attention.
CAPRICORN, how are your close, personal relationships? Moving too fast, too slow or not at all? If you are perplexed, not to
worry, you are not alone. All our relationships may fee! like a
roller-coaster ride as we adjust to the 90s. AQUARIUS, have you
figured out all your priorities for the next few years? If you have,
good for you—but don't plan to rest on your efforts. You may
have to rearrange things, but do hang on to your basic direction,
PISCES, are you feeling overwhelmed by all the emotions you
are picking up from the rest of the world? Turn off the TV and
maybe give up the newspaper for a few weeks. Give yourself
time to sort out your own feelings,
MARY BAILEY RULE is a professional astrologer who special'^es in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as
crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505)
982-3104 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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Great walls of China can be found at unique NC store
Did you break a plate from your favorite dinnerware set?
Have you always wished for cups and saucers to match your
grandmother's antique china? Have you regretted not buying
those serving pieces to your now-discontinued pattern? Has your
search for locating the odd number of pieces to complete your
place settings become futile at countless antique shops, estate
sales and flea markets?
Replacements, Ltd., the world's largest supplier of obsolete,
active and inactive china, crystal and flatware, boasts an inventory or more than 1.5 million pieces in 40,000 patterns in their
new 100,000 square foot office/warehouse located in Greensboro, North Carolina.
The phenomenally successful Replacements has serviced
over 60,000 satisfied customers since its modest beginning in
1981 when founder/owner Robert L. Page, then a state auditor,
spent his weekends combing the countryside filling requests
from people asking him to find particular patterns to replace
broken or lost china, crystal and flatware.
But Page doesn't assume all the credit for Replacements'
growth and development over the years. He attributes his continued success to the tracking down of missing pieces by his network of 1,000 buyers nationwide who've helped to maintain the
"like-new" condition required by Replacements. As Page says,
"No chips, cracks, crazing, scratching, stains or trim wear allowed."
Additionally, Replacements has become completely computerized so that they have the ability to constantly monitor and
calculate the supply and demand for each piece in their vast
inventory. Even prices become impacted by their inventory numbers.
"If we have too many plates and not enough cups in a
particular pattern, we can lower the price we pay for plates and
raise the price for cups," explains Page.
Prices are wide-ranging from a few rare antique patterns
valued at over $1,600 a place setting to some typical prices for
treasured pieces such as $32 for a 1940s era piece of stemware;
$99 for a 50-year old Wedgwood cup and saucer, and $26 for a
Towle teaspoon.
What's the most frequently requested pattern for Replacements? Ironically enough, it's Blue Garland by Johann Haviland

Fostoria's "American" is the pattern most in demand at
Replacements. The diamond-shaped pattern, discontinued in 1986, now commands hefty prices.
China Corporation that was literally a "grocery-store premium"
sold from 1970 to 1990.
"Many times when people call us about this pattern, they
haven't a clue as to what it's called. They just say that they want
a Haviland pattern with light blue flowers and platinum trim. I
know what it is immediately," says Donna Moore, Replacement's
customer service manager.
Originally designed and produced for Haviland by the German manufacturer Rosenthal, Blue Garland was also made by
Traditions Fine China of Thailand for a brief time.
A basic Blue Garland five-piece place setting costs $47, a
round-covered vegetable dish is $84, and a coffee pot currently
sells for $50.
Other china patterns on the ten most requested list include,
in order of popularity: Weatherly by Lenox, Appleblossom by
Haviland, Ivy by Franciscan, Lace by Castleton, Rosalinde by
Haviland (New York backstamp), Patrician by Wedgwood, Desert
Rose by Franciscan (USA backstamp), Savannah by Noritake
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(platinum trim) and Margaux by Mikasa.
"Since many patterns are family heirlooms that have been
passed down from generation to generation, most customers are
sentimental about broken or missing pattern pieces. It's a wonderful feeling to help them," admits Page.
Worried about not knowing anything about your family
heirlooms? Replacements employs a staff of five full-time researchers to make identifications.
"For unidentified china, send a clear photo or photocopy of
the front and back of a dinner plate. For unidentified crystal,
wrap a piece of lightweight tissue paper around a water goblet
and make a rubbing with a soft-lead pencil. For unidentified
flatware, send a photocopy of the front of a fork or spoon. Make
notations about the trademark or company name printed on the
back of the piece," Page recommends.
Nor surprisingly, Fostoria's "American" pattern is the most
in-demand pattern at Replacements. The diamond-shaped pattern, discontinued in 1986 by Fostoria, originally sold for just a
few dollars, now commands some hefty prices.
"A large covered wedding bowl that sold for $8.50 thirty
years ago, now sells for $750. A shrimp and dip bowl originally
priced at $9, now retails for $300 and the rarest (hence most
expensive piece) is a washbowl and pitcher set valued and sold at
$3,000," Page said.
However, he's quick to point out that much of the pattern is
still reasonable with water goblets at $24 each and ice tea tumblers at $20 each. While these prices are fairly typical of about
two-thirds of Fostoria's "American" pattern, the rarer pieces,
originally produced in limited quantifies during the first 20 to 30
years, have skyrocketed in value due to the strong collector
interest today.
Other services offered by Replacements have been recently
expanded to include silver restoration, porcelain and crystal collectibles.
For more information, call 919-697-3000, fax 919-697-3100
or write Replacements, Ltd., 1089 Know Road, P.O. Box 26069,
Greensboro, NC 27420.
TH0M CARDWELL

FOR YOUR GARDENING QUESTIONS
Murray's got the
answers...
And that's no
manure
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Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 8am-6pm,
Sun llam-6pm

North Atlanta Trade Center, Norcross, Georgia
854 Highland Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306 (404) 874-5619

Over 800 Booths with
Quality Antiques and Old Collectibles
HOURS: Friday & Saturday 9am-6pm
and Sunday 10am-5pm Admission $3.00*
Free Parking. All Indoors.
1-85 to Exit 38. Turn East on Indian Trial.
Turn Right on Oakbrook Pkwy.
Turn right on Jeurgens Ct.

Maxwell's
Fine Gifts and Collectibles

See our collection
of gifts & cards for
every occasion.

ranee
Complete Insurance Protection
Auto - Home - Commercial Motorcycle - Life - Health

* $1.00 OFF WITH THIS AD

ANTIQUE MARKET

Don't get caught
uncovered.

1715 Howell Mill Rd,
Howell Mill Square

351-3931
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WRAP

M-F9AM-6PM
SAT10AM-2PM
2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd.
next to Hairanoia

634-6380
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MARIA HELENA DOLAN

y the time you read this, many will have returned
from Washington full of energy and desire to
effect change. Surely some of that can be channelled into the garden, for a healthy balance of the political/
personal mixture.
Late April-early May is one of the busiest, most laborintensive times in the garden. Especially if you've procrastinated up until now...
In fact, a number of things need doing. There's weeding
of course. Pull those suckers out before they spread millions
(literally) of seeds! Some propagate via underground runners, thus requiring massive digging. I say, bum those bastards out.
I have a small household torch with a flaming desire for
the damn catbrier. Surely, if there is a King Weed from Hell,
this thorned vine vies for the top slot.
The thorns even grow below the soil; and the roots reach
straight down into the netherworld. You can dig for days and
not uproot this villain.
Since I refuse to poison the earth with dangerous and
lingering chems such as Roundup, a flamethrower seems a
viable alternative. Not possessing that (although small ones
are now available for the home garden), I carefully use my
torch. Beware setting leaf mulch on fire, as well as injuring
nearby growing things, wooden fences, etc. I assure you that
surveying the scorched remnants is downright therapeutic.
Then there are the early pests. Yes folks, it's Aphid
Horror Time again. Ants 'dairy-farm' these sap-suckers, much
as our species does cows. Aphid can suck the life out of many
things if they become numerous enough. .
DON'T spray chems; there's simply no need. Try the old
soapy water trick (especially an all-vegetable product such as
Murphy's Oil Soap): splash or spray it down the branches,
fans, leaves, etc. to render aphid footholds impossibly slippery. This works quite well.

EARTHSHAK1N' OBSERVATIONS
But I personally prefer the vacuum cleaner. I have an old,
underpowered (2 amps) apartment-style vac, which lives on
for its aphid moments. Twice in the Spring, it sucks up and
removes aphids from my irises and roses.
I know the neighbors talk about the crazy woman, vacuuming her plants. Hell, sometimes they stand across the street
and point I don't care. Careful (so as not to damage plant
tissue) vacuuming works well; and no one is poisoned.
Slugs? Those snails without shells? Beer, and more beer.
If you put out small dishes with 'good' sides (2" high or
more)—slugs can crawl in, but not out. They drown in the
liquid, thus altering again the cultural context for the phrase
"Miller Time."
I suspect there are a myriad of unpleasant ways to die;
drowning in a lake of beer doesn't seem so bad.
Feeding plants,takes more than beer, although I do put
water in freshly-emptied beer bottles, and pour this out on the
plants. Use those nutrients. But then, I drink real beer, not
pasteurized, homogenized, 'litened,' cold piss.
I use well-rotted manure and liquid seaweed for most
things, with supplements of bone meal, lime, etc. as needed.
Don't lime for the sake of liming. Check your soil's PH level
and determine what's required. The inexpensive Extension
Service bag test I've lauded many times in this space does the
job here.
At any rate, feed the early bloomers before the big heat of
summer comes on. You can prune and fertilize flowering
shrubs after blooming is completely through. Feed the roses
now, too. Some folks may want to plant new roses; I prefer
late Fall, so a good root system can develop before Summer's
stresses.
You can still plant out summer bulbs. Just work their beds
well with manure and bone meal before sticking them in.
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And, as we know, proper orientation is vital. You want them
to grow UP.
Set out transplants of all types now. Directly sow all kinds
of summer fare; tomatoes, squash, com, nasturtiums, zinnias,
watermelon, beans, basil, etc.
It's time not only to multiply, but to divide. Like us, the
spring bloomers do not flourish when crowded. Dig up clumps
with a spading fork. The fans—iris leaves which emanate
outward from one part of the root—will be attached to thick
rhizomes.
These tough, fleshy roots anchor the plant, and store her
food. So when you split an iris off from her sisters, give her a
little basic support by not over-trimming the rhizome.
Trim the fans back by at least 1/3—some say to a third,
some to 4". The trimming is so that the now-smaller rhizome
will not have to support a larger fan with water and nutrients.
Loosen soil to 6", working in lots of well-aged organic
matter. The trick is to not plant the rhizome too deeply; the
Iris Borer, root rot, etc. seem to prefer that. Go easy on the
mulch for the same reasons. Of course, Elizabeth Lawrence
would roll over in her grave if she knew you were doing this
in April instead of October. However, I've had success at this
and most other times of the year with iris transplanting. Just
don dry them out completely, nor get too soggy.
Day Lilies have a similar process in terms of breaking up
clumps, as do cana lilies, ginger flowers, etc. Cut the foliage
back to 8-10". Plant it like a miniature tree—well-dug out
hole, soil worked to a least a foot down, lots of organic
matter. Make a mound of soil in the middle of the hole to set
the roots out on, allowing them to trail downward. She should
be planted as deeply as she originally grew.
How do you know what the depth was? Look at the white
leaf base. To be safe, you want .roots and foliage to meet no
more than 1" below the soil line. Tamp the soil, but don't
pack it; you want moisture to penetrate there. Mulch and
water, and you could have perfect lilies in months. Or, like
irises, the new transplant may wait a year before displaying
her wondrous glories.
Now quit stallin; 'you better work,' as they say.

Minerals • Crystals • Candles
Fossils • Jewelry • Incense

Nature's gifts
are worth giving
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"FIMO"CLAY
2 ounce blocks
2 FOR $3.00
ALL CROSSSTITCH FABRIC
25% OFF
ASSORTED VINE
WREATHS, SWAGS &
ARCH FORMS $1.99

HIGHLAND at IPS
AMSTERDAM

SPECIAL PURCHASE
DRIED ROSES
ASSORTED COLORS
$10.00 PER BUNCH

1186 North Highland

892-1595
"Now you can get the best
for your pet without leaving
the neighborhood"
Mon-Sat 10:30 to 8:00
Sunday 12:00 to 5:00

10% Discount w/this ad

When you unleash your imagination
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the beginning. Creative outdoor
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RECEIVE A $5.00 BOOK FREE
AFTER PURCHASING 12 BOOKS
MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $1.00
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1062 ST. CHARLES AVE. NF
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We understand firsthand the
financial challenge of living
with AIDS. We respond to
that challenge every day.
THE ACCESS PROGRAM
purchases life insurance
policies from individuals
with AIDS, providing the
money needed for living
today — quickly and easily.
Our commitment to paying
the highest price and
providing a caring service
continues to make us the
Company of choice.
We welcome your
confidential call.

We Offer a Solution!
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1 (800) 235-6411
THE ACCESS PROGRAM is the largest, most established company using only its own funds. The
first company to guarantee payment, THE ACCESS PROGRAM continues to lead the industry
in setting the highest standards for the protection and benefit of its clients.

With HLM
you don't
have to rob
the piggy
bank to get
quality
accounting.
HLM - Affordable Accounting for your new or existing small business.

HLM Services, Inc.
Specializing in small business planning, development, and forecasting.
Full Service Accounting. Community owned & operated.
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Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

Order this great 2-color design on a
high-quality 100% cotton
XTlK T_shirt- Just $17! Or call for a
Mr"* color brochure with all our
styles. We accept VISA, MasterCard,
and American Express.
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who are fully trained to provide peer counseling. Peer counseling is available from
noon to 5 PM, Monday through Friday,
The Lesbian and Gay Public Safety by phone at 874-7926 and on a drop-in
Task Force formed by Atlanta's City Coun- basis at the NAPWA office, 44 Twelfth
cil is beginning its second year of organi- Street, in Midtown. Your confidentiality
zation. The Lesbian and Gay Public Safety is assured.
Task Force is a part of the Council's PubIf you are HIV positive and need to
lic Safety Committee. The Purpose of the talk, there are people who have been there
Task Force is to hear all concerns, com- and understand what you are going
plaints and recommendations of the les- through. Call 874-7926 or stop by the
bian and gay community of Atlanta on NAPWA office at 44 Twelfth Street in
public safety matters. In addition, the Task Midtown.
Force investigates concerns the lesbian and
gay community has with Atlanta public
safety agencies and makes the results and Art ideas wanted
recommendations known to the Public
Team Atlanta is now accepting ArtSafety Committee and the heads of the work for T-Shirt designs to be part of the
affected agencies.
uniform that Team Atlanta will wear at
The Task Force meets the third Tues- the Gay Games in New York in June of
day of every month at Atlanta City Hall. '94. Team Atlanta is expecting to carry
Everyone wishing to attend a Task Force over 300 athletes to the Games and would
meeting is welcome. Any public safety appreciate your ideas. Contact Richy
concerns may be raised in person at these Howard (872-7494) for details and deadmeetings or can be forwarded to the Task lines.
Force by calling 330-6504 or writing to
The Adanta Committee for the Gay
The Lesbian and Gay Public Safety Task Games is putting together a bid to send to
Force, 55 Trinity Avenue SW, Suite 2900, the Federation of Gay Games for Atlanta
Adanta, Georgia 30335.
to host the Games in r98. Part of that bid
All anonymity concerns will be re- will be a logo'of some type. This will be
spected.
used along the same lines as what ACOG
Currently, there are a few vacant posi- used in presenting their bid. (This logo
tions on the Lesbian and Gay Public Safety will not be the same as what Team Atlanta
Task Force. The Task Force strongly en- wears to the Games in '94.) If you have
courages those members of the physically ideas for a logo to be part of this bid,
challenged and persons of color segments please contact Richy Howard (872-7494)
of the lesbian and gay community to sub- for details and deadlines.
mit resumes. Anyone from the lesbian and
gay community can apply. All positions Film and Video Festival to
are voluntary. Anyone interested in serving on the Task Force should send a letter spotlight AIDS films
of intent and a resume to the above listed
Image Film and Video Center will
address of The Lesbian and Gay Public present five works on living with and proSafety Task Force or call 330-6504.
tecting yourself from AIDS during the 17th
Write to the Task Force at the above Annual Adanta Film and Video Festival.
address or call 330-6532 with any public The five films, collectively shown under
safety concerns or for Task Force meeting the tide "Humanizing the Disease," will
be shown on Sunday, May 16 at 4pm.
information.
The films are: "Belinda" by Anne
Lewis
Johnson; "My Body Is My BusiAtlanta NAPWA offers free
ness" by Vivian Kleiman; "Grid-lock:
peer counseling for people
Women and the Politics of AIDS" by Beth
with HIV
Wichterich; "My Elbows Collapsed" by
The Atlanta Chapter of the National Andrew Printer, and "Victims R Us" by
Association of People with AIDS offers Carl Henri Verna and Gregory D. Endy.
Image is located at 75 Bennett Street,
free peer counseling for people affected
Suit
M-l. For more information, call 352by HIV, the virus believed to cause AIDS.
4225.
Peer counselors are people living with HIV

The Lesbian and Gay Public
Safety Task Force

LOUD.1
WEAR
IT
PROUD

Name
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All proceeds benefit QueerThings. Inc a
for-profit corporation working to secure ec
rights for Gays and Lesbians in Colorad
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AIDS Organizations
AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277, Atlanta,
30337,762-6002
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—
876-2317
AIDSCHAIM—Edie, 642-3467
Atlanta Buyers Club— (404) 874-4845, or POB 77003, AtL
30357.
Childkind—936-9655
First MCC AIDS Ministry-872-2246
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—
1-800-551-2728
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—633-0634
National Assn of People With AIDS/Atlanta— 874-7926
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620

CARL LANGE
Age:30
Relationship status: happily single
How long In Atlanta: 6 years
Last book read: 'The Discoverers" by
Daniel J. Boorstin
Pet peeve: People's inability to listen
Carl Lange doesn't fit your stereotype of
someone from "Joisey." He doesn't have an
accent or an attitude and he prefers a small
town to the city. Currently he is Executive
Director of GLAAD of Atlanta (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation) and he prefers educating people to confronting them, Jersey-style.
But the fracas over the Atlanta Journal and
Constitution's decision'to approve, then yank,
and then approve again its decision to print
announcements for same-sex commitment ceremonies caught Carl off-guard. "We have a
good working relationship with the editor," Carl
explains, "and he was absolutely behind his
decision 100 percent, and told us the ruling to
print would stick. Yet all the press from CNN
to the New York Times picked up on the negative aspects of the story, and my phone didn't
stop ringing for days!"
Carl's involvement with GLAAD began
with an innocent phone call from a fraternity
brother, asking for help with a graphic design
problem GLAAD was having.
"Before I knew it I was on the board and
now I'm executive director. Since I'm not an
in-your-face kind of activist, this kind of behind the scenes work that GLAAD does—providing accurate portrayals of gays and lesbians
in the media—suits me."
Carl's natural talents for organizing people
are contributing to the planning of the first
National meeting of GLAAD chapters to be
held this May in Atlanta. More volunteers are
needed, hestates, as the prominence of GLAAD'
chapters nationwide grows.
During his college years, Carl wasn't the
out gay man that he is now. On a trip home to
see his parents, his mother set up a meeting
with their Unitarian Minister.
"He asked me if I was gay. I felt like shrinking back into my chair, but I realized that there
wasn't anywhere to go and I said, 'yes.' He
explained that being gay was a wonderful thing
and he actually told me to seek out others. But
it was several years later until I actually came
out, and only after someone dragged me to a
bar on a trip to Atlanta. The moment I saw two
men dancing with each other I could hear the
lock click in my mind as it unlocked everything." Now Carl is very out to his family and
friends. His grandfather even sends him news-
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paper clippings of stories concerning gay and
lesbian issues.
Carl left New Jersey after high school to
attend Auburn University and to get as far away
from the city as possible. He decided to pursue
a difficult double major in Architecture and
Industrial Design.
In a maverick move not usually associated
with being gay, Carl joined a fraternity. Jokingly, he says he thought it would be a good
excuse "to be around a bunch of men." Carl
speaks of his fraternity and fraternity brothers
with a fond reverence. "This wasn't 'Animal
House.' It was a fascinating group of people.
You learned how to get along with different
personalities, and it definitely had, with all its
rituals, a spiritual quality."
In fact when it came time to build a new
house because the fraternity was growing, Carl
was chosen as the liaison between the architect
and the fraternity. "The original design, was
this hideous, Southern neo-Gothic horror with
columns." Through gentle persuasion and his
own instinct for what would be better, Carl was
able to mold the design into something much
more human in scope.
After seven years of school and co-opting,
Carl made the move to Atlanta. He has been
adding clients to his own design consulting
business here in Atlanta by stressing his eclectic abilities. "I've done everything.. .so I consider myself a generalist because I feel I could
walk into any business situation and take
charge." With Carl's tall, lanky good looks and
friendly demeanor it seems surprising that he is
unattached. He does, however, share his roomy
Midtown apartment with his cute, lap-dog, Margaret.
As far as hobbies, Carl concludes, "I'm so
involved with GLAAD that right now, social
reform is my hobby."
IAN W. GINSBURG

SO

Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—872-4432
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
"Funny...That Way"—875-2275
Greater Atlanta Music Ensemble—872-3135
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc
-609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609

Bars
The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd.
634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Gallus Bar & Restaurant-49 6th St. 892-8983
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Incognito—857 Collier Rd. 355-5189
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metro—48 6th Street, 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 659-4055
Peppers by Frank Powell—
980 Piedmont Ave. NE 872-4000
Petrus—1150 Peachtree St 873-6700
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Tin Lizzie—Ford Factory Square. 874-3961
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712
Weekends—688 Spring St. 875-5835

Direct Action/Political
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—874-6782 (0)
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Qucer
Caucus—368-7137
Catalyst—(404) 776-1478
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—P.O. Box 14531, Atlanta 30324,
voice mail 908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477
Gay Republicans—Republicans for Individual Freedoms, 2980
Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women and Children/Lesbian
Task Force—524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365 ,
Atlanta 30312
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington -(404)
662-4199 or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee- 872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Commincc.
231-5751
LEGAL—605-7476
Lesbian Avengers—577-5513 (Lisa)
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline
-S74-7926
National Organization for Women—875-0176
Neighbors Network—257-5550
Queer Nation—605-7396
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, Atlanta, GA
30324,239-1679
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

Professional
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Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Georgia Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)—
231-2251
HomeGirls—622-0105
LEAGUE (Employees of AT&T)-404/872-2359
NatT Federaton of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)

Spiritual
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach-409-0203
Christ Covenant MCC Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—215-0585
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—872-2246
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224

Hosanna African Unity Life Center—872-9055
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Unitarian Universal ists—634-5134, George at 688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—SASE to: GANG,
POB 7546, Atlanta 30357
Hotlanta Soccer—876-7372
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, Atl. 30324,
873-4061
Hotlanta Volleyball—621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—218 Indian Branc Way,
Lawrenceville 30243, 963-1329 or 256-6959
Mountain Catalyst—POli 199, Demoresl, GA 30535
SE. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, Atl, 30357.760-8126
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta
30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
About Crossdressing—Janet, 624-3770
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090
Athens Lesbian Information—write: LSG, POB 7864, Athens,
30604
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Lambda Community Center—POB 15180, Atlanta
30333.662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atlanta 30307,
phone 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—843-4492
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or
875-6109
Coalition of African Descent—6814868
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Chrysalis Women's Center—881-6300
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—Write G.G. Richardson. POB 724711. Atl. 30339.
phone 612-9473.
Friends Atlanta—662-4501
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—296-8369
Gay Help Line—6pm-11pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA& Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—623-4099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City
Council—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POx 9678. Atlanta 30319.
(404)621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Eco feminists—525-9085
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lawrenceville 30246, 871 GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875
KO-Ex istance—875-8936
John Howell Park Project—873-2950
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Leather S/M Discussion Group—873-2453
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—325-4909
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Over 50— 850-1005
Lesbians With Children—740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 30307
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians—8229570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436
Out Youth—POB 78401, Atlanta 30357,
239-9286 (no calls after 10pm)
Overcaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 8759440
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Athens—
(706) 208-1704
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Real Gay World BBS—404-266-0856
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Single Lesbians Group—466-3287
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—
(404) 873-9832 (staff counselor)
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—289-8819, POB 8871, Atlanta 30306.
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—908-3356

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scon Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur
30030; 373-1632
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College
—706-834-3569
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gay & Lesbian Student Alliance-Clayton State College—4714567
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm.
College 426-8160
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sta.,
Atlanta 30332; 873-2263
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga.—POB
2438 Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368
S.E. Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479

SOUTHERN
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DANIEL ROSS, C.RA.
Master's Degree in Taxation
• Income tax planning and
preparation
• Fully computerized to
maximize your deductions
and assure accuracy

1394 Monroe Drive, Atlanta, GA 30324
607-7363; FAX 607-0197

ACCOUNTING

;:

J

Emmett Construction

1618DeKalbAve.
(Little 5 Points)

371-0398

gene cloud
Free Estimates

■■111 (

KEEP

Ballons turn any occasion
into a spectacular event!

•

I

u

x

e

Free Initial Consultation
Suite 215,2285 Peachtree Rd. NE
35O0062

3 m

1054 North Highland
Phone (404)892-9337

Donor Insemination
for Lesbians

THE
DIRECTORY

294-8590

DELIVERIES

(404) 377-2662

Find what
you need in

♦ Professional
• Licensed
• Bonded
• References

Wills/Trusts
Discrimination (ADA)
Employment concerns

COMMITMENT
CEREMONIES
GIFT BASKETS

298-1409

ALL-CLEAN

General Practice

SPECIAL EVENTS

558 Medlock Road, Suite 7
Decatur, Georgia
(Near Scott/N. Decatur Rds)
Serving Emoiy-Decatur Areas

SSSSSr

m

e

General and Cosmetic
Dentistry

references
on request

Call us for your next
delivery...our bouquets are
guaranteed to please

(404) 377-2796

DUI/Traffic offenses
Bankruptcy
Divorce/Domestic relations

d

Nancy M. Stewart
D.D.S..P.C.

• residential
commercial
Hardwood
Floor Waxing

321-1004 )

FREE CONSULTATION

James K. Satcher, J.D.

MADDiX

Since 1986

BROKE
404-414-1188

^g

YOUR
~
BITE BRIGHT!

• cleaning services •

• Workers
Compensation

ACCOUNTING

Licensed/Insured

lIBllllll {Ml

Attorney at Law

Tax preparation for
individuals and business.

■

Home Additions
&Remodeling

ANN
DUCKWORTH

Atlanta's Finest
Balloon Delivery and
Decorating Company

STEPHEN
BURNS

• Bankruptcy
• Auto Accidents

(404) 361-4523 Office
Leave message

RICHARD RUE

"Quality is our specialty"

03(i-88(K)

Experienced
professional accountant
takes the bite out of taxes.

&

CHARLIE MALDONADO

371-9912

-mmmm^ C—ATTORNEYS C" BALLOONS"""^ (

TAX

Residential Home Repairs
Improvements

Hours:
Mon 7 am-6:30 pm
Tues-Thurs 8 am-5 pm
Fri 7 am-6:30 pm
Sat8am-12 noon

r inancial l/ynamit\p

Who's
Afraid
Of The
IRS.

Roof Repair • Painting • Decks
Fences • Drywall

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, inc.
IS TAMDLY"
FULL service/repair
ALL models...foreign/domestic

Now more than ever,
good information means money.

Hazel

29/1993

Feminist Women's Health Center
580 14th St. N.W.

874-7551

I

D'l
Clairmont Carpet

WARREN L. CASADAY

*

EMORY LAW GRADUATE

Berber - Sisal - Custom Rugs

"Lef me help you take a closer look at your health"

Designers/ Contractors Welcome
634-3979
Open 7 Days

SUSAN

E.

Hi.

ATTORNEY AT LAW
• DUI
• Bankruptcy
• Criminal defense
• Workers comp
• Personal injury

□ Kitchens
□ Decks

□ Baths
D General Repairs

For Free Estimates
Call Gene

634-5460

Bobcat Productions 373 6673

C CTfecroQ Q^

IMD I

RON EBY

Best Roof Expert

C.J. Clark

General Contractor

General Practice

Window Ropes
to Additions
Small Jobs • Repairs
Electric • Plumbing
Windows/Doors

TRADE MASTER

297-0078

L

436-0028

Voice/TTY

COMACTGR",

Jean E. Miller

Dependable
Remodeling

From New Roofs
, to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

Specializing in
Quality Work

CONSTRUCTION

478-5561

i

1

.^0l\-

Odd Jobs:
• Painting
• Cleaning
• Yardwork

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
REMODELING

404-352-5000

Attorney at Law

:. :

Since 1982
Corasaniti Construction Co

TEASTER

(

633-4710

Toco Hills Shopping Center

13 t

ATTORNEY

DdLton Prices—Decorator Service

N

CHIROPRACTIC - ACUPRESSURE MASSAGE

633-1765
wills • real estate • HIV discrimination

R

622-4922

wsmsssm

ZZD

DAN R. EASTON
Financial Service Specialist
• Insurance • Financial Consulting
Estate Planning • Investments • IRA's
1925 Century Blvd, Ste #4, Atlanta, Georgia 30345
Phone: (404) 315-8898
v

SOUTHERN
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LOW
COST
TERM LIFE INSURANCE

(

APRIL

PETS

)

CTEMP AGENCY )

PAWS

• No exam needed for most
ages up to $300,000.
• No blood test up to $500,000.
DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP

(404) 454-6745

c

VOICE

PET SUPPLY
DELIVERY SERVICE

Petsitting Service
404-634-0292

Science Diet • IAMS
Eukanuba ■ NutroMax
Delivered to your home!
Pet sitting tool
^

Licensed, Bonded
and Insured

Z) i

m
Fi

ROSE MALTESE, C.M.T.
294-7339
Professional Therapeutic Massage
lor Stress Reduction and Pain Relief

• Accounting
• Data Entry
• Word Processors

■8839

pet parenting

i

USA - TRIP

m

• TRIPS
UNLIMITED
1004 VIRGINIA AVE.NE
ATLANTA 30306

404 873-3877

Edward O. Nix, M.D.

CHARLESTON BEACH
BED & BREAKFAST

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy for
Major Growth/Transitions

Affordable deluxe rooms and
breakfast, social hour,
8-person spa and pool.
PO Box 41
Folly Beach, SC 29439

3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons
Phone 634-0672

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290

) i

**

GROUPS FORMING IN MARCH
counseling
women in transition 404 717-4146

fireplace, decfi
and waterfall.
(Beautifully furnished.

Greg Sterchi, M.S.
Psychotherapist

in the directory
Individual, Couple
family, and Group Therapy

)
MIDTOWN MOVERS
EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC.
Liscensed & Insured
COMMUNITY OWNED AND OPERATED

Residential, Commercial,. Office
Fine Antiques
Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up

377-9870
GPSC Cert. #7436

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

Mountain. Atlanta, & Duluth

Counseling

Locations In Stone

;

PERIMETER TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL
Moisture control
Radon testing

Ask for Ron Hoagland
(404) 248-1823
Fax 762-1353
I Bpr 905-4919

'1296 Keys Lake Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30319

Individuals
Couples
Groups
Scholarships available for PWAs
Affordable therapy for the gay &
lesbian community
785 Marcus Street SE
Atlanta, GA 30316
404-525-2777

sliding scale

i

f
Termite letters
Major repairs

PSYOTOTHERAPY

874-2373

'299-2813

The First Island Of The Caribbean

FOR

VlGlia L.IIGI . Itl.LU.

• Recovery issues
•Abuse survivors
• 12 step focus

SALONS

2770 Lenox Road, Atlanta, GA 30324
237-7302
Massage

... Atropical island paradise and America's premier
gay resort area. For FREE Key West information and
brochures from member guesthouses, write: The
Key West Business Guild, P.O. Box4640-V, Key West,
FL 33041, or
call 1-800-5357797. Please
state that you Address.
saw this ad in
City
Southern,
Voice when
calling.
SO.VO

Z3C

Lenox Nail & Skin Care

•All nail services
1
Pedicures

KEY WEST.

CENTER

Steve*, JL. OvUle*, 7K.S.
Psychotherapist

Voice Mail Box #1419

VACATION RENTALS
PLAY ON THE BEACH
Two cozy cottages at Seagrove
Beach, Florida. Near quiet,
sugarsand beach; fishing dock,
wonderful restaurants and shps
in nearby, colorful Seaside.
RELAX IN THE MOUNTAINS
Seduded chalet inFranklin,North
Carolina. Peaceful atmosphere
and reasonable rates. Fireplace,
deck and beautiful view.
Pets Welcome.
CALL (205) 263-5970

) Q

ROSE HILL

Individual & Couples
Psychotherapy

352-1189
JAMES

j—1

Julia Strong, MSW

872-8065

(404) 297-9825

(404)351-2533^

(PSYCHOTHERAPY) J^MSJ—J
Janice Canon, LCSW

'REVREWI
CA!BI9i'R!E9^TAL

FIND WHAT YOU NEED

Packing Available
FAST SERVICE

TRAVEL

filllffelW!

A 9&R$HG'EtyRQm

3

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

•

Individual, Couples, &
Group Therapy

| C

OZMi
PLACE

National Certified Counselor
• Incest and Sexual Abuse
Survivors • Sexuality

• AIDS Counseling
<jfc
^
^
MTVERNON MEDICAL CTR
"f 755 Mr. VERNONHWY, Surra 350
ATLAOTA, GEORGIA 30328^

AS LOW AS
$7Q.OO

P.O. Box 762
Simpsonville, SC 29681
803-862-7833

Claudia Scarbrouah, Tt.S.

Psychiatry and Addiction Medicine
• Gay/Lesbian
• Medication
^££^Zbs
Sensitive
Management
"^^SjS

MOVING!!!

A Campgro Jnd for Womyn

(803) 588-9443

i'C

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

S. Dion Smith, M.D., F.A.S.A.P

)

872-8747

lee Crawford, ph.d.

Member of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis

Deep Tissue
Stress Reduction
Sports Massage

C~M0VmS

ABOVE

specializing in cats and dogs and their relationships with people

Certified Mfmaf^liitnaput

^ PHONE (404) 843-9494

TO MOM
D. ALL OF THE

• Secretaries
Call Today!

pet behavioral consultation
in-home pet care

• Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy

C. TRIPS HOME

• Clerks
• Receptionists

PETS

TRAVEL

A. RSVP CRUISES
B. OLIVIA CRUISES

■HinmiMihtnltiiinrtlilii

In-home
Care, etc.

Serving
Intown Atlanta

(

GETAWAYS.

Learn new software FREE! DOS,
WINDOWS and Macintosh Specialists

607-PAWS

MASSAGE;

You're
Hired!

Pet's Best Friend

29/1993

• Facials
■Waxing

Hours: M-F-S 10-6:30 pm; T-W-T 10-8pm

Janette Friel, DVM
Melissa Rayfield, DVM
A modern facility with
old-fashioned care

NMAN ANIMAL
HCSPIUL 584-8761
926 DeKalb Ave. • Inman Park • By appt. only

SOUTHERN
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If You're Not
Dealing With

COLDUUeU.
BANKGRU

CALL

Diana Refsland
874-4443
Mary Beth Wallace
873-4788

The Home Setters,

SMITH

Intown Specialists for
Homes & Investment
Properties

You're only getting
V2 the attention
you deserve!

Grand Victorian

WEATHERSTONE
Spacious 2BR/25BA twnhme
in quiet community off
Briarcliff. Fplc, balcony,
central air, pool $94,500

Fabulous 3BD/2BA 2-story
home on 1 of Midtown's finer
streets. Utils, kitchen & baths
all updated. New listing &
owner excited to sell.
$168,900

LEE SMITH
Associate Broker, GRI
(office phone) 874-2262
(24 hr. phone) 362-1865
(residence) 876-1459

FOURTEEN WEST1
REAUORS

874-6357
LOUIS OKONIEWSKI,
REALTOR
presents:
Ansley Park 2 stoiy brick
Midtown2 stoiy townhorae
VA/HI renovated brk hm
Morningside 2 story brk
875-1990 Home
814-9000 Office

$289,950
$125,000
$199,950
$379,500

Your Intown Neighborhood
& Relocation SPECIALIST
^ Jenny Pruitt & Associates, REALTORS

The perfect home meets
your budget, personal
taste and lifestyle. Call me
to help you find it.
130 MADISON AVENUE
Spacious bungalow w/new
bath and roof awaits your
creative touch w/kitchen.
One block to East Lake
MARTA. $59,900

CHRIS
CARROLL

1217 GRACEWOOD AVE.
Brownwood Park is now
coming into its own. Seize
this opportunity to buy low
in an up and coming
location! $49,900

321-3123
933-4707

RE/MAX metro atlanta

Serving our
community
for over
ten years.

29/1993

DRAMATIC—three-level fee simple townhouse;
downtown Decatur—2 car drive under garage.
Private setting—only 10 units—-$139,900

Ann Hudson or Lee Smith
Coldwell Banker '
874-2262

Making Real Estate a Hearthwarming Experience

P remier
PROPERTY SERVICES

•
•
•
•

Property Management
Leasing
Maintenance
Residential/Commercial

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate.
(404) 607-RENT

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY

•
.•
•
•
•

Lowesf Rates
FHA & VA Loans
■ No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Variety & Convenience

Exceptional Service
Ahicni^Mr*
AMERICAN

_

c M

ORTGAGE, CORP.

SALLYE PARSONS

DIXIE CARD

848-0001

377-1166

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123

ART AUERBACH
Associate Broker

Selling your home
is not a science...
it's an ART!

FINANCIAL

JEFFREY HALEY
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Office:

404-726-1666

404-399-0912

Re/Max Metro Atlanta
Home office 321-1930
Each office independently owned & operated.

Paula Needle, GRI
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

Refinance Now
• • •
Rates Great

Residential and Investment
Real Estate Services

• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

RAINBOW
FINANCIAL SERVICES

Office: 321-3123
Fax: 321-0051
2205 LaVista Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30329

9 8 6-0390
Mary Swinford, President

EXPERIENCED.

JIM HILLIARD
RE/MAX in TOWN

622-2127/728-8800
Serving first time homebuyers in the $65,000-$125,000 range.

Your In Town Atlanta
Realtor
—ELI saleeby—

728-8800
RE/MAX Intown

ext. 9230

K* •■ el

DEPENDABLE.
EFFECTIVE.

3

STEVE BLAND

Grant Lundberg
RE/MAX of Buckhead

Gary Trowbridge

Unparalleled Attentive Service
Interest rates are down!
It's time to move up!

Condo & Highrise
Specialist

RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808

Off 233-4633 Home 876-2384

Each office is independently owned and operated.

Each office independently owned S operated.

1370 N. Highland
Atlanta, GA 30306
874-2262 (Bus)
873-5254 FAX
892-5847 (Res)

oAssSfcrt*
cOLOiijeu.
BANIteRQ
The Home Seltere"

SOUTHERN

AIDS Services
& Education
AID Atlanta Services include education,
case management, transportation, housing,
buddy program, practical support, homeless services, pediatric services, support
groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 8720600 for more information.
Want to meet new friends and have community? Common Ground for people living with HIV/AIDS. Mon-Fri, 10:30-3:30.
Call 874-6425 for information. Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network.
Tuesday Nighl al The Shrine - A weekly
dinner open to ALL individuals with HIV.
Tuesday at 6pm. Fun, laughs and great
food. The Shrine is located at 48 MLK Jr.
Dr., Atlanta on the comer of Central Ave.
FREE. For information call Alan Dillmann,
521-1866.
AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 8889991 - a project of the Feminist Women's
Health Ctr. Learn how HIV is transmitted,
testing locations, how to clean your
"works," how to use condoms, dental dams
or anything about HIV and AIDS. Trained
phone counselors 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri,
10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller anonymity
assured. To volunteer call Tonia at 8747551.
HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. Wed. eve., transportation avail;
Family support group for loved ones of
HIV+ African Am.; "Latex Lovers" sexpos. HIV prevention prog, for GBM (need
volunteers also); FREE ANONYMOUS
HIV TESTS, counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity) begins mid Feb. For
confidential info call OUTREACH, INC.
346-3922.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast Hours
are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We
are located at 44 Twelfth St., NE, with
parking in the rear. For more information
phone (404) 874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320,
or write P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA
30357-7003.
Atlanta Gay Center —Plus groups for HJVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street. Call 8765372 for more info. Helpline, 892-0661,
for info, counseling and referral. 6:0011:00pm 365 days a year.

APRIL

VOICE

AIDS Information Line / GA Toll-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)

on the 2nd Saturday, 10 AM-2PM. Call
Martin 378-7224. (6.14)

Employment

Announcements

PART TIME

The Bod; Electric School

EROTIC-SPIRTTUALMEN
We invite you to releam sex as sacred,
playful, non-compulsive and non-stop. Celebrate erotic rituals based on Tantric, Taoist and Native American traditions. Learn
to enhance and prolong orgasm. Learn to
give and receive 4 hours of transformative
erotic massage. Celebrating the Body Electric workshop in Atlanta May 15-16. Cost:
S250. For brochure and information, call
John Ballew at (404) 659-5175. (6.12)
EAST MEETS WEST: A Chinese music
concert Sunday, May 2 at 2:00pm at the
Unitarian Universalist Cong, of Atlanta,
1911 Cliff Valley Way, NE. Talented pianists, violinists, and vocalists from China
perform traditional and modern Chinese
music. Sponsored by the US/China People's
Friendship Association and the Racial and
Ethnic Concerns Working Group. Tickets
$ 10/ea ($5 for students) on sale at the church
each Sun. morning. For ticket information
and directions to the church, call 584-8534
before lOflOpm. (6.11)
Fridays Are Positive a night for HI V+ and
their friends. A place to communicate your
sexual needs & fantasies in a way that is
fun & hot in an environment which is safe.
Every Friday at 9pm at The Heretic. (6.17)

HAVEYOUAGAYOR
LESBIAN WEDDING?
We're writing a same-sex wedding book
for a major publisher and would love to
include your wedding story! Call Paul or
Tess at 213-656-6343. (6.10)
ZAMI-A support/social group for the
growth and education of lesbians in the
African-American community. Monthly
meetings every third Sun. of each month.
For information, please call Laura at (404)
768-4979 or Dee at 294-4377. (6.10)
Celebrating Gay Spirit Visions. Gay men
seeking to explore and celebrate alternative
spiritual expressions are invited to join our
ongoing, diverse group. Meetings monthly

Seeking FT/PT dishwasher, pantry person
for catering service in Grant Park. Apply in
person Monday May 3—1:00 & 6:00, 820
Woodland Ave., SE. 627-9266. (6.11)

HIV POSITIVE?
UNEMPLOYED?
We are a small gay-owned company seeking two part-time public relations/marketing reps to help tfie HIV Community in
lowering their health care costs and educating the HIV+ Community in how to get the
most benefits from their insurance companies. For personal interview, please call Dan
368-0050 day, 875-5311 evening. (6.12)
Student's Organizing Students, a national
young women's health org., seeking grassroots organizers for its State Organizer Program in So. Cal., SD, and GA. These organizers typically take a semester off or hiatus from school to organize around issues
of women's health. Beginning in August,
the paid positions generally last six months
with the potential for another six. Applicants should show dedication to the issues
outlined on S.O.S.'s agenda and have some
experience with campus/community organizing. Application due date: 5/1/93.
Please send cover letter and resume to: The
State Organizer Program, attn: Leigh
Brown, Students Organizing Students, 1600
Broadway, Suite 404, New York, New York
10019. (6.12)

FULLTIME
Teaching Assistant. Suitable for student.
Assist in training company employees in
basic computer skills, WP5.1, DOS, Dbase.
Tuesdays; $1250 per hour. Need working
knowledge of computer software. Can train
in programs. Call 842-0023; 2-6 PM only.
(6.11)
Energy Management Engineer—Salary
range $35,667-554,884- unclassified position. Bachelor's Degree from an accredited
college or university in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering. A minimum of five
(5) years experience doing energy manage-

ment work as outlined above. Registration
as a Professional Engineer by the State of
Georgia is preferred. RESUMES will be
accepted at the Personnel Department, listed
below, until 4:45 pjn., Friday, April 30,
1993. Mailed resumes must be postmarked
on or before April 30, 1993. EOE, including disabled. FULTON COUNTY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT, 141 Pryor
Street. SW, Suite 4035, Atlanta, GA 30303
(6.10)
Engineering Contract Administrator Beginning Annual Salary $32,975.
Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college or university in Civil or Architectural
Engineering or Industrial Management and
two (2) years experience in civil engineering and the administration of construction
contracts. Experience in the above field and
related academic training may be mutually
interchanged on a year for year basis. Completed applications will be accepted at the
Personnel Department, listed below, until
4:45 p.m., Friday May 7, 1993. Mailed applications must be postmarked on or before
May 7,1993. EOE, including disabled. Resume in lieu of application not accepted.
Assistant Director and Chief Engineer—
Beginning annual salary $41,726.
Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college or university in Civil Engineering or
Architectural Engineering and five (5) years
experience in civil engineering, including
(3) years experience supervising the work
of subordinate employees. Experience in
the above field and related academic training may be mutually interchanged on a year
for year basis. NECESSARY SPECIAL
REQUIREMENTS: Must be registered as
a Professional Engineer in the State of Georgia. Completed applications will be acepted
at the Personnel Department, listed below,
until 4:45 p.m., Friday May 7,1993. Mailed
applications must be postmarked on or before May 7, 1993. EOE, including disabled.
Resume in lieu of application not accepted.
Applications available at:
FULTON COUNTY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT, 141 Pryor Street, SW, Suite
4035, AUanta, GA 30303 (6.10)
Need Childcare/Housekeeper. Live-in.
Single Mom, 3yo daughter. Non-smoker;
own transportation, reference. Salary + benefits. 489-7704. (6.11)
Carpenter-Experienced Only. Frame & finish. Tools and transportation required. Call
982-9121. Leave name & number on machine. (6.10)

Health

FOR SALE
Heal the hurt of childhood abuse. Ongoing
sexual & physical / emotional abuse grips.
$25 per session. Claudia Scarbrough, MS,
MCC. 717-4146. (6.12)

Merchandise
RETAIL
HAWTHORNE VILLAGE ANTIQUES
Four NEW Dealers. Antiques • Books • Art
- 3032 N. Decatur Rd. between DeKalb
Indus. & E. Ponce, 294-4585. (6.12)

Publications
CHRISTIAN and LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL? Explore with Open Hands, a
quarterly magazine. For sample issue, write
3801 N. Keeler, Chicago, IL 60641 or call
312/736-5526. (Fax: 312/736-5475.) Subscription $ 16/year. (6.12 even)

Real Estate
FOR RENT

Ad Policy: Southern Voice reserves the
right to edit, redassify or reject ads not
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
Misprints: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

Va-Highlands GWM wants responsible
mature non-smoker to share 2 BR, 1 BA
house. Must love cats (2). 892-5537. (6.13)'
GWF seeking roommate to share 2 BR, 2
BA condo. Avondale Estates. Serious inquiries only. 299-7971. (6.13)
GWF seeks same to share 2 BR. 1.5 BA
Townhouse in Clarkston, W/D, fenced yard,
must like dogs. Available May 1, $300/mo.
plus 1/2 util. Call JJ. 296-2443, leave message. (6.11)
Seeking lesbian roommate to share a duplex in Grant Park. Call for details - 6589213 or 627-9266. (6.11)
N. Decatur/Emory area. GWM seeking nonsmoking male to share 3 BR condo. All
amenities $375 except phone. Deposit + 6
months lease required. Serious calls only
378-6497.(6.11)
Roommate wanted: GWF 30, professional
seeks responsible non-smoking roommate.
Must have a life & a personality!
Dunwoody. 457-7025. $300. (6.11)

Grant Park renovated Victorian 3 BR, 1.5
BA, LR/DR, new kitchen, large family
room. In-ground Gunite pool. $875 per
month includes ground & pool maintenance.
Call Jim HUliard 622-2127. (6.13)

Kennesaw. Seeking responsible GWF to
share large house in the suburbs. Nice neighborhood, yard & W/D. Swim/tennis community. 427-2454. (6.14)

Momingside / VA-Hi / Emory - 1 BR terrace apartment, quiet neighborhood, offstree parking. Suitable for single male. A/
C, carpet, microwave, washer & dryer.
$450/monlh including utilities. 876-1888
(6.11)

Travel

EMORY/LENOX-Luxurious condo. Spacious. AU amenities. Balcony overlooking
pool. 3 BR, 2 BA. $800. 934-9867. (6.12)

IRISH BED & BREAKFAST:
Come home to Ireland! Quality Farm &
manor homes. Delta Air, car, accomodations, breakfast and personal itinerary.
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P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm for following week's issue.

In Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE.

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to SOUTHERN
CLASSIFIEDS P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.

Individual Rates:

Business Ad Rates:

Categories indicated by asterisks (*).
NON-BUSINESS.
20 words
$3.00 minimum
each additional word
500
Giant headlines
$3.00

$12.00 minimum
20 words
Giant headlines
$3.00
After 4 issues:
$11.00 minimum
20 words
each additional word
$1.00

COMPUTE YOUR COST

COMPUTE YOUR COST

20 words @ 3.00
# addiL words @ 500
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL

20 words @ 12.00
# addit words @ 1.00
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL
# issues

TOTAL COST

# issues
TOTAL COST

# of issues.

Name
Address
City

Phone.

Roommates

Grant Park Grand 3 BR, 2 BA Victorian.
High ceilings, wood floors, recent renovation. $825 per month. 509-8120 evenings.
(6-10)

(404) 876-1819
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE

TO PLACE AN AD

State

Ideal home & location for professional
singles & couples. This updated Buckhead
charmer had 3 bedrooms + bonus, lovely &
private garden; garage. Pam Urch BBRKS.
237-3974ex. 243. (6.11)

Mailing address:

ORDER FORM

Category.

Apt. complex needs considerate neighbor.
1665 Briarcliff near Sage Hill 2 BR, 1 BA.
No pets. Reasonable rent. Call 321-0811.
(6.10)

PERSONAL GROWTH

INDEX CLASSIFIED
AIDS SERVICES*
ANNOUNCEMENTS*
ACCOUNTING/TAXES
EMPLOYMENT
Part Time
Full Time
Seeking*
HEALTH
Fitness
Personal Growth
Massage
INSURANCE
LEGAL
LOST/FOUND*
MERCHANDISE
Household Goods/
Garage Sales*
Retail
PETS*
PUBLICATIONS
REAL ESTATE
Financing
For Rent
For Sale
ROOMMATES*
SERVICES
Residential
Commercial
TRAVEL
VOLUNTEERS*
FREE VO\CECONNECTION
Men
Women
TV/TS
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Zip

Text (Please print):

VOICE

4 weeks
W&C0NNECTI0N
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
each additional word
500
Giant headlines
$3.00
SV forwarding mailbox (optional) 10.00
Other P.O. Box
5.00
COMPUTE YOUR COST
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
# add. words @ 500 ea/wk
Giant headline @ 3.00/week
Forwarding box @ 10.00/week
Other P.O. Box @ 5.00/week
SUBTOTAL
(4 weeks minimum)
x
# weeks
TOTAL COST

SOUTHERN

CELTIC AD VENTURES: (404) 261-7924.
511 East Paces Feny Rd. Atlanta, GA
30305.(6.11)

MOWNAILANTA
Springdale-East B&B, a gay-hosted B&B
in Victorian Inman Park. Comfortable ambience. Call 523-5804 for information and
reservations. (6.14)
SWIFTWATERS WOMANSPACE Riverfront campground and Bed & Breakfast with in-room hot tub. In scenic mountain forest. One hour north. Backpacking
Outfitters. (706) 864-3229. (6.11)
Elegant beach front efficiency apt. and/or
bedroom w/private baths on beautiful
Mexico Beach, Fla. in lesbian's home.
Daily/weekly rales. 904-648-8764. (6.14)

Volunteers
Huntsville Area. Volunteer needed to distribute Southern Voice on a weekly basis.
Call Gary (404) 875-1831. (6.15)
America's first park dedicated to a gay man
needs someone familiar with applying for
federal grants and as a liaison to Rep. Lewis
and Senator Nunn offices. Leave message
873-2950. (6.12)
PRIDE WEEK '93 Show your pride and
have some fun by helping to plan and stage
PrideWeek '93, Atlanta's annual lesbian
and gay pride celebration. Volunteers are
needed for all aspects of the events, including fundrasing, park set-up, and merchandising. To volunteer, call the PrideLine at
404-662-4533. Get involved and help make
PrideWeek *93 the best ever! "It's Time to
Tell America!"

Voice Connection
WOMEN
Seriously GBF seeking...A black woman
who is feminine, bitchy, petite and willing
to bow down to me. tt 1409
GWF, attractive, 34, seeks same for dinner,
dancing, movies, music, outdoors, indoors,
art, theatre, etc. Humorous, witty, intelligent a must 75 1383
GWF-attractive professional, MA, approx
range 35-45, 5'5", enjoys nature, walks,
theater, movies, books, travel, "nesting,"
quiet but gregarious. Box 1402, 1189 Virginia Ave, NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. (6.12)
GBF 2 kids seems feminine, likes to be
controlling. Seeks extremely feminine BF
who wants a serious relationship. No
chubbies. 75 1382
Single female seeking other females for
friendship and possible relationship. 18-25.
No Dutches. O 1381
If you are progressive, open, searching,
health-minded, communicative, professional, over 35 & looking for a friend, call
me. 75 1374
GBF attractive romantic of 28; Searching
thru ads for female life-mate. You should
be attractive too—Insightful, thoughtful,
communicative and true. tt 1356
GWF - 33, intelligent, attractive, vegetarian, with strong sense of integrity, into nonbar activities, seeks a GF, 32-40 who thinks
well of herself, with similar interests. 75
1354
GWF - Androgynous; likes dancing, music, walks, wine and candlelight, beer and
pool. Seeking GWFs with personality.
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brains, and a life. tt 1349
GWF, 21, seeks GWF, 21-25 for friendship
and possibly more. No smokers / drugs. tt
1347
GWF, 22, seeks similar. Intelligent, career
minded, enjoy having fun, laughing, experiencing new things. Seeking friendship,
possible romance. 75 1344
Single Black Female seeks same for friendship and other possibilities, tt 1324
GWF, feminine, 31, seeking a feminine,
emotionally stable, humorous, affectionate,
thoughtful, drug-free, intelligent woman. Is
this a hopeless search? tt 1322
GWF, attractive, slim, 40, feminine, nonsmoker, self-supporting, seeks: butchish
GWF to lead in country dancing, friendship, hopefully more. 72 1308
"WHERE ARE YOU?"-GWF, fern, lipstick lesbian, pretty, 30's, looking for someone special to date. I love art, music, guitars, dancing, poetry, theatre, travel, romance, hugs, candlelight dinners, positive
people, motivation. Do not want: drugs,
negative people, one night stands, games,
butch women, men. Show me an ad can
work by replying! I know you're out there,
we just haven't met yet! 72 1310
GBF—25 tender years is an assertive, progressive and extremely conscious college
student who prefers a self-assured understanding feminine woman. 72 1259
Zesty tall XLarge 35WF artistic w/hangups
likes gabbing cinema tunes games emotions lonely for WF admirer 30-50 size who
cares 72 1256
Attractive GBF (a little tomboyish at times),
seeks aggressive yet beautiful, articulate and
intelligent counterpart. 22-32 for friendship
or more. T5 1253

WF, 26, 5'11". 140 lbs, br/br. looking for
gay/bi female for fun, friendship, and who
knows. Femmie. no butches, 21-35. Fit &
no drugs. 72 1126

Attractive GWM 40 seeks attractive GWM
25-40 who is sincere, romantic and affectionate. POB 11606, Atlanta 30355. 75
1379

Attractive GWF with chronic fatigue syndrome seeking same for walks, picnics,
books, friendship & life in the slow lane.
tt 1113

Handsome, educated, Bohemian GBM, 27,
HIV+, versitile mostly bottom, loves jazz.
Relationship oriented, seeks GM. Boxholder
PO Box 632, Leesville, SC 29070. (6.11)

GWF, 28, professional, well-educated, cultured, refined, feminine, attractive, seeks
sophisticated, feminine GWF who possesses
good values for friendship / monogamous
relationship. We'llshare sports, travel, theater, dining. tt 1106

Asians, Blacks, Hispanics, and all others:
Mature WM, active, hot, more. Beginners
welcome, tt 1380

GWF, 22, responsible, educated, crazy,
wide-open, kind-hearted. New to GA. Looking for similar new buddies. P.S. - Having
dance withdrawals. 72 1102
Cute, feminine, GWF, 26, educated, motivated, professional, energetic, somewhat
wild and wacky, seeks kindred spirits. No
drugs or butch. tt 1024
GWF seeks attractive, romantic lesbian over
30 for relationship. tt 1028
GW Feminine, Latin Lover. Sexy, 5'7",
1251bs - 30 something. Independent, strong.
Funny. You—tall blonde feminine - 30
something - opposites attract! 72 1029

MEN
GWM, 30,6', 185#, masculine, noce looking - seeks same - no bars/drugs - for
relationship. P.O. box 7211, Marietta, GA
30065. (6.13)
African American, Hispanic and Anglo athletes. Handsome, muscular GWM looking
for sparring partners. Semi experienced
boxer. But can be easy and sexy. 72 1386

DENTURES APLUS!

Lonely GBF, 35, attractive, professional,
seeks attractive, feminine woman for oneon-one relationship. No Butch/Bi's. 72
1249

Know what I mean? Looking for Mr. Right
or Mr. Right now. Possible regular thing or
not at all. Let's talk. tt 1386

Two single GFs looking to expand network
of friends. Interests include movies, picnics, etc. Expand your horizons. Call us
today. tt 1254

GWMC seeks young (18-25), goodlooking
GWM for house boy / slave. Private room /
bath in exchange for house work /personal
services. Call for details. 72 1388

GWF, 31, 5'2", 113 lbs, professional, attractive seeks similar GWF for movies, dining, working out, travel & possibly more.
72 1247
GBF, 27, new to Atlanta, discreet. Enjoys a
night in rather than a night out. Wants a
'fern for friendship. tt 1239
GBF, 5*8", 139 lbs seeks GF who is intelligent and serious about a friendship and
possible relationship. 75 1231
GWF seeks same age 30-38, intelligent,
attractive, good values, emotionally healthy,
playfuL No drugs or smokers. 75 1232
Progressive GWF looking for other progressive women for friendship or possible
relationship, 75 1235
Attractive, atentive, gregarious, honest, intelligent, intense, off-the-wall, romantic,
sensual, late 30's, travelling professional
needs affectionate, eclectic, striking, sexually adventurous sophisticate for weekend
romantic pursuits. No flakes, druggies or
gamers (I don't know the rules!). 72 1127
GF seeks that special someone to fill her
arms—and warm her nights. Call me, let's
get together! IS 1124
GWF, romantic, feminine, 32, attractive,
intelligent, searching for similar sincere WF
who desires honest caring friendship (Atlanta, Macon, Covington). tt 1123

"Married" GWM, 37, black/blue, attractive,
trim, intelligent, masculine, muscular, hairy
& passionate, seeks attractive daytime lop.
Box 7243, Atlanta 30309. (6.11)
GWM, 35,5'5", 137, Br/Bl, bearded/hairy,
HIV+, seeks attractive submissive boy for
cuddling/kink, possible relationship. No
smokers. 75 1375
Mr. Right seeks Mr. Ready. Handsome top
seeks bottom for loving relationship. 72
1376
Handsome WM, 35, 6'2", 185, Brown hair
/eyes, moustache. Runner, swimmer, welleducated, professional, seeking similar WM
30+. S 1377
GWM - 23, 6*1", Br/Bl, versatile, HIV-.
Sks out-doorsey 25-30 GWM for pos relationship. No ferns. PO Box 1354, Cornelia,
GA 30531. TT 1378
LAIDBACK, WM, semi-loner, 42, 6*2",
180 lbs, HIV-, seeks similar man also interested in mutually private "French" tutoring, no femmes! 75 1358
GWM seeks fine GBMs 18-28 for hot, safe
fun in Orlando, Fla area. Cum, be with me!
ttl357
GBM 34,5*10,190 lbs, good-looking, athletic, masculine, very romantic seeks hairy
masculine GWM between 25-40 for friendship and possible romance. 72 1355
Athletic GBM, 25, 6*2", 190, seeks bigger
stronger GWM to help me gain extra
muscle. You* 11 get friendship, maybe more.
ttl353

relationship. 75 1325

sailing, diving, vacations there. 12 1240

Amatuer wrestler, 6 ft. 185, blonde/blue,
45, good shape, seeks others interested in
wrestling, safe fun. 75 1326

GBM, 25, sexy, versatile, endowed, seeks
brother w/similar qualities and w/sincere
interest in developing friendship into more.
No fems. 72 1238

GWM, 38, 6*2", 200, seeks tall prof, for
friendship or more (30-45). Pluses for you
might be hairy, uncut, sincere, Fr. A/P, and
not into the normal scene! tt 1321
GWM, 30, French active seeks good looking slender WM's, 20s. Size unimportant.
Cut with no beards please. Ferns welcomed.
Discreet. 72 1320
GWM, handsome, romantic, sincere, sense
of humor, caring, gentle and strong. If you
appreciate and possess these qualities, let's
talk, 75 1319
Attractive GWM, 30, 5'5", 132, Brn/bm,
hairy, seeking tall, handsome, sincere, nonsmoker, GWM for romantic permanent relationship - no barriers. 72 1318
Tall, single, slim, dark sexy black male 6ft.
3in., 185 lbs seeks same Bi/GM Top Males
30-45, single, muscular for friendship and
more. No ferns. tt 1323

GWM, 40, wishes to meet guys under 25
for fun, friendship, or whatever! 72 1316
Sincere GWM. 22, seeks GWM, 23-28 for
long-term, monogamous relationship. Serious only need respond, tt 1312
GWM, attractive, 40*s, oral expert for heavy
equipment Gay/Bi/Str tune-ups given. Best
in town. Call soon! 72 1317

Playful anal GWM. 45, 5*10", 150#. seek/
share higher anal erotic states. Taoist erotic
massage, HIV-, your status no barrier. 75
1350

Couples—Masculine, clean-cut GWM 33
physically fit, healthy, seeks similar 20s &
30s who occasionally enjoy the company
of another. 72 1260

WM, 29,6 ft, 175 lbs, reeding Willis type,
country boy, boots, jeans, conservative,
CLOSETED, seeks same for LONG friendship. Rockdale area. tt 1384

BM, 29,5*5", 160#, seeks BM 21-35, caring and sincere for friendship and discreet
encounters. Call me, let's talk. 75 1348

BM 35,5 "8", 155 lbs, healthy, trim, versatile, well endowed, masculine seeks GM
with same qualities. No fems. 72 1257

Hot, horny bottom seeks hunky hung top
for good times, safe fun and more. IS 1343

Horny, hairy, hung GWM, 23, 165 lbs.
NEEDS a daddy to spank him. "Chris" 72
1261

SIZZLING HUNKS LIVE!! 1-800-2842739. S3.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Line
$2.00/minute or 1-900-745-0833. 18+.
(6.12)

TO PLACE FREE AD
Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
$10.00 or you may use your own PO Box for $5.00.
Mail or drop off your completed order for with
payment. A simple instruction sheet will be
mailed to you which will enable you to
record your spoken message
AT NO COST.

TO RESPOND
Check each week's paper for ads
which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
symbol H and call 1-900-370-4099. The
system will guide you to the recorded message of
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
charged to your phone bill.

($1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.)

Black hardcore former project boy from
NYC, tall, dark, street-wise, no-nonsense
seeks absolutely manly, sexy, handsome,
dark black soulmate. 72 '< I >9
WM, 240 lbs, 6*4", masc. Looking for
strong minded black male, discreet and into
sports. 75 1334
Relationship oriented! Enjoy quality times
with caring muscular BM, 41, HIV+. You
must be a similar GM. No drugs/smoke,
tt 1336
BM, 30, 170, nice body, attractive, needs a
spanking by masculine BM top. tt 1337
GBM 24, 6', 215, good-looking, masculine, intelligent, sincere, with varying interests seeks similar in GWM for possible
long-term relationship. 75 1338
Teddy bear type attractive WM, 5*9", 245
lbs, clean, healthy, happy, seeking masculine, healthy BM (Top) for friendship/possible relationship. 75 1340
Black male with feet fetish seeks masculine black male for uninhibited pleasures.
'S 1341
Friendship is primary for this liberal, professional, 37, GWM who seeks similar
GBM to enjoy literature, movies, plays, dinners, etc tt 1342
Fun, attractive, intelligent GWM, 22 into
theatre, astrology, and film seeks intelligent, sensual GWM, 20-45 for potential

Responsible, stable, mature, romantic WM
- masculine, 40s, professional. Great mentor. Seeks quality friendship with novice /
curious WM 18-25. Discretion Assured. 72
1115

HOT TOP: Cleancut, boyish, 38, blue eyes,
plays safe. Seeks cute bottom for hot fun.
75 1118

GWM, 49, attractive, l-'it, swimmer, HIV-,
seeks boyfriend 25-45, prefer slender, fem.,
literary / artistic interests important. Any
race. tt 1408

GWM, mature, seeks muscular attractive
strict, 25-40 master who needs household
and other services. tt 1346

GWM, 32,5'9", 142 lbs. Professional, handsome, seeks same. TT 1125

WM, 32, 6'3", 235. My interests: country/
rock music, pop culture/Simpsons/Batman,
Braves movies, art...Your interests? 75
1313

GWM, 5'8", 160#, retired senior, healthy,
financially responsible, seeks male 25-40
for daytime relationship. 75 1307

GWM, 55, 6'2", 180, romantic bottom, se- *
cure professional, seeks tall slender top. No
ferns. Age, race unimportant. Box 347147,
Atlanta 30334. (6.12)

GBM, tall, athletic, professional, discreet,
youthful 33, masculine, seeks sexy similar
for friendship, fun, mutual enrichment. 72
1120

Very goodlooking WM, 26, clean cut, muscular, All-American looks, seeks wealthy,
generous, supportive WM for mutually beneficial fun. Any age, weight. 75 1117

28yo GWM, average looks, HIV-. Seeking
young guys (18-25) for casual encounters.
Safe sex only, limits respected. tt 1351

Sincere GWM, 28, 6'4'*, 230 tt, dk blonde/
blue, seeks GWM, 21-28 for committed
monogamous relationship. 75 1345

Good looking GWM, 6*1", 190, successful, secure, romantic top seeks relationship
oriented cute bottom, 28-38. 72 1234

France • Loire Valley - French boy likes
friendship in USA. I love USA and I will
love my friends from your lovely country.
75 1311

GWM, 37,5'6", 160#, blk/grn, hairy, moustache, healthy, non-smoker, professional,
NW area. Seeking similar GWM, 35-40's
for possible relationship. 75 1407

Bottom seeks muscular Top, 25 to 40 who
gives safe Greek, spankings, WS, TT, obedience training, verbal humiliation; and likes
to receive body worship, rimming, boot service and other safe S&M. tt 1385

BM seeks masculine BM to become ? buddies. 72 1236

BM, 30*s masculine, endowed, versatile,
trim, seeks same in Hispanic or BM. 75
1116

ATHENS-Irish beekeeper (new to area)
seeks mature masculine (bisexual?), dscreet
(monogamous/safo) companion to share rustic country "cottage" life, tt 1352

Novice and frisky GWM, 19,130 lbs, seeks
GM 18-35 HIV- for sticky encounters. Must
like long wet kisses and steamy showers.
Tell me your fantasy. 1575 Hwy 29, Suite
L-126, Lawrenceville, GA 30245 (6.13)

WM.32,5'10", 155H.F/A, loner type seeks
fellow non-fam WM Southerner 30-50
wanting possible onc-on-one relationship.
72 1237

MUSCULAR, CLEANCUT GWM, grad
student, short, lean, dark, hairy, non-smoker,
HIV-. Safe, imaginative. Seeking MUSCULAR jocks into showing off, j/o, being worshipped. 72 1315

Clean-cut, 36yo GWM, blonde, green, thick,
hunky body, honest, well-grounded, successful, energetic, oral and sexuallycharged. Wicked kisser.. Seeks guys who
are honest, well-balanced, have aspirations
and energy. Tum-ons, thick, hunky men
with a linle meat on them, Italians, dark
hair, tt 1309

VOICE CONNECTION

CALL NOW

LGM, 40, 5*9", 160. Honest, sincere bottom seeks dominant masculine tall top B/M
huge well endowed for committed relationship. POB 45273, Atlanta 30320. (6.11)

29/1993

Masc GWM 32 Freeh Active seeks horny
young MEN, looks unimportant (18-25)
Pref smooth, young-looking. Let me worship you. 72 1255
Tall, dark, sexy, hairy black male, 28. Seeks
honest, sincere, muscled, affectionate Bi/
GMTop Man for mutual friendship/more.
72 1251
Intelligent GWM seeks same for lunchtime
companion or friend. Perimeter mall area,
early /mid-afternoon, Monday thru Friday.
72 1248
GWM, 35. TEDDYBEAR, 5'10", 275 Ib.-tseeks hunk w/mind, for conversation and
adventurous safe sex. Call voice box-let's
talk! 72 1250
GWM, tall, smooth, slim - would like to
meet aggressive, hairy, stocky, masculine
man - 40 to 50. Bald a plus. I'm HIV+,
healthy, friendly, good looking. 75 \2A6
Homy GWM, 30, 5*4", wants to do helicopter sp ins on your face! Love hot letters /
photos/videos. Call-leave address 75 1243
Gdlkg GWM, 32, rdsh br/gr., clean-shaven,
5*101/2*', 189#, healthy, good stocky build,
collegiate/professional type, sks collegiate/
professional type, 22-42, with ticklish feet
for hot tickle sessions. "Bottoms" only.
Sane, sensual, safe fun. Live in Birmingham but can travel. 72 1241
GWM, 54, 5*10", 165, healthy, mature, romantic, secure professional seeks quality,
slender GBM, age unimportant, for friendship, perhaps relationship. 75 1242
Adolescent Florida Executive, 6 ft., 170
lbs. Blond. ISO spontaneous, artsy, skinny,
young companion for dinner, romance here.

French passive seeks buddy. Dominant
white professional wants agressive French
active companion. Affectionate man for
hungry partner. Let's start something! 75
1119
MB 25,6', 170 lbs, new to town seeks other
males 21-35 for friendship. Interested?
Leave msg. tt 1112
Latino GWM, 24, 6', sincere, good personality, seeks secure male for friendship—
possible relationship, race unimportant.
Healthy, no fems please. 75 1108
GWM, 35, 6', 165, versatile, seeks single
masculine hairy GWM over 6' for friendship & poss. relationship. No head games,
tt 1110
Are you out there? GWM, 29, seeks honest, caring GBM (21-40) Prince Charming.
I want my happily ever after, tt 1111
GWM, 50; seeks younger, mature, masculine, non-smoking GWM/GAM who appreciates the companionship of an older
gentleman for possible relationship. 75
1103
Submissive, GWM 48, eager, willing, ready
to serve. Seeks aggressive, strict, well built,
top, dominant with small fist. Call soon!!
tt 1104
WM, 34, attractive, well built, masculine,
with strong intellectual curiosity seeks that
same combination in someone else, 27-38.
tt 1107
Novice GWM Slave Boy, short, cute, lean,
muscular, hairy, 35. Seeks light training
from Muscular Daddy, GWM, HIV-,
smoke/drug free, tt 1105
WM, masculine, 6*3", 185 lbs, 43, HIV-,
closeted, seeks only similar, masculine,
HIV-, hung, WM for private regular mutual satisfaction. 75 1098
GWM, 37, BL/Blue, attractive, intelligent,
healthy, passionate, masculine, trim, muscular, hairy, long "married" and horny.
Seeks attractive, daytime top buddy. 75
1096
GWM, 25,5*3", 135, br/bL looking for hot
safe times with 35 or younger top. PR,
Latino, Oriental preferred, tt 1095

TV/TS
46, BiWM, 6'1", clean, safe, smooth, bottom, love others into CD, TV^TS, feminine
things, can satisfy demanding top. 75 1410
CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete
information resource. Hear full details (prerecorded) 1-404-333-6455 (24 Hrs). Fantasies • Personals • Catalogs • True Experiences • Coaching • More!
30 yr. BM 5*8", 170#, handsome, clean
ISO sexy TV/TS. Race unimportant. Columbia, SC—Love travel. Love boots. Call
today 75 1258
BM, 38, seeks very feminine (looking) TV/
TS or very butch lesbian for first encounter. Am disease-free, discreet. Let's talk.
75 1252
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ATLANTA AREA
MEN SEEKING MEN
Sunday

Tuesday

Waiting

Waiting

Monday

Wednesday

Waiting

Waiting

1 -900-903MALE
Real phone numbers
from real men!
Traveling? Find new friends
by area code.
$1.99/min.18+, 415-281-3183

Thursday

Voice

Waiting

Connection

What are you waiting for?

VOICE CONNECTION
CALL NOW TO RESPOND

1-900-370-4099
($1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.)

Options
You Can
live With
Annual subscription (four issues) is $44,
outside the U.S., $66 U.S. currency.
For credit card
AIDS/HIV
orders, call
pi THEATMENT DIRECTORY(800) 39-AmFAR.
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AmFAR

People with HIV disease
who cannot afford a paid subscription-call 1-800-458-5231.

CALL 876-1 831 NOW TO PLACE YOUR FREE AD

TALK WITH THE
JHQJTTEST

MWKY

I ON 1 OR GROUP
THE CHOICE IS YOURS
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976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus rolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 vears or older.

365-8127
VOICE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222
$ 1.50 PER MINUTE AOK. Inc.. Atlanta. GA
OFFKKKI) BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355

Billed As "Real PedplegMusTBejBWOIder • Prices Su^eWo^ange Without Notice
$3 Per.Mi^fl^Wiie'PtioneOnly -©1993^jjffifej'lltd.

In Germany, they came first for the Communists
and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist.
Then, they came for the Jews
and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Jew.
Then, they came for the trade unionists
and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a trade unionist.
Then, they came for the Catholics
and I didn't speak up because I was a Protestant.
Then, they came for me
and by that time no one was left to speak up.
-Martin Niemoeller
1892-1984
You may not want to serve in the military
You may not want to be legally married
You may not identify with many visible
and outspoken members of the gay and
lesbian community
•You may not believe yourself to be
"really gay"
•You may not want co-workers or family
to know what you do in your private life
If one day, however, whatever is precious to you
is taken away because of who you are,
you may need someone to speak up for you—

WASHINGTON
IS NOT ENOUGH!!

SPEAK UP
FOR WHO YOU ARE NOW
Please Call and Speak Up

White House
Senator Nunn
Senator Glenn

CYLA NELSON
MARY BURNS
PAT CRAFT
CARSON PEASE

(202) 458-1111
(202) 331-4811
(202) 224-3353

TRISH TRIPPET
CAROLYN CONNER
SANDY EVANS
KATHY SIEMON

